
14. Walter P. Metzger, "The Age of the
 
University," pp. 367-479.
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operativeness, have been part of the scientific bequest. Two other values 

deserve particular emphasis. The scientific criterion of reliabjlity~the 

dissociation of a scientific work from the beliefs and associations of its 
author~has bestowed on academic freedom the value of universalism. 
By universalism is meant the elimination of particularistic criteria
creedal, racial, or national~in judging the merits of a work, and the 

elimination of unearned advantages---connections, rank, and caste-in 
considering the merits of a man. The second value is that of neutrality, 

an interest in disinterestedness that is deeply ingrained in science. By 

assimilating the. value of universalism, academic freedom has come to 
signify the brotherhood of man in science that is akin in aspiration to 
the brotherhood Qfman in God. Attempts to foist upon the academic com
munity an AmeFi~~Rjpr a Presbyterian science, or a class or color yard
stick in appoin~mffH\S and promotions, are thus infringements of aca
demic freedoW(:~~;;ilsquiring the vaiue of neutrality, academic freedom 

has cameJo st\\I1.c1jJ~)rJhe belief that science must transcend ideology, that 
professors m.usFf~l:y?unce all commitments that corrupt the passion for 

truth. Attempt&,\9~H.J;Jornprofessors by payor other preferences, attempts 
by professors themselves to hold departments to a particular "line," are 
thus infringemt;nts(jfacademic freedom. As the symbol and the guardian 
of these twovalues,academic freedom has come to be equated not only 

with free intelle.~tv;aJactivity, but with an ethic of human relations and 
an ideal of persQ"",aLfulfilIment. 

We should not interpret these changes in the colleges and in the rationale 
of academic freedom as evidences of a law of progress. Leaving the cocoon 

of religious authority, the colleges did not emerge at once into sunlit free

dom. Taking oveFthe concepts of science, the rationale of academic free
dom was not thenceforth complete and unambiguous. In the next chapter, 
when we examine the last stage in the educational revolution-the building 
of the graduate school on the model of the German university--we shall 
see that the new university in some ways compromised the independence 
of the academic. We slwll see-by comparing American academic free
dom with German Lernfreiheit and Lehrfreiheit-that the principles of 
neutrality and competence wcre susceptible to restrictive interpretations. 
The paradox of revolutions-and here our analogy holds too~is that 
the freedom in the name of which they conquer is often gravely endangered 
by the new cor.ditions they create. 

VIII: THE GERMAN INFLUENCE 

LIE FULL STORY of the contacts between the American university and 

the German university has never been told.' Fully treated, it would reveal, 

first of all, a relationship of one-sided dependence. More than nine thou
sand Americans studicd at German universities in the nineteenth century. 

Through these students, thr9ugh the scores of Americans who knew Ger
many from books and an occasional Wanderjahr, through German ex
patriates teaching in American colleges, the methods and ideals of the 
German university \vere transported into this country.:& The story of this 
contact would also show the effects of cultural selection. America took 

from German sources onlX,that which fitted her needs, only that which 

was in harmony with her history. In a certain sense, the German academic 

influence, powerful as it was, reinforced rather than initiated native Amer
ican tendencies toward change. Before 1850, for example, comparatively 
few American candidate? for academic posts followed the trail to Got

'This is a wide gap in American historiography. There is only one study thaI 
attempts directly to relate the German and the American universities: Charles Frank
lin Thwing, The American and the German University, One Hundred Years of 
Jlistory (New York, 1928). While this book has the virtue of regarding the German 
impact comprehensively, takiog into account institutional, personal, and scholarly 
influences, it is skimpy on details and superficial in analysis. John A. Walz, German 
Influence in American Education and Culture (Philadelphia, 1936), is a little essay 
100 thin 10 justify ils tille. B. A. Hinsdale, "Notes on the Hislory of Foreign Influ
ences upon Education in the United States," Report of the Commissioner of Educa
tion, I (1897-98), 610--13. gives a list of the names of American students at Got
tingen, Halle, Berlin, and Leipzig, a valuable but unfortunately incomplete listing. On 
the over-all impact of German culture on the United States, there are several studies 
of tangential value. Albert B. Faust, The German Element in tlte United States 
(New York and Boslon, 1909), is a two-volume compendium of bits of information 
that overstresses the German contribution to American culture. Orie W. Long, Liter
ary Pioneers (Cambridge, Mass., 1935) is an excellent study of literary influences, and 
contains much that is illuminating on the reaction of Everett. Bancroft, Cogswell, 
Tic-knor, Longfellow, and Motley to the German university. Two studies of the Amer
ican magazines' reaction to German literature contain bibliographical references 
pertinent to this theme: Scott H. Goodnighl, "German Literature in American 
Magazines Prior to 1846," and Marlin H. Haertel, "German Literature in American 
Magazines, 1846 to 1880:' both in Blil/etin of the Unhwsity of Wisconsin Philology 
and Literature Series, IV (1908). 

2 Thwing, The American and the German University, p. 41. 
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tingen blazed by Ticknor and Oancroft.' Of those who went, a dispro

portionate number were graduates of atypical Harvard.' The denomina

tional college was neither eager for German-trained scholars nor ready 

for German-trained scholarship. German theology was too skeptical, Ger
man philology too specialized, German WissellJchajlslehre too strenuous.' 
It was not until a German degree ollered advantages to career chances at 

home-which is to say, it was not until the American college had already 

grown more secular, specialized, and intellectually ambitious-that the 

great exodus of American scholars began. It must be assumed, therefore, 

that the increase in the number of Americans going to Germany in the 

second half of the nineteenth century-the figures are roughly 200 before 

1850 and go up to 2,000 in the peak decade of the 1880s-tells as much 

about the pace of indigenous change as about the growth of our cultural 
debt" 

Finally, the st.ory would reveal the effects of cultural modification. The 

Germany seen through American eyes was bound to be, in part, a figment 
of American preconceptions. Brought into contact with our own ideals 

• Harold S. Jantlobjects to the traditional view that the publication of Mme. 
de Stad's De /'A/lemagf!~ in this country in 1814 and the pioneer activities of the 
Gi;uingen Four were America's first introduction to German culture and the Ger
man university. See "German Thought and Uterature in New England, 1620-t820," 

i:I,,;) 

CJI	 Journal 0/ English (md Germanic Philology, IV (1942), 1--45. But his evidence 
t-:l	 hinges on ~he interests of a few scholars of particularly broad reading and not on 

those of the mass of American college graduates, whose intel~,t in English culture 
was domi"'"1t before I H20. 

• Hinsda.[e, "Notes on the History of Foreign Inl1uences," pp. 610-13; William 
Goodwin, "Remarks on the American Colony at Giittingen," Proceedings of the 
Ma.uachusellS Historical Society, XII, Second Series (1897-99),366-69. 

6 Particularly was there a great reluctance to admit German-trained theological 
students into the colleges. George Bancroft, though he was provided with a three
year scholarship by the Harvard Corporation to become a philologist and Biblical 
critic, felt that he had to make his Christian invulnerability to German skepticism 
quite clear to his Harvard sponsors. Writing to President Kirkland of Harvard in 
1819, he assured him that he had nothing to do with German theology except 
insofar as it was mcrely critical. "Of their infidel 'y,tems I hear nol a word: and 
I trust I have been too long under your eye, and too long a member of the The
ological Institution under your inspection to be in danger of being led away from the 
religion of my Fathers.... I say this explicitly, because before 1 left home 1 
heard frequently expressed fears, lest I join the German schoo!." Long, Litaary 
Pionl'ers, pp. 114-15. A folbsh fear of German theology remained long past the 
midpoint of the century. In 1863, William Graham Sumner, deciding to actluire 
a German theological trainin~, was thought by his family to do so with considerable 
risk to his immortal sou!. Harris E. Starr, Wil/iam Graham Sumner (New York, 
1925), p. 56. Similarly, George Sylvester Morris' family feared for his orthodoxy 
when he decided to go to Germany in 1866. R. M. Wenley, The Li/e and Works 0/ 
George Sylvester Morris ( New York, 1919), p. 115. 

• Thwing, The American and the German Uni>'crsity, p. 42. 
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and on our own ground, German academic ideals were bound to be 

greatly altered. The analysis that follows covers briefly only two of many 

German contributions-the ideal of academic research, and the ideals 

of Lern/reiheit and Lehr/reiheit. But even this incomplete account of a 
complex cultural connection illustrates the three-fold process of depend
ence, selection, and modification. 

ACADEMIC RESEARCH 

The conception of a university as a research institution was in large part 

a German contribution. In this country, the meaning of "university" had 

been depreciated and obscured by an inflation of institutional claims. 

Before the mid-century, the word "university" variously denoted: (1) a 
college with at least one professional school attached to it, such as the 
University of Pennsylvania or Harvard University; (2) simply a state

controlled institution of higher learning, such as the University of Georgia 

and the University of North Carolina; (3) a state-controlled institution 
with one or more professional schools which also ollered a wider assort
ment of elective courses, such as the University of Virginia; (4) any college 

that aspired to be grand, as did numerous institutions in the South and 
West.' Neither the word nor the thing it referred to encompassed the 
activity of research. As long as the techniques of research could be self

t~llght, as long as private libraries could keep pace with the growth of 

knowleuge, there w~s no cause for a Franklin to seek a professorship, 

for an Emerson to soliloquize before schoolboys, for a Jefferson, an Irving, 

or a Motley to try didactically to reproduce his kind. The adoption of 

research as an academic function awaited changes in the conditions of 

inquiry-the vast extension of empirical knowledge and the refinement 

in the techniques of investigation; the overcoming of academic resistance; 

and, very important, a greater familiarity with the German university 

which, in the nineteenth century, was a model for reformers and a spur. 

, Daniel C. Gilman, first president of Johns Hopkins, tells in his memoirs of a 
dignitary who vi\iled Yale and introduced himself as "chancellor of the University." 
"'How largc a faculty have you,' asked Dominie Day. 'Not any,' was the answer. 
'Have you any library or buildings?' 'Not yet,' replied the visitor. 'Any endow
mcnt'!' 'Nollc' clime the monotonous and saddening negative. 'What have you?' 
persistcd the Yate President. The visitor brightened as he said, 'We have a very 
good charter.' " Launching of a University (New York, 1906), pp. 5-6. For a brief 
account of the evolution of the word "university" in Amcrican academic life, see 
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Second Annual Report 
0/ the l're.\'ident and Trt'(lJllrer (1907), pp. 81-85. 
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The German universities had not always been famed as research in
stitutions. For two centuries following the Reformation they had been 

little more than agents of the prescribed theology, drowsy centers of 
scholasticism, branches of the state bureaucracy. Lcibnitz' refusal to 
accept a position at a German university is one indication of their lack 
of appeal for scholars. 8 That they forged ahead of all others in the nine

teenth century and became the cynosures of richer and older institutions 

was the result of many factors, among which two----their peculiar struc
tural advantages and the revival of academic philosophy-deserve our 
special notice. 

In organizatiOn the German universities in the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries were stronger than the clustered colleges of 

Oxford and Cambridge and the independent technical and professional 

schools thatym~tI~ed in France after the Revolution." First of all, the 

GermanuniX~t~Weies had retained the philosophical faculty in its old 
medievalcUD]'uirctiollwith theology, law, and medicine. Thus they had 

been, even'i~:lh¥lf darkest days, something more than theological semi
naries or prbfessibnal schools. Secondly, the relegation of preparatory 
courses to 16weLs'c!lools, the abandonment of the communal student life 
in Bursen nnel c<lJ!cges, the gradual rise in the age of cntering students, 
liberated the Gehllan professor from most parental responsibilities. There 
was less danger,<\Yhere the student-teacher relation was an entente cordiale 
and not a forced<alliance, that the presence of students would spoil the 
inspiration of searchers; there W,jS a greater chance, in the freer devotion 

of mind to mind, for the habit of discipleship to be reborn. Thirdly, the 

German universities were the possessions and the pride of the several 
territorial states-which, if not an unmixed blessing, at least allowed them 

to benefit from the princely penchant for display.'" Finally, the develop
ment of a civil bureaucracy and the adoption of the Roman law in the 

8 See Paul Farmer's excellent but all 100 brief essay on this hreak between academic 
and intellectual life in Europe, in "Nineteenth Century Ideas of the University: 
Continental Europe," Margaret Clapp, ed., The Modem University (!lhaca, N.Y.,
1950), pp. 3-24. 

o See Stephen d'lrsay, !listoire d,'., universiles Iranr-ai,'"s /'t errangCr/'s des origin,'" 
{I nos jours (2 vols.; Paris, 1933-35), II. 168-77; John Theodore Mecz. A f1istory (If 

Europeun Thougilt ill the Ninetuntil Celllury (4 vots.; Edinburgh and London, 
1907-14), Chap. I: "The Scienlific Spirit in Frunce." 

10 Friedrich PaUlsen, The German Universities: TiIeir Character and Historical 
Development (New York, (895), pp. 57-64; Paulsen, Tile German Univer.'ities 
and University Study (New York, 1906), pp. 44-46, 137-39. The debt of this sec
tion to Paulsen is very large. 
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German states in the eighteenth century created a need for officials with 

university training. Even the nobility had to study the new jurisprudence 

in order to maintain its supremacy in the German bureaucracies-and 
this did much to enhance the power and the prestige of the German profes

sor and the university." 
The flowering of German philosophy came in the eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries. The history of universities provides no example of 
a philosophical movement so academic in origin (unless it be the develop

ment of Scottish common-sense realism at Edinburgh and Glasgow); " 

the history of philosophies hardly recounts a phase so thoroughly aca

demic in flavor. Whereas French Encyclopedism and the English En

lightenment flourished outside the universities, their German counter

part was well ensconced at Gottingen from the year of its founding (1737), 
at Halle after the reins'tatt~me!1t of Christia!i Wolff by Frederick the Great 

in 1740, at Konigsbeig'ifuring the glorious reign of Immanuel Kant (1755
1797).'" Long before romantic idealism infiltrated the French and English 
universities, it prospered under Fichte and Schelling at Jena, and under 

Fichte, Hegel, and Scht:Iling at Berlin. It is worth noting that whereas the 
great philosophers of England, from nacon to John Stuart Mill, were men 

of affairs, the great figures in the heroic age of German philosophy were 
academic men. From this circumstance may be traced both the glory of 
English philosophy and the grandeur of the German university. 

The philosophical revival revitalized the universities by redefining the 

idea of searching. Under the long-reigning scholastic system, to philoso

phize had meant to explain dogma, to deduce its consequences, and to 
demonstrate its validity: searching, within this confine, was an act of 

ratiocination. To philosophize, according to the philosophical rationalists, 

was to submit all belief, even the very conditions of knowledge, to the 

verification of reason: with them, searching became an act of intellectual 
criticism'" With the rise of German idealism, searching was defined as 

a positive act of creation: to philosophize, in Fichtean terms, was to find 

11 Paulsen, German Universities and University Study, pp. 119-21; W. H. Bm
ford, German\' in the Eighteenth Century: The Social Background 01 the Uterary 
Re"ival (Cambridge, 1935), p. 251. 

I" See Gladys Bryson, Mlln and Society: The Scottish Inquiry of the Eighteenth 
Centurv (Princeton, N.J., 1945), 

13 F~edcrick LUge, The A buse of Learning: Tile Failure 01 the German University 
(New York, 1948), Chaps. 1 and II. Lilge is a good antidote to the idyllic view of 
the German university presented by I'allbcn. 

It Immanuel Kanl. /Jer Streit da Fukultiite" (Kiinigsbcrg, 1798), Rossmann 
ed. (Heidelberg, 1947), pp. 21-26. 
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the content of reality through the very activity of thought." In part, this 
apotheosis of mind was compensation for the German's failure in action. 
It helped make amends for dde<lts on the field of battle to seek spiritual 
and moral goals in a sphere that was free from contingencies. It was to 
counteract the materialism of French philosophy that the Idealists sought 
a Suprasensual reality behind the screen of perceived appearances. In 
addition, deep religious aspirations, evidenced in disguised religious sym

bols, were met by this abstruse metaphysics. Fichte's selfless scholar 
may be identified with the celibate priest; the intellect conscious of the 
Absolute, with the mystic union of man with God; the search for philo
sophical truth, with the quest for religious certainty. '6 Each of the several 
schools of idealism was like a militant church whose creed was revealed to 
its founder. To these academic philosophers, the search for truth was 
not an occupation, but a calling-a transcendent necessity, a require
ment for salvation. 

The hegemony of philosophy in the German universities broke down 
in the 1820s and 1830s with the introduction of the natural and experi
mental sciences. For decades a war of methods was fought between the 
scientists, who sought to explain nature through quantitative measurement 
and careful observation, and the speCUlative philosophers of Schelling's 

~	 school, who regarded nature as knowable through a priori schemes, more 
01 
,+;..	 or less intuitively derived. With the success of Johannes Mueller's pioneer 

work in physiology, the wide acclaim given to Liebig's chemical laboratory, 
the popularity. of Alexander von Humboldt's lectures on natural science, 
the victory of the methods of science was assured. After 1840, intense 
specialization, rigid objectivity, the mustering of footnoted evidence, be

came the hallmarks of German scholarship. But the philosophic spirit 
was not rooted out of academic thought by these empirical procedures. 
The idealistic mood lingered over the German universities long after it 
was severed from the circu/llstances of its origin. Nineteenlh-century Ger
man scholarship, even when it exhibited the nlOst p;,inst;,king empiricism, 
was polemical and subjective. "In no other country," Santayana has 
written, pointing to this characteristic, 

has so large, so industrious and (amid its rude polemics) so co-operative a 
set of professors devoted itself to all saris of learning. But as the original mo
tive was to save one\ soul, an apologetic and scholastic manner has oflen 

15 J. G. Fiehle, "Bestimmung LIes Gelehrtcn," Nachr;e!lIuene Wake, III, 183-93. 
'0 See George Sanlayan,,'s bri'liant "n"tysis of Ihis philosophy in E};otism ill 

German Philosophy (New York, 1940), Ch"ps. I and II. 
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survived: the issue is prejudged and egotism has appeared even in science. 
. .. If the controlling purpose is not political or relio;ious, it is at least "philo
sophical," that is to say. arbitrary.... Hence a piece of Biblical or Homeric 
criticism, a history uf Rome or of Germany, often becomes a little system of 
egotistical philosophy, posited and defenLied with all the parental leal and 
all the increasing conviction with which a prophet defends his supernatural 
inspirations. l1 

The very notion of Wissenschaft had overtones of meaning utterly missing 
in its English counterpart, science. The German term signified a dedicated, 
sanctified pursuit. It signified not merely the goal of rational under
standing, but the goal of self-fulfillment; not merely the study of the 
"exact sciences," but of everything taught by the university; not the study 
of things for their immediate utilities, but the morally imperative study of 
things for themselves and for their ultimate meanings. I. 

The German university undertook to train as well as to maintain its 
scientists and scholars. The lecture, through which the results of new 
research was transmitted, replaced the old medieval prae/eclio, the ex
position of canonical texts. tO The seminar, which once had been the means 
for training acolytes in the art of disputation, became, along with the 
laboratory, a workshop of scientific practice. Working in the vineyard of 
knowledge side by side with his master, the student learned the methods 

of his discipline and undertook his own investigations. 20 Gradually, as 
the faculty of philosophy grew in size and importance, this technique was 
extended to the other professional faculties. The joining of teaching and 
research gave the four-part German university a distinctive purpose and 
character. To a large extent, though not entirely, it arrested the tendency 
of theology to seek antecedent certainties, of law to become the study 
of procedures, of medicine to become exclusively clinical. 21 Not pastors 

17 Ibid., pp. 17-18. 
\8 See John Theodore Merz's discussion in A History 0/ European Thought in the 

Nil/ttl"t'lltli lentllry, pp. 90, 168-74, 170n, l72n. 
'" "erhert Baxter Adams, "New Methods of Study in Hi'lory," Jolin.' Hopkin" 

Un;I'<'fi/ly Studi"s ill lJistorical and /'o/ilical Sd~nce (Ibhimore, 1884), II, 
64-65. 

20 See Rudolph Virchow, Rectorial Address, "The Founding of the Berlin Uni
ver,ity and the Transition from the Philosophic to the Scientific Age," in Annual 
Report of the Board 0/ Regents 0/ the Smithsonian Institlltion (Washington, D.C., 
I~96). pr. 685 If. 

" One exception to this was to be found in theological instruction in the Catholic 
faculJies. Religious compromise had provided for parallel Catholic and Protestant 
faculJies of theology at Bonn, Brestau, Strasbourg, and TUbingen, and Catholic 
theology faculties at Freiburg, Munich, MUnster, and WUrzburg. The presence in a 
university of a faculty over which the Roman Catholic Church exercised a con
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but theologians, not lawyers but jurists, not practitioners but medical 

scientists, were the desired products. The German university was not a 

place where anyone could study anything, nor was it a place, despite the 

practical preparations demanded by state examinations, where the interest 
in practice was predominant. Technological training in nineteenth-century 
Germany, by no means neglected, was usually made available in separate 
schools and institutes; basic courses and tool subjects, by no means di.s

regarded, were offered in the efTIcient Gymfli/siell. This indifference to 
vocational ambition, this insistence on disinterested research, created a 

gulf betweellthe spirit of the university and that of everyday life. Like 

an independent spiritual order, the German university trained its own 

personnel, held<novitiates to its own standards, and kept the secular 
world at a<~e_~:l!n remove. 

To these~~cIi~~ti~ealsand great accomplishments, many Americans 
reacted ehyi~~~IX1and with contempt for their own institutions. "What 
has hereiofofe'Been the idea of an University with us?" wrote the young 

"-',:~r:_y-?(	 .... 

Henry Wads\V~5th Longfellow while a student at Glittingen in 1829. 
"The answeris_~ simple one:-Two or three large brick buildings,_ 

with a chap~,,"~nd a President to pray in it!" How inferior was this to 

the Gottingen,;1c1ea "of collecting together professors in whom the spirit 

moved-who w~~~ well enough known to attract students to themselve" 
and ... cap.Hbk.of teaching them something they did not know be
fore." 2' As. ~he Gilded Age approached, contrasts of this sort became 

more and more. Common. Reform-minded intellectuals, unhappy in the 
universe of Ulysses Grant, yet sharing its spirit of expansionism, held up 

the achievements of the German university as indictments of American 

education. ToBenjamin Arthorp Gould, the noted Harvard astronomer, 

it was intolera/)le that America, like Rome, should have to send her sons 

abroad for intellectual nourishment. 23 The reviewer of Noah Porter's 

book on American education compared the German Gelehrte with the 

trolling influence both in appointments and dogma was a Source of friction through. 
out the nineteenth century. The argument against removal to separate institutions 
relied On the fear of communal division ism in Germany and on the hope, not un
warranted, that the scientinc method would penetrate Catholic theology too. See 
Max MillieI', Die Lehr· /lnd Lernfrei/It!it: Venueh eiller .'--\f('/I/(/tisch-hi.,toriJeherr 
Darstel/fillg mit hCWlld",er Ilcri;cA.lic/ltigflllg der tTl/IIZ,i,i"",en. dew.'chell /llId 
sehweizeri.,ehen V<'rhii/tlli.H(' (Sf. Gallen, 1911), PI'. 191--200. 

~2 Lon~. Literary Pio/lf'C'rj", p. 16". 

"" Benjamin A. GOUld. "An American University," American JO/lrnal of Educa
lion, II (September, J856), 289. 
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American professor, and found the native product to be "a nondescript, a 

jack of alL trades, equally ready to teach surveying and Latin eloquence, 

and thankful if his quarter's salary is nol docked to whitewash the college 
fence." 2. Almost all of those destined to become presidents of the great 
new universities compared the frowsiness of Alma Mater with the charms 
of the foreign Lorelei. Andrew Dickson White, as a student at the Uni
versity of Berlin, saw his "ideal of a university not only realized, but 
extended and glorifiecl," and resolved to "do something" for American 

education." Three decades later, Nicholas Murray Butler savored the 

matchless knowledge of German scholars at the same institution, and 

acknowledged that it "left an ineffaceable impression of what scholarship 

meant, of what a university was and of what a long road higher education 

in America had to travel before it could hope to reach a place of equal 
elevation." '6 James Burrill Angell, Charles W. Eliot, Daniel Coit Gilman, 

and Charles Kendall Adams were also in this company of future college 

presidents who admired Germany." In America's continual rediscovery 

of her cultural inferiority, the German paradigm played a conspicuous 

part. 
Before the 1850s,those who turned to German universities for inspira

tion were more impressed by the advancement and specialization of their 

teaching than by their commitment to scholarly research." It was the 

elementary quality of American collegiate education that discouraged 
Joseph Green Cogswell at Harvard and made him leave to found his 

little LandschuLe at Northampton, Massachusetts!' It was the thorough

.. "The Higher Education in America," Galaxy, XI (March, 1871), 373. 
"Andrew Dickson White, Autobiography (New York, 1922), I, 291. 
'6 Nicholas Murray Butler, Across the Busy Years (New York, 1935), I, 126. 
21 See James Burrill Angell, Reminiscences (New York, 1912), p. 102; Henry 

I
 
James, Charles W. Eliot, I, 136~37; Gilman, l.aunchinf{ 01 a University, p. 275;
 
Charles Foster Smith, Charlr,r Kendall Adams, A Ule-Sketch (Madison, Wise,
 
1924), pp. 12-13. See III so, S. Willis Rudy, "The 'Revolution' in American Hi~h"f
 

Fducation, 1865-1900," I fan'ard Educatio/lal Re,·iew. XXI (Summer, 1951), t65

69. 

,. For example, the primary object of George Ticknor's projected reforms at 
Harvard in 1825 was to provide for a wider range of subjects, all elective choice of 
subjects, lectures instead of recitations. This admirer of the German universities did 
not try to make Harvard over into an institution of research. See George S. Hilliard, i	 Ufe, Leiter., and Journals 01 George Ticknur (BostOIl, 1877), I, 358; George 
Ticknor, Remarks on Change_' Lately Proposed or Adopted at flarvard University 
(Boston, 1825). The early alternpts to found graduate schools envisioned advanced 
studies, but rarely the deliberate encoufllgemcnt ofresearcb. Richard F. Slorr. 
"Academic Overture," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation (Harvard University, 1949). 

2. Lile of Josel'h Green Co~m'el/ (Cambridge, Mass., 1874), p. 134; Joseph 
Green Cogswell, "University Education," New York Review, VII (1840), 109-36. 
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ness of the German system that drew high encomiums from the Reverend 

Henry E. Dwight, son of the Yale president, who wrote a widely re

viewed book about Germany in 1829. 30 Not until after the middle of the 

century was the German ideal of academic research approved for emu

lation. Henry P. Tappan's University Education (1850), perhaps the first 
fUll-length book by an American author dealing eXclusively with advanced 
studies, was one of the earliest attempts to define a university as a place 
where, among other things, "provision is made for carrying forward all 
scientific investigation." ;IJ The tendency to regard the university from the 
point of view of the scholar as well as of the student became marked in 
the next few decades. The object of the German university, wrote James 

Morgan Hart, in the first extensive study of the German university pub
lished in this country, is the "ardent, methodical, independent search after 

truth in any and all its forms, but wholly irrespective of utilitarian appli
cations." '" Research, under academic auspices, he argued, breathed lik 
into the university. It attracted men of outstanding abilities, not peda
gogues and qisciplinarians. It gave students a genuine concern for matters 

of the mimI·:' Ihis b:::lated recognition of Germany's real glory points 
up the fac.\9r,~f, fifJltural selection. Cultuml goods can only be imported into 

friendly n~arKcts, and before 1850 our canons of cducation were not 
receptive to the idea of academic res:::arch. H 

CJ.J 
,01 '0 Henry E. DWight, Tr",·l"!., in the North 0/ Germany (New Yr/.., 1829), p. 175

and passim. " ".C. 
Bl Henry P. 'Ta·ppan, Ulliversity Ed/leation (New York, IR.\O), PI'. 43-45, 68 

Sec, alsQ, Atexander D. Bache, "A National lJniv,·"ity," Ameri('{//l JOl/mal 0/ Edo
cation, L(May, 1856), 478. 

52 James Morgan Hart, German Unil'e,,·ities: A Narratil'e oj Personal Expe
rience (New York, 1878), p. 264.
 

., Ibid., pp. 257, 338-55.
 

•• Without attempting the almost impossible task of proViding a full bibliog
raphy, the fOllOWing arguments for research i!S an academic function are worthy of 
mention: George S. Morris, "University Education," in P/,ilo.fophicol Papers o/the 
University 0/ Mirhir;an (Ann Arbor. 1886-1888), Series 1--2, PI'. 8-9; many ad
dresses by Danicl C. Gilman, inclUding his "Inaugural Address" (1876), in VII;, 
venity Problem., ill the Vllired Stares (New York, 1898), PI'. 18-19; David Sla,r 
Jordan, "The BUilding of a UniverSity" in The Voice a/the Scholar (San Francisco, 
1901), p. 28; Jordan, "Inaugural Address" (1891) in David Weaver, ed., Buildl'rs of 
American Vnil'ersities (Alton, 111.,1950), p. 356; F. W. Clarke, "American Collcgcs 
versus American Science," {'o['/llar .sciencc Monthly, IX (August, (876), PI'. 467
74; Charles Phelps Taft, Thc Germall Vnil'l'rsity alld the Amcrican 'olfe!!.e (Cin
cinnati, 1871), p. 23; Francis A. March, "The Scholar of Today," in Northrup, 
Lane, Schwab. cds., Re['rcsenraril'C Phi Beta Kappa Add",s.fc.f (New York, 1915), 
PI'· 112-23; John W, Hoyt, ··Address on University Progress." delivered before 
the National Teachers' Association, 1869, in Natlollal Vllil'l'rsity Pamphlet". 
(Columbia University Library), pp. 6-79. Opposition (0 Ihe idea of searching us 
an academic function was voiced by many traditionalists; Ihey did not, however 
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In time, however, the old assumptions were challenged and were cast 

aside. In the centennial year of the nation's independence, Johns Hopkins 

University, the first university in America based on the German model, 

opened its doors. The aim of this university, said Daniel Coit Gilman 

when he assumed the duties of the presidency, was "the encouragement of 
research; the promotion of young men; and the advancement of individual 
scholars, who by their excellence will advance the sciences they pursue, 
and the socicty where they dwell." .. Suiling action to his words, he ap
pointed a small but eminent faculty, giving it time and freedom for re
search, and assembled a small but remarkable group of graduate students, 

giving them incentives for scholarly work; and the names of these men 

-James J. Sylvester, Henry A. Rowland, Herbert B. Adams, Henry C. 

Adams, Josiah Royce, Thorstein Veblen, Woodrow Wilson, Richard T. 
Ely, John Dewey-arc the best testimonials of his success.'· Aptly was 

this university called the Gotlingen at Baltimore. Of fifty-three professors 
and lecturers on the roster in 1884, nearly all had studied at German uni

versities, and thirteen had been awarded the doctoral degree." Johns 

Hopkins adopted the lecture, the seminar, and the laboratory, and brought 

teachers and students together in close and congenial association. What 

it called the graduate ~chool was the equivalent of the German faculty of 

philosophy-broad in its range of specialties, nonutilitarian in its ob

jectives, devoted to the tasks of research. And the spirit was German too: 
"One longed," wrote Josiah Royce, "to be a doer of the word, and not 
a hearcr only, a creator of his own infinitesimal fraClion of a product, 

bound in God's name to produce it when the time came." :1" 

Inspired by Johns Hopkins, fifteen major graduate schools or depart

ments were established by the end of the nineteenth century.'· Decade by 

unite on anyone argument. Some opposed the German emphasis on self-discipline 
and argued for the older notion of menial discipline, sec "The American Colkges 
versus the European Universities," Narion. XXXIV (Feh. 16, 1882). 142-4\ 143-44. 
Some continued to fear the irreligion of German education, see L. H. Atwater, "Pro
posed Reforms in Collegiate Education," Princetun Review, X (1uly. 18H2), I Of}
120. Olhers defended the classical subjects and the prescribed curriculum; see 
Andrew F. West, A RevielV 0/ President Eliut's Report 011 Electi.'e Srudies (New 
York,IR86). 

"" Gilman, Vniversity Prvblems, p. 35. 
"" John C. french, A History o/tlte Vni,'ersity Fuullded by Johns Hopkins (Bal

timore, 1946), p. 41 and passim. 
31 Thwing, The Americall and the German University, p. 43. 
•• Josiah Royce, "Present Ideals 01 American University Life," Scribner's Maga

liM.	 X (September. 1891),383. 
80 W. Carson Ryan, Studies in Early Graduate Education (New York, 1939), 

pp. 3-14. 
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decade, the output of American degrees of doctor of philosophy increased 

almost geometrically. Before 1861 not a single doctorate had been awarded 

by an American institution; in 1890, 164 such degrees were conferred; 

in 1900, more than twice that number.'" In 1871, the total number of 
postgraduatc students in Amcrican institutions was 198; by 1890, the 
number had risen to 2,872." Whatever these figures reveal as to the 
crowding of thegraduate schools and the lowering of standards and results, 
their chief ci~portisthe evidence they give of the thorough domestication 
of the ideal of academic research. 

Rarely, h~~Ev~r,does an ideal undergo a drastic change of scene and 
remain intact in form or spirit. Original meanings are lost in new ideo

logical surroull~;i[J~~; new implications are acquired in strange institutional 
settings. In Pt~~tiEelAmerica transformed, even as she borrowed, the 
notion of a~C1'a~priciresearch. Americans did not approach the task of 
l""u;lrl;nn '1":,'~~JS<:t--='hC' "'S ....1;,..:1 10 .... 0. 'Cra........k ...."" --.: .... : ..... g. .. ,....~ e~ ........... :.......... 1:1.-~
 
VUIl ..... 1I16 U.iUV-¥l:_l:~_H... ", U Ul\J. uu...... '"'u""'u. UV l1Ul11;:)l~l Vi UUfo,..allVl1~ JlI\t; 

Jules Ferry,ccfPlt(cast our institutions into one comprehensive system: 
the molding f?,ctswere public and private, local and national, lay and 
professional. Americans did not build their universities with the logical 
consistency Qf the Germans: for various reasons no sharp lines separated 

colleges from gr<\duate schools, or technical from intellectual concerns. 
In answering the question : "What should the new university be?" every 
need clamored for satisfaction, every craft hoped for inclusion. Our post
war institutions of higher learning were therefore not merely motley, but 

mongrel; not onlydifTerent from each other in size, quality. independence, 

and saphistication( which was a familiar American pattern), but eclectic 

in their character and purposes (which on the whole was something new). 

In calling attention to this fact we do not imply, as do certain critics of 

the American university, that consistency is a supreme educational good." 
It may well be that diversity is a sign of effectiveness, that consistency can 

only be bought at the price of real vitality. But it does appear that our 
eclecticism was responsible for a confusion and ambivalence in the rela

40 Walton C. John, Graduate StIldy in Unil','rsities and Colleges in the Unitt'd 
States (Washington, D.C., 1935), pp. 'I, 19. 

41 Report oj the Commissioner oj Education. 1872, pp. 772-81; Report oj the 
Commissioner oj Education. 1890-1891, II, 1398-1413. 

42 Critics of American higher education have made much of its hodge-podge 
character. See, particularly, Abraham Flexner, Universities: American, English and 
German (New York and London, 1930); Robert Maynard Hutchins, The Higher 
Learning in America (New Haven, 1936); Jacques Barzun, Teacher in America 
(Boston, 1945), pp. 253-319; Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teach
ing, Second Annual Report oj the President and Treasurer (1'107), pp. 76-97. 
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lion of the university to its publics which affected in turn the spirit and 

goals of academic research. 

It was apparent to certain reformers that colleges and universities were 
not anly dilTerent, but essentially incompatible, institutions. In a famous 

manifesto of the university movement, John W. Burgess, the Columbia 
political scientist, argued that the college was an educational anomaly, 
unable to become a university and unwilling to become a Gymnasium; and 
that therefore it should cease to exist." G. Stanley Hall wanted to make 
Clark University into a "school for professors," designed for original 
research and instruction of the highest grade, without the encumbrance of 
an undergraduate department." But this drastic excision of the college 
did not and indeed could not take place. Sentiment overruled logic, and 

sentiment is always the main conduit of academic financial support. The 
alumni and friends of ;the older colleges were willing to pay to see them 
exalted, not destroyed; by graduate schools. The state universities would 
not take so "undemocratic" a step as to differentiate intellectual interests. 
Even the brand-new Universities-Johns Hopkins, Clark, Chicago, Stan
ford-retained, or (as in the case of Clark) in time acquired, an under
graduate division, either out of deference to local sentiment, or because 

of a lack of qualified graduate students, or out of a sheer obsession with 

size. As a consequence the parental assumptions of higher education were 
never dispelled. Comparing the <\ims of college educators in 1843-76 with 
those in 1909-21, one writer has demonstrated the persistence o.f "morality 
and character" as basic collegiate values, while the greater attention given 

in the later period to "civic and social responsibility" was a kind of secular 

substitute far piety.'" The existence of the college on university grounds 

perpetuated a residual belief in the immaturity of academic students, 

and as their age at the time of entry mounted, their putative age of in

43 John W. Burgess, The A merican University: When Shall It Be? Where Shall 
It Be? What Shall It Be? (Boston, 1884), p. 18. Burgess had returned from the 
seminars of Droysen and Von Gneist to reach survey courses in history at Amherst 
College. Amherst in the 1870, was srill a denominational college of the parental type, 
and Burgess' attempt to introduce a graduate seminar along German lines mel 
with severe oppo'ition. With higher hopes, he had rhen lurned to Columbia Uni
versiry, only to find that this richer and less pious institution, located in a cenrer 
of American sophisrication, was also opposed to research. Though eventually he 
was able 10 establish a graduate school in political science, rhe lesson he karned was 
thar rhe collegiate spirit was anripathetic 10 graduate research. John W. Burgess, 
Reminiscences oj an American Scholar (New York, 1934), pp. 138-90. 

H Ryan, Swdies in Early Graduate Education, p. 48. 
40 Leonard V. Koos, "College Aims Pasr and Present," School and Society, XIV 

(Dec. 3, 1921),500. 
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nocence was increased. In the public mind, the American university was 

not clearly defined as a center of independent thought, an agent of intel

lectual progress; it was also, perhaps primarily, a school of preparation 
for minors, a substitute parent for the young. '6 

The combination of technical and intellectual interests in each uni
versity was also a wedlock of incompatibles. The emergence of the uni
versity coincided with the growth of industrialism, urbanism, agricultural 
commercialism, and corporate enterprise. Dynamic and growing, the 
machine society needed technical skill to run it, scientific knowledge 
to improve it, managerial experience to urganize it, cngineering compe
tence to give it cost advantages. The land-grant colleges were the most 

famous produc(of thc industrial movement in education. Set up under 
the terms of the Morrill Act (1862), they reflected the activities of 

leaders of scientific agriculture, of advocates of a free public education, 

of politicians free with public lands." As teaching organizations, the 
land-grant	 ,coliege,s.; purveyed the abundani and cOJnpijelllcd Hknow

how" that A~;e't:ican industry was acquiring. As research organizations, 

they empha~ize(tlle applied sciences-the "better-ways-of-doing"-that 

American culture was geared to accept. The significant point, however, 

is not that land-grant colleges and graduate schools coexisted, for each 

served its own area of need; the significant thing is that they coexisted 
I:.A:l 
C-il	 in the same institutions. In the original disposition of the land-grant 
00	 fund, agricultural and mechanical arts colleges were added to ten ex

isting universities; ultimately some of the independent land-grant col
leges increased their size and added to their purposes by taking on 
graduate schools. '8 Cornell University, the perfect example of the aca

demic crossbreed, was a land-grant college, a Germanized graduate 
school, a private university, a liberal arts college." Eclecticism could 

be achieved, however, in institutions which did not include a land-grant 

'0 See Richard H. Shryock's interesting <.IisclI"ion of this point in "The Aca<.lemic 
Professiun in the United Stales," /Jill/dill, AAUI', XXXVIII (Spring, 1952),37 IT. 

.., The best analy.,is of the industrial movement in education is provided by Earle 
D. Ross, Democracy's College: The Llilld-Grant Alovellu'llt ill the Formative Stage 
(Ames, Iowa, 1942), pp. 1-45; Merle Curl; and Vernon Carstensen, The University 
of Wisconsin, 1848-1925 (Madison, Wis., 1949), Vol. I, Chap. I; Frank T. Carlton, 
Education and Indllstriul Evolllli,," (New York, 1913); Philip R. V. Curoe, Edu
cational Attitudes alld Policies of OrgaJli:ed Labor ill the Ullited States (New York, 
1926), pp. 61, 88, 95-98. 

'8 Ross, Democracy's Co//ege, Pl" 68-86. 
,. Walter P. Rogers, Alldr,·,,' f)i ..k.wlI White awl the Modl'Tn Ulliversity (Ithaca, 

N.Y., 1942), PI" 90-123 and fia.uim. 

,oi. 
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college. The University of Chicago, sharing the imperious spirit of the 

Standard Oil tycoon who was its patron, served both practical and in
tellectual interests from the outset: it was a community center for the 
popular diffusion of knowledge, a great institution for scientific and 

scholarly research, a workshop of practical engineering, a center for 

professional training, and an undergraduate college."o 
As a result, the American university united two divergent concep

tions of research. In the one view, research was an activity to be initiated 
and directed from within the university. The searcher was to be inde
pendent, not only with respect to his conclusions, but to his choice of an 

area of work. To fill the gaps in knowledge that continuing inquiry 

revealed, to conduct investigations as the logic of a discipline directed
these were to be the functions of academic inquiry. Practical results 

might be forthcoming, but inquiry should be allowed to push against any 

of the frontier_s of knowledge, ~n~ no~ merel~o~~ that b~rder ",:here 
material benehts were promised. l<undamentally; thiS was the graduate 

school's conception of research. Ol Adopting the melhods of the German 

seminar and laboratory, it favored an unremitting quest for facts, a 

strenuous objectivity, the reconstruction of past events "as they actually 

happened.""' With the constant development of new specialties, the 

graduate-school scholar tended to submit his work to a small group of 
the cognoscenti upon whose recognition and approval his professional 
advancement depended. Moreover, like the German faculty of philoso
phy, the graduate school preserved its cultural independence by train

ing its own personnel. Not entirely by design," the Ph.D. in America 

.0 Thomas W. Goodspeed, A History of the University 0/ Chicago (Chicago, 
1916), p. 26. 

., See Daniel C. Gilman, "The Future of American Colleges and Universities," 
Atlantic Monthly. LXXVIII (August, 1896), 175-79; G. Stanley Hall's statement 
in Clark University, 1890-1899, Decennial Cel~bration (Worcester, Mass., 1899), 
p. iii, for contemporary expressions oJ this view of graduate research . 

• , For Ihe German influence on Ihis version of research, see Herbert R. Adams, 
"New Mdhods uf Study in History," Johns /(o{,kitu University Stl/dies in lIiwori",1 
and Political Science. II (1884), 94; Adams, The Study of /listory in American 
Colleges alltl Universities (Washington, D.C., 1887); Edward A. Ross, Seventy Years 
of It (New York, 1936), pp. 37-38; Ray Stannard Raker, ed., Woodrow Wilson: 
Life and Letters (New York, 1927), I, 174--75; Carl Murchison, ed., A Historl' 
of Psychology in Alltohiograrhy (Worcester, Mass., 1930), I, 2-4, 102-7, 301-l(i, 
450-52; II, 214--20. Paul Shorey, "American Scholarship," The Nation, LCII 
(May II, 1911),466-69; C. M. Andrews, "These Forty Years," American His
torical Review, XXX (l anuary, 1925), 225-50. 

." The hope of some of the founders of the graduate school that it would also train 
men for the higher ranks of guvernment was <.Iisappoinled by the slow development 

,
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turned out to be marketable mostly in the type of institution that con· 

ferred it, or in the colleges ranking immediately below. But unlike the 

German faculty of philosophy, which was primus inter pares and spirit

ual leader of the other faculties, the graduate school in the American 

university was only one of a heterogeneous group of divisions. In the 
other schools and departments, research was often geared to external 
and ulterior'porpos~TheAgricultural College, for example, took its 
cues for research from the problems of the agricultural community, often 
from the requests of the Dairyman's Association or the local horti

cultural so<:;j~I.Y,}' The departments of commerce, the schools of engineer

ing,the;f~~~~;~f business administration, tended to perfect the skills 
required~y J1Jeindustrial and business community. In this second view, 

research "vhs'a public service that originated in a client's need and 
ended in a ¢Iitpt's satisfaction. 

It wouldbe'ir mistake to conclude that, compared with the German 

university,iqurhybrid university possessed and offered no advantages. 

From thestia~'~;roint of science there was much to be said for keeping 

open the ~~~~nels between pure and applied research. From the stand
point of so~ial policy it could be argued that there was something in

trinsically good about a system that did not draw tight distinctions be
tween one kind of interest and another, one kind of student and 
another, one kind of inquiry and another. And we shall see that, from 
the standpoint of academic freedom, one of the cues taken from the 
workaday world by university sl:holars was a bolder demand for civil 
liberty. Yet it is no less true that our eclecticism carried penalties. 
It blurred the public's picture of what a university was and ought to 
be. Like Hamlet's cloud, it appeared in the shape of a camel, or a 
weasel, or a whale. Some saw in that indistinct image a refuge for 
recondite thought; others perceived a public station, catering to all 
comers. Each dL'linealion of Ihe university c,tnied a dilfcrent intnpn:
tat ion of its rights. As a culturally autonomous gild, the university was 
independent of all social groups and stood above the clash of their in-

of the civil service and the superiority of the study of Jaw as a threshold to political 
careers. Nor, as originally planned, did the graduate schools fill the higher echelons 
of journalism, business, and secondary education, once these functions were taken 
over by special graduate institutions after the turn of the century. See Richard 
Hofstadter and C. De Wit! Hardy, Tile Del'elopment tIIld Scope of fligher Educa
tioll in the Ullited States (New York, 1952), pp. 57-100. 

n. An excellent analysis of community initiative in the research projects of the "Ag" 
college can be fOllnd in \V. If. Glover. F"rlll alld College: Til,' College of A;;ricul
ture of tile Unil'Cfsity of Wiscollsin (Madison, Wis., 19)2). 
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terests; as a serviceable folk institution, it was the instrument of all 

social groups and dared not rasp the interests of constituents. The mem

bers of the university did not relieve this confusion. In undertaking to 
perform a variety of services, the university engaged many teachers to 
whom unqualified freedom of inquiry was not demabIe or not germane. 
In the university, searchers, the seekers for truth wherever it led, hob
nobbed with technicians, who were the purveyors of ad hoc techniques, 
and craftsmen, who were the executors of someone else's designs. In 
a faculty composed of accountants, home economists, sociologists, mili

tary scientists, physicists, physicians, physical educationalists, fashion 
designers, marketing experts, and mining engineers, there could be no 

unified sense of the n~ep for academic freedom, no united front against 
attacks on universityjndependence, no sure definition of the university. 

LEHRFRElHEIT AND LERNFREIHEIT 

All through the nineteenth century, but particularly after the establish

ment of the Empire, German scholars boasted of their academic free

dom and brought it to the attention of the scholarly world. And the 

scholarly world, in the habit of paying homage to the German universi
ties, agreed that freedom was triumphant there, the proof and cause of 
their superiority. In recent times, it is worth noting, the reality of this 
vaunted freedom has been sharply questioned. With the recent capitula
tion of the German universities to pseudo-science and the totalitarian 
state, doubt has arisen as to whether, at any time in the pre-Hitler 
period, they had ever truly been free. It is pointed out that professors as 
civil servants had been subject to a special disciplinary code; that under 
the Kaisers, Social Democrats, Jews, and other minorities had been 
discriminated against in appointments; that on most questions of na
tional honor and interest (witness the performance of the German 
professors during the First World War), the academic corps had docilely 
taken its place in the chauvinistic chorus."" It is also pointed out that 
the German universities were state universities in an undemocratic state, 

nn See E. Y. Hartshorne, "The German Universities and the Government," 
Allnals of the Americall Academy of Political alld Social Sciellcc, CC (November, 
1938), 210-12; Louis Snyder, "German Universities Are on the March Again," 
Prever,t World War 1JI. XIV (April-May, t946), 28-30; R. H. Samuel and R. H. 
Thomas, Educatioll and Society ill Modem Germally (London, 1949). pp. Il~

l~; Frank Smith. "Presidential Address. Association of University Teachers," Bu/
letill. i\AUP. XX (Octoher, 1934),383 -H4; Palll Ie Neureitcr, "Hitlerism and the 
Gelman Universities," JOlirtwl of Higher Education. V (May, 1934),264-70. 
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dependent upon the uncertain good will uf the minister of education and 
on a dynasty far more autocratic than the constitutional forms reveaL'" 
Granting all this to be true, however, there remains the question of 

what was the basis of the boast that the German universities were free. 

Two factors point to the answer. The first is the greater independence 

enjoyed by the universities under the Empire than at any time before. 

The Reformation had fixed the universities in the theology of the terri
torial ruler. Though test oaths for students had been abolished in the 
Protestant universities during the eighteenth century, and speculative 
philosophy and theological skepticism had flourished at the expense of 

orthodoxy, it was not until complete separation of church .lI1d state was 

achieved under the Hohenzolleflls that the universities were finally free 

from church control." Likewise punitive action by the state became 
comparatively rare after unification. The German states lost much of 

their cameralistic urge to regulate everything directly. The territorial 

oaths and reiigious tests in force in the seventeenth century, sueh as the 

official resolution of the University of Marburg in 1653 to ban Cartesian 

philosophy," the capricious absolutism of the eighteenth century, re

vealed, in Frederick William I's expulsion of Christian Wolff and the 

•• For the activities of the high-handed Friedrich Althoff, head of the Prussian 
~ Ministry of Education (lll97-·1':I07), see Friedrich Paulsen, An Autobiography (New 

o ~ York, }938), PI" 361-1>':1; Ulrich Wilamowitz-Moclkndorff, My UecolleclionJ, 
1848-1914 (London, 1930). PI'. 300-303. The case of the Berlin J'ril'atdoCl'lIt Leo 
Arons,who was deprived of the 1'1'11;" Icgel/(/j hy the I'russian authorities over the 
pointed objections of the Berlin philosuphical faculty, suggests the power that 
could be exercised hy the throne. J)ie Aktc/lJtiicke JI'J Ui-,~il'/jtllJrl'erl"hre/lJI:eben 
den Privaldoce/lte/l Ur. A rotlS (Bcrlin, 1':100), gives the essential documents in the 
case. For late 19th century infringemenb of the faculty's control over PrivatJo· 
cenletl, sec William C. Dreher, "A LeLler from Germany," Atlantic Muntldy, 
LXXXV (March, 1900). 305. 

., Except for the seven Roman Catholic theological racullies, where the nppoint· 
ment of professors, under the religious compromise, had 10 receive the sanction of 
the bishop of the diocese. 

,. Similarly at lena in 169ti, the unanimous consent of the faculty was required 
before u teacher might point out Aristotle's misla~es. t;rctluently, it was the sov
ereign who gave distinguished scholars protection against the gild oaths and narrow
mindedness of professors. For example, Karl Ludwig, Elector Palatine, invited 
Spinoza in 1673 to his University or Heidelberg, where the laller was guaranteed 
every freedom of philosophical instruction, hedged only hy the Elector's expecta
tion that he would not disturb the established religion. The Great Elector, Frederick 
William of Brandenburg, proposed that all scholars oppressed in their homelands 
assemble in one of his cities-a plan that did not materialize. See G. Kaufmann, 
Die Lehrfreiheit an den dell/sellen U/lil'ersitiilen im t1eunzehnten Jahrill/nderl (Leip
zig, 1898). 
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reprimand of Kant by Prime Minister Wollner,'" and the repressive 

censorship of the early and middle nineteenth century, exemplified by 
the Carlsbad Decrees and the dismissal of the Gottingen Seven,"o all 

seemed part of an inglorious but forever finished past. The provision in 
the Prussian Constitution of 1850 that "science and its teaching shall 

be free" epitomized the more permissive attitude of the new order. 

Finally, the German universities were not directly affected by public 

opinion under the Empire. Public opinion in general never reached the 
degree of crystallization, organization, and i1rticulalion that it achieved 
in England, France, or lhe United States. Like the army, the universities 

belonged to the state, which protected them against local and sectarian 
pressures. 

The German system of control allowed the universities considerable 
corporate autonomy. The states drew up the budgets, created new 
chairs, appointed professors, and framed the general scheme of instruc

tion. But the election of academic officials, the appointment of lecturers 

or Privaldocenlen, and the nomination of professors were powers en

joyed by the faculty.a, No lay board of control was interposed between 

•• On the charge that he was encouraging desertion in the army with his fatalistic 
philosophy, Christian Wolff was run out of Halle on forty-eight hours' notice under 
pain of the halter (1723). Frederick the Great (174o-S6) had no real sympathy 
for German scholarship, though he reinstated Christian Wolff and was tolerant in 
religious and intellectual matters. After his <leath, there WaS a sharp reaction. A 
royal decree restricted freedom of teaching and publication in 1788; it was under 
the authority or this edict that Kant was reprimanded hy I'russian Minister Wollner 
for having used his philosophy "for the purpose of distorling and deprecating several 
basic teachings of the Holy Bible and of Christianity." Lilge, The Abuse 01 Learn
ing, p. 7. 

.0 Military defeat and the great spiritual revival of Prussia in the early nineteenth 
century brought the brief flowering of German liberal humanism. As Secretary of 
the Department of Education and Religion in the Prussian Ministry of Education, 
Humboldt sccured the aholition of censorship for scholarly, scientific, and literary 
works in 1809-10. But with the general reaction that came with the Congress of 
Vienna, a system of espionage and repressive control was established over the 
universities. The Carhbad Resolutions of 1819 provided for strict censorship and a 
curatorial systcm to control the universities. During this period of reaction, seven 
professors at GOllingen, led by Dahlmann, refused to swear allegiance to a new 
and less liberal constitution in 1837 and were dismissed. There were other dis
missals: Mommsen from l.eipzig, David Strauss from TUbingen. Malescholl and 
Kuno Fischer from Heidelberg. See Roberl B. Sulton, "European and American 
Concepts of Academic Freedom, 1500-19t4," unpUblished Ph.D. dissertation (Uni
versity of Missouri, 1950), Pl" 177 If. 

., The federal nature of the German Empire allowed for a certain amount of 
variation in the forms of state control. In Prussia, the faculty submitted the 
names of three men to the king to fill vacancies in professorial chairs; the king 
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the ultimate authority of the state and the plenary powers of the profes

sors. No elaborate administrative structure was required; no office of the 
president was established. Each faculty was presided over by a dean 
elected by and chosen from that faculty; each university was represented 
by a rector chosen from and elected by the whole professorial corps. 
The German universities were state institutions, but the combination of 
governmental, restraint, cultural isolation, limited professorial co-option, 
and elected administrators gave them the appearance of self-governing 
bodies.62 

" 

r~&;':~R~wiiA;gefinition of academic freedom offers the second clue. 
Whenfhe,geynan professor spoke of academic freedom,.' he referred 
to a c()I1Q[ii.Q]lSUmmed up by two words: Lernfreiheit and Lehrfreiheit. 

By Lern!l;lt!'1.eit he meant the absence of administrative coercions in the 
learning Sr~4(ltion. He referred to the fact that German students were 
free to roa~from place to place, sampling academic wares; that wher
ever they lighted, they were free to determine the choice and sequence 
of cours~s, andwere responsible to no one for regular attendance; that they 
were eXel11pJedJrom all tests save the final examination; that they lived in 
private quarters and controlled their private lives.·' This freedom was 
deemed essential to the main purposes of the German university: to for
ward research and to train researchers. By Lehrfreiheit, the German edu

cator meant two things. He meant that the university professor was free to 
examine bOdies of evidence and to report his findings in lecture or pub-

usually, but not invariably, chose one of them for the position. On the other hand, 
Prussia grant~d the faculty full right to appoint Privatdocellten (until the passage of 
the Lex Arons, 1898, which made the minister of education the final court in the 
disciplining of lecturers). In Bavaria, the king granted the I'mi" I"ge"tli to all uni
versity teachers; in Saxony, Wurllemburg, and Mecklenburg-Schwerin, the consent
of the minister of instruction was necessary.
 

02 See, for a good short resume in English of the structure of university control
 
in Germany, "The Financial Status of the Professor in America and in Germ:my,"
 
Bulletin, Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, II (1908),66.
 

0:1 Actually, the literal translatioll of academic freedom, "k"demi,\'che Freiheit, 
usually denoted I-em/reih";t alone. See J. G. Fichle, "Ueber die einzig mogliche 
Storung del' akademischcn Freiheit," in Siimtliehe Werke, VI, 449-76; Hermann 
von Helmholtz, "Ueber die akademische Freiheit del' deutschen Universilaten," 
in Vorlrii/ie /lnd Redell (2 vols.; Braunschweig, 1884), II, 195-216. When the 
Germans rcferred to freedom of teaching, or what in current American usage 
is called academic freedom, they used the term Lelrr/,,'iheit or akademische 
Lehr/r";heit. Viz., Friedrich Paulsen. "Die akademische Lehrfreiheit und ihre Oren
zen: eine Rede pro domo," Pre/lsJische JahriJiicher, XCI (January-April, 11l98),
pp.515-31. 

., See Helmholtz, "Ueber die akademische Freiheit," pp. 195-216. 
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lished form-that he enjoyed freedom of teaching and freedom of in

quiry. This, too, was thought to follow from the searching function, 
from the presumption that knowledge was not fixed or final, from the 
belief, as Paulsen put it, that Wissenscha/I knew no "statute of limita
tion," no authoritative "law of prescription," no "absolute property 
right." 6. This freedom was not, as the Germans conceived it, an in
alienable endowment of all men, nor was it a superadded attraction 
of certain universities and not of others; rather, it was the distinctive 
prerogative of the' academic profession, and the essential condition of 
all universities. Without it, no institution had the right to call itself a 
"university." •• In addition, Lehrfreiheit, like Lern/reiheit, also denoted 

the paucity of administrative rules within the teaching situation: the ab
sence of a prescribed syllabus, the freedom from tutorial duties, the 
opportunity to lecture on any subject according to the teacher's inter
est. Thus, academic freedom, as the Germans defined it, was not simply 
the right of professors to speak without fear or favor, but the atmosphere 
of consent that surrounded the whole process of research and instruction. 

The German's pride in these two freedoms can be attributed in part 
to the status they conferred and to their significance as patriotic symbols. 
To the university student, coming from the strict and formal Gymnasium, 

Lernfreiheit was a precious privilege, a recognition of his arrival at 
man's estate. To the university professor, extremely sensitive to con
siderations of social esteem, Lehrfreiheil was a dispensation that set him 

apart from the ordinary civil servant. In a nation still aristocratic and 
feudalistic in its mores, caste considerations thus underlay the loyalty 
to academic freedom.01 In addition, Lern- and Lehr/reiheit had patriotic 
associations. They were identified with the national revival. The re
newal of student peregrinations in the eighteenth century symbolized the 
breakdown of territorial exclusiveness and the growth of national con
sciousness. The University of Berlin, dedicated to academic freedom, 
was a phoenix that had arisen from the ashes ,of military defeat. The 

denial of academic freedom in the Metternich era had been the work 

of Catholic dogmatism, Protestant particularism, petty absolutism-a II 
enemies of a united Reich.· s Moreover, after unitlcation, academic free

., Paulsen, The Gallliln U"i"enities alld University Sludy, p. 228.
 
oOPaulsen, "Die akadernbche Lchrfreiheit," pp. 515-31.
 
01 For analysis of social structure in nineteenth-century Germany, see Ernst
 

Kohri-Bramstcdt, Arislocracy "nd the Middle Classes i" Germa"y (London, 1937) . 
• 8 See Paulsen, Gerllliln Universities and Uni,'ersity Study, pp. 36-67, 227-62; 
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dam was thought to atone for the lack of political freedoms and to 

prove the special virtue of the Fatherland.·· The romantic nineteenth 

century was given to equating freedom and nationality, but it was a 

peculiarity of German thought that it made academic freedom one of 
the major terms in this equation. 

The German conception of academic freedom, reflecting the philo

sophical temper of German academic thought, distinguished sharply 

between freedom wi/hill and freedom oll/side the university. Within the 

walls of academe, a wide latitude of utterance was allowed, even ex

pected. With Fichte's heroic scholar as their model, university profes

sors saw themselves, not as neutral observers of life, but as the 

diviners and'spokesmen of absolutes, as oracles of transcendent truths. 

In the normative sciences particularly, "professing" in Germany tended 

to be the presentation with aggressive finality of deep subjective con

victions. ~mo~g certain professors, to be sure, there were proponents
;r"!Ji')-·.""ii' 

of a more. restrained and cautious conception. In 1877, in the heat of 

the DarJXnian i controversy, Rudolph Virchow, the great German 

pathologist, argued that unproved hypotheses should never be taught 

as true, that professors should stay within their spheres of competence, 

that they should consult the consellsus gentium before expressing pos

sibly dangerous beliefs.'o But in a famous reply to Virchow, Ernst 
CJ.:l Haeckel, the biologist, contended that no line between objective andO"l 
t--.:J subjective knowledge could or ought to be drawn, that science advances 

only through: the open clash of wrong and correct opinions, that the 

obligation of the professor to adhere to indubitable facts or to defer to 

existing opinion would relinquish the lIeld of education to the religious 

infallibilists." The leading theorists 12 of academic freedom in this 

period adhered to the latter position-Max MUlier of St. Gallen, Georg 

Kaufmann, von Helmholtz, Friedrich Paulsen. Reasoning from ration-

Virchow, "The Founding of Berlin University," p. 11K); Fiehte, "Ueher die 
eillzig mijgliehe Sliirung der ukadelllischen Freiheit:' Siim/lich,' WaAe, Vt, 4) 1-76. 

Of> Helmholtz. "Ueber die akadcmbche Freiheit," p. 214. 
10 R, Virchow, Frecdom 0/ Scicllce ill the Modem Slalc. Discourse al the Third 

Meeting of the 50lh Conference of the German Association of Naturalhls and 
Physicists, Munich, 1877 (London, 1878l'jp. 8, 22-24, 41, 4'1-50. 

1/ Ernst Bueck.I, Freedom 0/ Sciellce an Teaching (New York, 1889; first pdnt
ing 1878), pp. 63 If. 

12 ~fax: \Vchcr was nn exception. Sec "Die I.ehrfrciheil tfer Univcr~itiltcn." 
IfPc!lsctlll!-N"c!lric!llclI. X IX (J anuary, 1'109 l, 89-91. Weber argued for neu
trality on normative issues, insisting, however, lhal the professor be the jUd::;e of 
his own transgressiuns. 
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alistie or idealistic premises, they believed that the only alternative to 

the presentation of personal convictions was the prescription of authori

tative dogma, that the only alternative to polemical controversy was 

the stoppage of academic inquiry. Recognizing that there were dangers 

in subjective and polemical teaching, they thought there were adequate 

safeguards in the freedom and maturity of the student, who was neither 

captive nor unprimed. As Paulsen put it: 

The content of instruction is not prescribed for the academic teacher; he is, 
as searcher as well as teacher, attached to no authority; he himself answers 
for his own instruction and is responsible to no one else. Opposite him is his 
student with complete freedom 10 accept or to reject; he is not a pupil but 
has the privilege of the critic or the improver. There is only one aim for both: 
the truth; only one yardstick: the agreement of thought with reality and with 
no other outside authority,1' 

To Helmholtz, 

Whoever wants to give his students complete conviction about the accuracy 
of his statements must first of all know from his own experience how one wins 
conviction, and how one does not. Thus he must have had to know how to 
struggle for this by himself when no predecessor had yet come to his aid; Ihis 
means that he must have worked on the boundaries of human knowledge and 
conquered new realms for it. A teacher who imparts convictions that are not 
his own is sufficient for students who are to be directed by authority as the 
source of their knowledge, but it is not for such as those who demand a founda
tion for their conviction down to the very last fundamentals.... The free 
convic.tion of scholars is only to be won if the free expression of conviction 
on the part of the teacher, freedom of teaching, is assured." 

But outside the university, the same degree of freedom was not con

doned. Though quite a few German professors played prominent pOliti

cal roles in the nineteenth century, and a number of these-notably 

Mommsen and Virchow-were outspoken critics of Bismarck, it was 

not generally assumed that Lehrfreiheit condoned or protected such ac

tivities. Rather, it was generally assumed that professors as civil servants 

were bound to be circumspect and loyal, and that participation in par

tisan politics spoiled the habits of scholarshlP. Even so firm a libertarian 

as Paulsen held that 

the scholars cannot and should not engage In politics. They cannot do it if 
they have developed their capacities in accordance with the demands ot their 
calling. Scientific research is their business, and scientific research calls for 

15 Paulsen, "Die akademische Freiheit," p. 517. 
H Helmholtz, "Ueber die akademische Freiheit," pp. 208-9. 
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constant examination of thoughts and theories to the end of harmonizing 
them with the facts. Hence those thinkers are bound to develop a habit of 
theoretical indifference wilh respect to the opposing sides, a readiness to pur
sue any other path in case it promises to lead to a theory more in accordance 
with the facts. Now every form of practical activity, and practical politics 
particularly, demands above everything else a determination to follow one 
path thut one has chosen.... Politic,ll activity ... produces a habit that 
would pr(j\'£Jill{d 10 the theorist, the habit of opport/lni.l1/i.'5 

A univer~!,YJQac.hQr who violated this canon by working for the So
cial Dernocrtltte>Party(a legal party after Hl(0) might find the temporal 

power rigid Ucnd severe. The removal of Dr. Leo Arons, Privatdocent 

at the Univer~ityof Berlin, for having delivered speeches for the Social 

Democratic Pilf!;y', is a case in point. The Prussian Minister of Education 
declared, in removing him, that every teacher "must defend the existing 
order again~talr attacks." 7<, The philosophical faculty of Berlin had 

admonished ;~'r~i:~ ~OjjjC years before "to cease from such agitation 

as may bring.', . the good name of the university into obloquy." l' 
When, however,their power to discipline the PrivGtdocenten was in
fringed upon'>by the Prussian Minister, they defended Arons and de

manded that he be retained. Their verdict, which was overruled, con
tained the statement that university professors "were not strictly 

comparable (}other officials" and that they should enjoy "a wider 

realm of utterance." But they did concede that professors were not 
"free and independent citizens," and that professors were obliged, as 

members of state institutions, to adhere to a special code of decorum. 78 

What was noticeably missing from their statement was any assertion 

that professors, as citizens, enjoyed an uninfringeable right to freedom 

of extramural speech. The issue was debated on the ground of preroga
tive, not on the ground of civil liberty. 

In this dichotomy between freedom within and freedom without, we 
perceive, in transmuted form, some of the classic dualities in German 

philosophy. The assumption that there were two realms of professorial 
existence-the one, within the university, the realm of freedom; the 

other, outside the university, the realm of legal compulsion-suggests 
Kant's division of thc nOlll1lena and the phenomena, of the world of 

,. Paulsen, German Universities and UniverJ'ity Stl/dy, pp. 255-56.
 
16 Die Aktensllicke ... gegen den Privardocenten Dr. Arons, p. 12.
 
1, Ibid., pp. 18-19. 7.8/bid., pp. 16-17.
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free will and the world of causal necessity. The limitation of freedom 

to the inner realm suggests Luther's formula of spiritual freedom com

bined with temporal obedience. And the injunction that the scholar with

draw from the sphere of practical matters to the anchorite's world of 

contemplation suggests Fichte's distinction between the true student 

and the false one, between him who is dedicated to truth and him who 

seeks selfish advantage. 

The American reaction to the German universities' concept of aca

demic freedom agail) shows striking evidences of dependence, selectivity, 

and modification!" Dependence appeared from the days of the first ex

patriates, when the freedom of the German professor in theological 

affairs gripped the attention and won the admiration of Americans. 

Ticknor wrote from GOltingen: 

No mailer what a man thinks, he may teach it and print it; not only without 
molestation from the government but also without molestation from publick 
opinion.... The same freedom in France produced the revolution and the 
same freedom in Engl~nd would now shake the deep foundations of the 
British throne-but here it passes as a matter of course.... If truth is to 
be attained by freedom of inquiry, as I doubt not it is, the German professors 
and literati are cerlainlyon the high road, and have the way quietly open be
fore them. Bo 

Considerably cooler to the skepticism and impiety of the Gottingen 

theologians, George Bancroft also marveled at the fact that 

the German literary world is a perfect democracy. No man acknowledges 
the supremacy of another, and everyone feels himself perfectly at liberty to 

19 We have uncovered only one article that deals with this aspect of the impact 
of German ideals: Leo L. Rockwell, "Academic Freedom--German Origin and 
American Development," in Bulletin, AAUP, XXXVI (Summer, 1950), 225-36. 
Scattered references to Lehrfreiheit and Lernfreiheit abound, but no attempt has been 
made to follow their career in American thought, and sometimes the one is confused 
with the other, as for example by Morison in his Three Centuries of Harvard (p. 254), 
when he gives the false impression that it was freedom of teaching and not the 
freedom of learning that first appealed to the Harvard reformers. The bulk of the 
material bearing on this question must be sought in autobiographical statements. 
Autobiographical information is unreliable, however, first on the general ground that 
it is subject to faulty memory and prejUdiced interest, and second on the particular 
ground that during and after the First World War, American academic opinion 
changed from admiration of to hostilit}' toward the freedoms of the German uni
versity, so that an opinion expressed at the later date may be a distortion of the au
thor's first impression. 

80 Ticknor to JeJTerson, October 14, 1815, quoted in Orie W, Long, Thomas 
Jefferson tind George Ticknor: A Chapter in American Scholarship (Williamstown, 
Mass., t933), pp. 13-15, 
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follow his own inclinations in his style of writing and in his subject. ... No 
laws are acknowledged as limiting the field of investigation or experimenl.B. 

Decades later, William Graham Sumner, no Gcrmanophile, paid tributc 

to the freedom and courage of the German scholar in an area designated 
as sacrosanct in America: 

I have heard men elsewhere talk about the nobility of that spirit [the seeking 
of truthl; but the only body of men whom I have ever known who really lived 
by it, sacrificing wealth, political distinction, church preferment, popularity, 
or anything clse for the truth of science, were the professors of biblical science 
in Germany. That was precisely the range of subjects which in this country 
was then treated with a reserve in favor of tradition which was prejudicial to 
everything which a scholar should value. B' 

After the Civil War, when theological freedom under university 

auspices no longer occasioned surprise, American economists, psycholo

gists, and philosophers sang the praises of German freedom. "The Ger

man University is to-day the freest spot on earth," wrote G. Stanley 
Hall, the psychologist; 83 the German university made him "free intel

lectually, free spiritually," attested Paul Russell Pope, professor of 

German at Cornell; B' "we were impressed in the German university by 

a certain largeness and freedom of thought," said Richard T. Ely, speak

ing for himself and for other founders of the American Economic Asso

I;.;.:) ciation. B. 
O"l 
~ Since the propensity of Americans to acknowledge that others are 

free is not usually great, we are led to seek the reason for the lavishness 

of this praise. As far as the earlier enthusiasts are concerned, the reason 

may lie in the fact that most of them attended the freest of the German 

universities, Gottingen and Berlin. This was not by chance: at these 

universities they did not have to take the religious oaths that would have 

•• Bancroft's journal and notebook, March, 1819, in Long, Literary Pionee,., 
p.	 122. 

•• "Sketch of William Graham Sumner," Papular Sciellce Monthly, XXXV 
(June, 18R9), 263. Sec also Philip Schaff, G"mlUny: liS Universilies, Theology 
and Udigion (Philadelphia, 1857), Pl'. 48, 146-51. 

8:, G. Stanley Hall, "Educational Reforms," Pedagogical Seminary, I (1891), 
6-7. 

•• Thwing, The American and the German Uni"ersity, p. 63. 
•• Ely, "Anniversary Meeting Adt.lress," Publications, American Economic As

sociation, XI (1910), 77. 'The American Economic Association took a stand at 
its organization for entire freedom of discussion. We were thoroughly devoted to 
the ideal of the German univer,ily--Lehr/r"ihdt and Lem/reiheit; and we have 
not hesitated to enter the liqs vit;orously in favor of freedom when we have con
sidered it endangered" (p. 78). 
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tried their consciences at the South German Catholic universities or at 

the universities of Oxford and Cambridge.'" (n addition, it should be 

recalled that most of the Americans who went to Germany throughout 

the century were young men who 

older and more permissive culture 

cided how this situation would be 

would be an American in whom 

were suddenly projected into an 

than their own. Temperament de

used, but we can assume that it 

the asceticism of Calvin and the 

prudishness of Victoria were deeply and ineradicably ingrained who 

would resist the blandishments of the carefree German Sabbath, the 

Kneipe in the afternoon, and perhaps an innocent, initiating love af

fair. Biography and autobiography are not very revealing on this score, 

but it is not unlikely that many an American small-town boy shared, 

with G. Stanley Hall, a sense of deliverance from "the narrow, in

flexible orthodoxy, the settled lifeless mores, the Puritan eviction of 

joy." "Germany almost remade me," the president of Clark University 

wrote in his candid autobiography. "It gave me a new attitude toward 

life ... I fairly revelled in a freedom unknown before." 81 To an 

unmeasurable degree, the German university's reputation rested on 

the remembrance of freedoms enjoyed that were not in any narrow sense 

academic. Needless to say, this did not diminish its reputation. 

"To the German mind," wrote James Morgan Hart, "if either freedom 

of teaching or freedom of learning is wanting, that institution, no mat

ter how richly endowed, no maller how numerous its students, no mat

ter how imposing its buildings, is not ... a University." BB If one were 

to single out the chief German contribution to the American concep

tion of academic freedom, it would be the assumption that academic 

freedom, like academic searching, defined the true university. This sim

ple though signally important idea fastened itself upon American aca

demic thought. It became an idea to which fealty had to be expressed. 

It took hold in the rhetoric of academic ceremonials, a rhetoric that, 

B. See Goldwin Smith, A Plea for the AboliliOlI 0/ Tesls (Oxford, 1864). Not 
until 1854 was the requirement of the student's submission to the Thirty-nine 
Articles of the established church remitted lor the degrees of Bachelor of Arts, 
Law, and Medicine at Oxford; not until 1856 was it remitted at Cambridge. Test 
oaths for fellowships were not removed until 1871 and other religious restrictions 
not until l8112. See John William Adamson, English Educalioll, 1789-1901 (Cam
bridge, 1930), Chaps. III, VII, XV. 

B7 G. Stanley Hall, Life and Confessions of a Psychologist (New York, 1923), 
pp. 219, 223. 

•• Hart, German Universities, p. 250. 
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for all its flamboyance, tells much about underlying assumptions. Charles 

W. Eliot in hi~ 1869 inaugural address decked this idea with memorable 

words: 

A university must be indigenous; it must be rich; and above all, it must be free. 
The winnowing breeze of freedom must blow through all its chambers. It 
takes a hurricane to blow wheat away. An atmosphere of intellectual freedom 
is the native air of literature and science. This university aspires to serve the 
nation by 'tl'<litlfng men to intellectual honesty and independence of mind. 
The Corporation demands of all its teachers that they be grave, reverent and 
high-minded; but it leaves them, like their pupils, free.·· 

Not since Jefferson had an academic leader acclaimed academic free

dom so aphoristically and from su high a tribunal. But where JefTcrson's 

tribute to the "illimitable freedom of the human mind" spoke for a waning 

hope, Eliot's words were harbingers of a mood that would thoroughly con

quer. Again and again, high-placed figures in the academic world gave 

this idea their support. Gilman, at his inauguration, asserted that free

dom for teachers and students was essential to a true university."O An
drew Dickson White, commenting on the Winchell case, declared that 

"an institution calling itself a university thus violated the fundamental 

principles on which Bny institution worthy of the name must be based." ., 

William Rainey Harper of Chicago spoke these glowing words: 

<:J.:) 
Cjl When for any reason, in a university on private foundation or in a university 
c.n supported by pUblic money, the administration of the institution or the instruc

tion in anyone of its departments is changed by an influence from without, 
when an effort is made to dislodge an oflicer or a professor because the politi
cal sentiment or the religiolls sentiment of the majority has undergone a 
change, at that moment the institution has ccased to be a university, and it 
cannot again take its place In the rank of universities so long as there con
tinues to ex.ist to any appreciable ex.lent the factor of coercion.... Indi
viduals or the stale or the c1ll1rch may found schools for propagating certain 
special kinds of instruction, bUI such schools arc not universities, and may 
not be so denominated."" 

Nor did these hosannas swell from the throats of reformers alone: a 

president of a sillall church-related college, a trustee to whom Ricardo 

•• Charles W. Eliot, "Inaugural Address," Educational Re/orm (New York, 
1898), pr. 30--31..0 Gilman, "Inaugural Address," Uni,'ersity Problems, p. 3 I. 

91 Andrew Dickson White, History 0/ the War/"re of Science With Theology (New 
York, 1896), I, 315. 

"University of Chicago, President', Reports, 1892-1902, p. xxiii. 
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W3S the last word in economics, an alumnus proud of his university'S 

achievement at games, were also willing choristcrs.·' 
It need hardly be said that a gap existed between these words and 

their implementation. Early in his regime, Charles W. Eliot told a pro

fessor to omit a doctrine offensive to Boston businessmen from his 

projected book, or else erase any reference to his Harvard connection 

from the litk page: the Harvard president was to regret his arhitrary 

imposition.'" Andrcw Dickson White's understanding of the principle 

of tenure was so underdeveloped when he took office that he proposed 

an annual scrutiny of the performance of each professor by the trustees, 

with dismissal to follow upon a sufficient number of unsatisfactory 

ballots". White's discreditable role in the Adler case has already been 

recounted. William Rainey Harper's statement on behalf of academic 

freedom was preceded some years before by the dismissal of the econo

mist Edward W. Bemis on what appeared to be ideological grounds."" 

And many a eulogy tu academic freedom was followed by a contradic

tory recitative proclaiming the absolute right uf trustees to hire and 

fire whomsocver they pleased." Nevertheless, the idea that academic 

freedom was part of the definition of a university was new and conse

qucntial. It was a norm from which the distance to practice could he 

measured. It was a belief which, in entering the ambit of good form, more 

easily won advocates and an audience. It was an ideal that elevated aca

demic freedom from an undefined and unconscious yearning to a con

scious and declared necessity of academic existence. 

o. See Jutius Hawley Seelye, "The Relation of Learning and Religion," Inaugural 
Address as President of Amherst College, 1877, in Weaver, ed., Builders 01 A med
can Universities, pp. 18t-82; Judge Alton B. Parker, "The Rights of Donors," Edu
wl;Ofltll Review, XXIII (January, 1902), 19-21; Thoma. Elmer Will, "A Menace 
to freedom: the College Trust," Arena, XXVI (September, 1901), 255 . 

•• Charles W. Eliot, ACllllemie Freedom, Adl1ress, Phi Beta Kappa Society 
(Ithaca, N.Y., 1907), p. 13. This address also appearel1 in Science, XXVI (July 5, 
1907),1-12, and Jour/1lI1 0/ PedtJ};oI!Y, XX (S~ptember-Oecember, 1907), 9-28 . 

•• "Report of a Committee on Appointment of Faculty" (1867), in Roger., 
Andrew Dickson White, pp. 161~4. The plan was never put into effect. 

•• For discussion of this case, see Chap_ IX. 
• 7 Thus D. B. Purinton: "It is the business of any board of trustees to see that 

every instructor under its charge has absolute freedom to investigate truth in his de
partment and to promulgate the results of his careful and deliberate investigation." 
BUT: "In caSe the published doctrines of an instructor in a state institution are plainly 
subversive of the state, of society or good morals, the trustees cannot sustain the 
instructor in such doctrines. _ .. Whether a given doctrine is or is not thus sub
versive in character, is a question to he decil1ed by the trustees themselves." "Aca
demic freedom frolll the Trustees' Point of View." Tmn'\(Jclions and Proceedings. 
National Association of State Universities, VII (1909). 181-82. 
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The contribution to the development of academic freedom in Amer

ica made by German-trained scholars was more than oratorical. From 

the nineties to the First World War, a good proportion of the leaders 
and targets in academic-freedom cases had studied in Germany: Rich

ard T. Ely, E. Benjamin Andrews, Edward A. Ross, 10hn Mecklin, 1. 
McKeen Cattell. OR Others-E. R. A. Seligman, Arthur O. Lovejoy, and 

Henry W. Farnam-worked on behalf of embattled colleagues.". Eight 
of the thirteen signers of the 1915 "Report on Academic Freedom" of 

the American Association of University Professors had studied in 

Germany: Seligman, Farnam, Ely, Lovejoy, U. G. Weatherly, Charles 
E. Bennett, Howard Crosby Warren, Frank A. Fetter. 100 Some of the 
leaders in the fight for professorial self-government were German uni
versity alumni:· Cattell, lO:ieph lastrow, and George T. Ladd. '01 That 
the attitudes of these prominent professors were formed solely by 
their sojourn abroad is not, of course, certain. It is possible ihai their 

very prominence, combined with their interest in the threatened social 
sciences, placed them in the forefront of battle. But it is not too fanciful t 
to see also in their remarkable showing a pattern of withdrawal-and
return wherein American scholars, temporarily abandoning their world 
and draWing courage from alien springs, returned to dispense their in
spiration.CJ-:l 

O"l 
-:t This much we take to be the direct German contribution. But evidence 

of selection and modification can also be perceived. The 1915 "Report on 

Academic Freedom" of the AAUP opened with the statement that" 'aca
demic freedom' has traditionally had two applications-to the freedom 
of the teacher and to that of the student, to Ll'hrfreiheit and Lerll

freiheit." 102 This was a gracious acknowledgment of the innuence the 

Germans exerted. When, however, one reads further in that classic 

OB See Chaps. IX and X for discllssions of these cases.
 
gO Seligman snpp0rled Ely whcn the latter was attacked at Wisconsin, was the
 

chairman of the commillee of the American Ecollomic A"ociation that investigated 
the Ross dismissal, and took a Icading part in the formation of the AAUP. Arthur O. 
Lovejoy was one of those who resigned from the Stanford faculty in protest against 
the dismissal of Ross and Howard, and was a leading theorist on thc subject of 
academic freedom. Henry W. Farnam was one of the economists Who investigated 
the Ross case. All three, as noted, took part in the framing of the 1915 Reporl. 

100 See Chap. X for a discussion of the founding of the AAUP.
 
101 See J. McKeen Cattell. U"il"'r.riIV ("olllro/ (New York and Garrison, N.Y.,
 

1913), PI'· 6-8; Jo'cph Ja'trow. "'II": Administrative Peril in bJucation," ibid., 
p.	 J2!; George T. Ladd, iiJi" .. r :J I.
 

10' Bullelin, AA U P, I (December, 1915), 20.
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document, it soon becomes apparent that the American conception was 

no literal translation from the German. The idea had changed its color, 

its arguments, and its qualifications in the process of domestication. All 
the peculiarities of the American university-its inclusion of a col

lege, its eclectic purposes, its close ties to the community-and all the 

peculiarities of American culture-its constitutional provision for free 

speech, its empiricist traditions, its abundant pragmatic spirit--contrib
uted to a theory of academic freedom that was characteristically Amer

ican. 
One obvious difference was the dissociation of Lernfreiheit and Lehr

freiheit in the American pattern of argument. "It need scarcely be 
pointed out," wrote the authors of the 1915 report, "that the freedom 
which is the subject of this report is that of the teacher." 103 The frame 
of reference had not always been so limited. Indeed,. before the nineties, 
"academic freedom" had aiiuded primarily to student freedoms, particu

larly the freedom to elect courses. In 1885, when Dean Andrew F. West 

of Princeton wrote an article asking "What Is Academic Freedom?" he 
answered: the elective system, scientific courses, voluntary chapel at
tendance."" But once the battle for elective courses had been won, 
and attention came to be focused on the collision of social ideologies that 

was leading to faculty dismissals, the phrase came to be applied to 
professorial freedoms, to the producer rather than the consumer in edu
cation. The new reference became fixed in the nineties, when, at the 
nearest hint of a violation of professorial freedom, "academic freedom" 
and Lehrfreiheit were invoked, as though merely to sound the phrases 
had a certain incantational value.'·' In 1899, when Professor Albion W 

Small of Chicago wrote an article entitled "Academic Freedom," he 
made no mention of student freedoms.,oB After that date, only one of 

'03 Ibid. 
10. Andrew F. West, "What Is Academic Freedom?" North American Review. 

CXL (IM85), 432-44. 
10' Seligman wrote Ely: "I was very much disturbed reading in the papers that 

they have appointed a commillee at Madison to investigate your teaching. I had 
thoughl that in our State Universities, if anywhere,'Lehrfreiheit' would be re
spected." (August 13, IM'i4; Ely Papers, Wiscomin State Historical Society). H. H. 
Powers wrote to Ely: "Our 'Lehrfreiheit' [isl sharply chalknged." (Del. 4, 1892; 
Ely Papers). H. P. Jullson offered his congratulations to Ely on the successful oUl· 
COIllC of hi, trial, "in Ihe intcrest of 'Ichrrreiheit' of which every university should 
be jeal'lusly rcgardful." (Sept. 3, 1894; Ely Papers). 

100 Albion W. Small, "Acadcmic Freedom," Arena, XXII (October, 1899 J, 
463-72. 
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the important documents of academic freedon] linked Lern/reiheit with 
Lehr/reiheit; this was Charles W. Ellot's 1007 Phi Ucla Kappa address. 

Under the heading of "Ac'ldemic Freedom," the septlJagenari~n H~rvard 
president included the student's freeJolll to choose his stuJies, to re

fuse to attend chapel, to compete on even terms fll[ scholarships, and to 

choose his own friends, as well as the professor's freedom to teach in the 

manner most congenial to him, to be free from harassing routines, to 

enjoy a secure tenure, and to receive a fixed salary and a retirement 
allowance. lor But this catholic approach was exceptional. 

A close reading of Eliot's Phi Beta Kappa address provides the reason 
for the subordination or eXclusion of student freedoms in later defini

tions. Eliot's discussion of Lehrfreiheit was almost entirely given over 

to administrative issues: to the hazardous relations of professors with 

nonprofessional boards of trustees, to the friction between professors and 
dictatorial presidents. He m:lde a point of the fact that "so long as 

boards of trustees of colleges and universities c1'lim the right to dis

miss at pleasure all the omeers of the institutions in their charge, there 

will be no security for the teachers' prupcr freedolll," that "it is easy 

for a department to become despotic, partiCUlarly if there be one domi

nant personage in it. .. 'D' The status of the American professor in the 
university organization presented a unique set of problems. He was an 

~ employee of a lay board of control; he was not, as in Germany, a civil 

00 servant of the state or, as in England, a director in a self-governing 

corporation. Fu, ther, he was gnYerned by an administrative hierarchy 

which possessed the power to make Important deCisions; not by ofticials 

elected from the professors' ranks, as In Germany and England, or by 

a Ministry of Education removed from the scene, as in Ccrillany. To 

resolve the anomaly of being at olle and the same time an employee 

and a scientific researcher, In cope with the problem of maintaining 

spontaneity in a highly bureaucratized system-these problems absorbed 

the interest of Allleric,1n theorists. F:lced with the ta,k of adorning, 

democr'ltizing, and PlOll'ctillg the ,Icademic Job, they lost sight of the 

goal of Lern!reiheir. The focus of the problclll of academic freedom in 
this country became institutional, Ilot primarily educational. 

Another difference between the American and the German theories 

of academic freedom lay in their arguments for the defense of the inde

pendence of the university. German theorists leaned on the protective 
101 Eliot, Academic Freedom. 

I'" Ibid. pp. 2, 4. 
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power of the state and on tradilional gild prerogatives. Neither of 

these was meaningful on the American scene. Here government by 

trustees not only prevented professorial independence, but encouraged 

the widespread notion that professors were incapable of self-government. 

The state was an unreliable mainstay. The tradi,tion of local sponsor

ship in American education made federal intervention-assuming that 

it might have improved the position of the university-impossible. The 

courts were unwilling to upset decisions of Ihe administrative authori

ties save when these clearly conflicted with the university's charter. To 

appeal to state legislatures was hazardous, since their members were 50 

often no better disposed toward intellectual freedom or academic in

dependence than were trustees or private pressure groups. Thus, Amer

ican theorists, unable to appeal with practical effect to the lawmakers 

or the courts, yet searching for some authority which could be used to 

check continual encroachments, appealed to the will of the whole com

nlUnity. They asserted Ihat all universities, private or state, belonged to 

the people as a whole; that the trustees were merely public servants, 

the professors public functionaries, the universities public properties. 

Hence, regardless of legal provisions for control, to treat the universities 

as though they were private possessions, to tie them to a particular faith 

or ideology, to bend them to the interest of a class or sect or party, 

was to violate a public trust. At this point, American theorists faced a 

further problem. What if, as so often happened, Ihe public should con

sent to the violation of that trust~ What if crusading newspapers or 

patriotic groups, presuming to speak for the whole community, should 

try to warp the university toward their particular goals? American 

theorists h'ld to maintain that the real public interest was not the same 

as the public opinion of the moment. Indeed, from Tocqueville to 

Lippmann, no group was more critical of the workings of public opin

ion in democracy than the theorists of academic freedom.'" rn America, 

where the univcrsity presented such diverse and irreconcilable aspects, 

academic freedom was too new an idea to arouse patriotic feelings, 

too exclusive to prompt mass support. In sponsoring the public interest, 

therefore, American theorists were sponsoring something that tran

scended all the current and ephemeral forms of its expression. Like 

Rousseau, they found the true will and need of the public to lie not in 

IOu Sec Eliot. Academic Fr~edom, p. 2; Arthur T. Hadley, "Academic Freedom in 
Theory Bnd (""clice." Atlanric Monthly. XCI (Much, t 903). J4..j. 
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the public's own transient notions, bUI in something more nebulous and 

abstract. They fell back in the lu,t resort upon a mystique of the general
wilLllO 

We come to the heart of the difference when we compare the Ameri

can and (inman conceptions of inn'" alld outer freedom, We need 

not assume tlwt the lines of each were exactly drawn in order to assert 

that the areas Ihey covered were incongruous, The German idea of 

"convincing" one's students, of winning them oYer to the personal sys

tem and philosophical views of the professor, was not condoned by 

American academic opinion, Rather, as far as classroom actions were 

concerned, the proper stallce for American professors was thought to 

be one of neutrality on controversial issues, and silence on substantive 

issues that lay outside the scope of their compet<:nce, Innumerable state

ments affirmed thesc limitations, E1lut, in thc very "delress thilt so elo

quently declared that the university must be free, made neutrality all 
aspect of that freedom: 

Philosophical subjects should ncver be laught with aUlbority, They arc not 
established sciences; they Me full of di'[Hllcd mailers, open queslions, and 
bottomless sPCcubtlon3. 1l is not the (unction of the teacher to settle phllo
sophici.l1 and pt,)litiGli controvc:r;.;ics for the pupil, or even to rccon1menJ to 

him anyone set of opinions 'IS better than any other. Exposition, not imposl' 
w tion, of opinions 1S the rrof~::isor's part. Thl: sludent should be rnaue acquallueJ 
to 
en 

with all sides of these cOlltrol/l!rsic~, with Ihl: salienl points of each Syslcm; 

he shoulJ bi.: Shl)\,dl what IS stili in force of instilu(J()ns or philo:sophies milinly 
outgrown, and wh;:lt is new in those 1l01,-\' in \'O:2lJc. The vcry \vorJ "education" 

is a standing protest ~ig~lin_\t dO~fl1a!jc tl::lching, The notion thai cUlIci.llion 

consIsts in the authoritative inculcllion ot \l,.'hat the teacher deems lrue may 

he Ic>gicill anJ appropriate in a convcnt, but II is illiolerable in universities and 
the public school...;, (10m pnmary to profL','>I(Jllal, III 

The nOI m llf cump<:lcl1CC W;h IIc:ltly \llJlll11arizco In Pl'c,idellt Ilarpel 's 
convoC;Jlion ilddro\, cited :dlove: 

A prufc:>.sur j~ sudt) ul <l11 abuse of his priVilege who promulgates. as lruth 
ide,:\s or opinions which have nOl bl:cll le-;ted scieotiflc,lly by his collCJgUC$ in 
{he same UCp:HlnlL'l1l of r~sl:a,.:h or In\'c.')ti~dllUIL 

A professor abuses his pl"iviklgc \1,-'1'10 tl.1kcs aJv'lnli.lgr.; of .1 cl<J~sroom ex

110 Cf "Pr.:liminary Report of the Joinl Cnnuniucc on Academic FrrcJom and 
Acauemic Tc=nufc." .... jlllcrici;'!1 l'l'I1I10!ll!l' U('Vi<'iI', Sllppl<:lllcnt, V (MiHch, 19151, 
316; Thor~tcin Vet-den, rh(' lIi,t.;};{'r '-cnrflatx ill .411/0/((/ (N~'w York, I\) 1XI, rdH/Itl, 

find Arthur O. LoveJOY, ··/\tlll-!.....-ohililln 1 aw:-. ;lnd lht: Prlnl"iplt: of neli,[:i\HIS Neu. 
uality:' School dffrl.\dCidr. XXIX (h.:b. 2, lY29" 137--3~, fur Jillercol i.Ipp ui.tches 
to thb argument. r 

III Eliot, ''In,llISuLd AJdrcss," L/unJfwrwl Rt'form, pp. 7-8. 
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aeise to prol'ag;l\e the partisan views of one or another of the political 
A professor abuses his prlvilege who in any \vay :;eeks to intluence his pupils 

or the public by sensatlonal methous. 
A rrutc.~sL1r ~bu~l:s hiS priVilege of expression of opinion when, although 

a student and pCl\!;l.pS. an authorily in One Jc:partmt.::nt l.)r group of Jcpanmcnt$, 

he undert;Jkes to ~pcak ~11.i1.hDdt:.itivdy 011 SUbjt:Ll's whIch ha ....·c on rC'lalionshlp 

to the department in \'ihich he: was appoinleJ to give instruction. 
A professor abuses his privilege in many Cdses when, altho ,hut olt in large 

meaSure from the worlJ anti engaged within a narrow fteld of \f\Vcstigatton, 
he undertakes to inslruCl his co)}eagues or the pubiic concerning n1aHers III 

the world a\ large In connection Wilh which he has had lill\e or no expe[l
cnce. ll ~ 

These were not merely the cautious constructions of conserv;nive 

elements in education, If they were narrowly interpreted by certain 

member, of boards of trustees to prevent profes"ors from criticizing the 

soctal order,''' if they were invoked by university presidents to 

dis<:ipJinary action against nonconformist professors,''' they were also 

upheld by liberal professors like HGward Crosby \Varrer. and J,,-~hn 

Dewey,''' and by progressive college presiuents like Alexander Meik Ie
john of Amherst."· '\ he liberal wing of the a<;a,lcmic community, 11k.: 

'" University of Chicago. President's Report (December, t900), p, xxiii, 
113 Ft}r an example of how conservative trustees interpreted these limitations, see 

Judge: Aiton tl. Parker, "The: Rights of Donors"; "With the inJnclrina\ilHl in thl: 
minds of srudents of such soci~d, politi~al. economical or religiu\ls ideals a~ le:rh,l 
to subvert lhr. purpo~e of the founders or dirc:.c[urs of the chair he occupies, or which 
can have reference only to ~l more. or lc.~s di:-:.\an\, rt:volutionary future, the profe\-'>or 
anJ university ShOlllJ. hay\.: lIulhiH b to du" {p. 1 i l. 

I \ ~ For ~la\cmcn1'. \.Jf (lln-.~rv~ltive lInivcrsity rfl..'~ii.knb m;lking lbC of the 11:.Uf4.lW 

code of propriety hlr this purpu:sc, cf. \Villi;\In O,~ky Thomp";d,JO, "In \Vhat St.'Ho;,C 
and \0 \l,th,lt l',xlcnt h I'rccdom of TCLll:hing in Stale Collc;/!.c~ and UniYcr,>ilic ... L,· 
\1l'dicnt L\nd I'crmi'> .. ih\c," Trrlllwdillll.\' (/Ilci JlrlICt'('lJin,;s, Nati,lrul A'i'-iocial;on \if 
SIal\.: lJIIIVt:I .. illt: .... VIII (1910), (p.l-7H; I). H. Purin!l}o, "Ac"\nlllc l-'rl:l"\IOIIl {nliH 

the Tiu:'.{rc:-.' Point of View," pp, 177-Hll; NichnIH.\ Murray Blllh:r. "h AI..;1t.. !l-l1l1L 

Freedom Dc.... irabk'."· J~'dll(jl!itJlliJl Rt.'VIl'W, LX (Decemher, t920), ~t9~-21; HUlk-r, 
··(·om;crnin!~ :-i\1I11~ Milliel., ;\cill,kmit.::' Ldfll"IHiplllft U(I'lt'II', Xl IX {April, lOll"l. 

l{j7, lkronl \V\-·k-h, "Al·;lllcmic ~·fl.'l..'dnm :..tflJ "enure of OllilC." /J1/1lt"l1f1< A\'luua 
lion of i\mcrican Coll<ges, II (April, 1~16), 163-M, 

; I.J John Dev"ey, "AciJdt"rnic FrC'\.'dom," Edilcatiol/fl! Review, XXIII (January, 
i'}02), 1--9; Ho\Y~rJ Crosby Warren. "AcaucfIll(; FrccdlllH," Aflafluc l\lfonlh/\, 
ex-I',' (November, 1(14), 641. One article has h-ec:.n uncovereJ which expre::, .... ..: ... tile 
spirit of German academic freedom in lhe cl;.l~~room: JO"ii.ih Royc-(:'s "The f(~edorn 

of Teaching," The (h'uland ,..,folltldy. Vol. H, New Senes {SL:"j1tt:mot:r. ISl:SJ '. rr 
2~7~31:L '·:\J ... ancc0 in~lrucliol1 itirn:s \0 teach the opinil..Hb of ~In hone;;;! anu i.;ompc 
tenl man upon mure (I[ k'iS doubtful qUl,~',lioll~, Honl'''-ly requires Ih;lt iJ. ... 

~I tc.;1cher of dO-.:lrlth.:'J. thL IOS{fll(lof ~hould be frcc to tCi.H,:h wh"t1! Joctrin\.'~ he 11:\'> 
bl.:t:.t\ led frel,:ly 10 ;ICC:PI." Comp<.lIc wilh lhe ~1~lL'mcnl:-i of Eliol ami HarpJ.'.r ah()\c 

I PI Akxal\dL'1 ~ki\..kJuhn, "hl..'<..:dlJIU uf th~ Cu-llet;I..'," Flte Atlur:/l(.' Afon:lll ..... 
CXXI (Julluury, I ~ I ~), ~ij-,li~, 
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every other, still beiieved that college students were in constant danger 

of mental seduction by their tcachers. The old fear that students were 
easy prey to heretical doctrine became the new fear that students had 

but fragile defenses against subtle insinuation of "propaganda." 17 The 

norms of "neutrality" and "competence" constituted a code of fair prac
tices in ideas, and as such won assent from all sides. 

Of course, the roots of these norms went deeper still. "Neutrality" 

and "compctence" describe not only the limits of American academic 

freedom, but the very temper of American academic thought. They re

flect, in the first place, the empiricist bias of that thought. Even in the 

ante-bellum period the main accent of American philosophy, sounded 

by the Scottish school, was empirical, realistic, commonsensical."· No 

invading Napolt;pn in that period forced our professors, to seek refuge 

in thought against disturbing realities. The transcendental philosophy, 

the American version of German idealism, generally could not breach 

the academic barrier. Its intuitionism was opposed by our clerics, lest 

each man disclose his own religion and become unto himself a church; 
its idealism was resisted by ollr philosophers, lest mind or nature be 

deified, and atheism or pantheism result."" With the advent of the 
university, the triumph of science-oriented philosophies deepened the 

commitment to empiricism. Kant and Hegel had a brilliant revival, yet 
~ 
-.:J their luster was dimmed somewhat by the more effulgent light of evoluo 

tionary pragmatism and positivism. Most Americans who went to study 

in Germany in this period took home the methods of her seminars and 
laborntories, but left the A Ilschl//II/IIg of idealism hehind, To this em

piricist hcritage, one must add the influence of Darwinism on Ameri

can academic thought. In Germany, the first success in the attack upon 

religious authority was achieved by philosophy; in America, as we have 

seen, the hold of religious authority was broken by the advocates of sci

ence. The empiricist heritage fostered the belief that facts must be the 

117 An interesting contemporary analysis of Ihe norm of Ilclllrality can be found 
in Paul S. Reinsch, 'The Inner Freedom of Amcrican Inlcllectual Life," Norrh 
AmericlIn Re";ell·, CCI (May, 1915),733-42. 

'" James McCosh, "The Scoltish Philosophy,,, Contrasted with the German," 
Prillceton Rel'i,'II', LVIlI (November, t882), pp. )26-44. 

110 See Ronald Vale Wells, Three C/"iSliulI Trm/JcclIdel/l"li.l'ts: hunes Marsh, 
Caleb Sprague Hellry, Fred<'Tick Helin' Hedge (New York, 1943), for an analysis 
of the limited appeal of transcendentalism in the ante-bellum colleges; for orthodox 
expressions of hostility to transcendentalism, see Francis llowen, "Transcendental. 
ism," Christian Examiner, XXI (January, 1837), 371-85, and "locke and the 
Transcendentalists," Christian Examiller, XXJII (November, 1837), 170-94. 
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arbiters between competing notions of truth, thus strengthening the 

standard of neutrality; that universal and synthetic speCUlation mu;t 

give way to specialized knowledge, thus promoting the standard of 
competence. The Darwinian influence, as we have noted, fostered the 

belief that certainty was as alien to inquiry as immutability was to the 

processes of life (neutrality); that the right to pass judgment on scien

tific questions was reserved to those who possessed special credentials 
(competence). The German and American theories of intramural free

dom thus reflected different philosophical traditions."o 

These theories, it should be emphasized, were concerned with norms 
for intramural utterance, for the utterances of professors in their role 

as teachers. Outside the university. for professors in their civil roles, the 

American norm was more permissive than the German, because it re

!lected a stronger social and constitutional commitment to the idea of 

freedom of speech, The connections between free speech and academic 

freedom are many and subtle. One thing is clear as far as their histori

cal linkages are concerned: the advance of the one has not automatically 

produced a comparable advance of the other. 121 We have seen, for ex

ample, that academic freedom scored victories in which freedom of 
speech did not share. The masters of the North European medieval uni

120 One notes that the partisanship, dogmatism, and metaphysics of German pro
fessors frequently repelled the American student; often this was the single Slain of 
disapproval in his otherwise generous endorsement. Ticknor reacted unfavorably 
to the "spirit of philosophical vehemence" that he observed among German pro
fessors. (Hilliard, Life, LeIters, and Journals of George Tickn"r, p. 97). G. Stanley 
Hall observed that the professors of philosophy in Germany "seemed to be almost 
mouthpieces of the Divine. Some of them claimed to ignore all other authors and 
to lecture onty upon their Own ideas or dbcoveries, to demonstrate God-as though 
He had been waiting all these years to have the honor of this proof conferred upon 
Him---or they established the reality of the world as though it depended upon their 
ratiocination" (Life allil ConfeJSions, p. 212). Nicholas Murray Uutler condemned 
von Treitschke for giving "scant attention to the teaching of lhe history of Europe 
and Germany, altho his chair was supposed to deal with these subjects. What von 
Treitschke really did was to make lectures on the history of Europe and of Germany 
the vchicle for the very effective and emphatic expression of his own personal opin
ions On men and things in the world about him.... There is something 10 be 
said for the policy of making academic teaching effective by relating it to present· 
day interests and prohlerns, hut there is nothing to be said for turning academic 
teaching into an excrcise in contemporary juurn'dism." "Concerning Some Maller, 
Academic," Educational Review, XLIX (April, 1915), 3'J7. 

121 This point does not appear often in the literature of academic freedom, 
probably because it is strategic to identify academic freedom, a comparative stranger 
to our loyalties, with reverenced constitutional rights. For one of the earliest clear· 
cut distinctions between the two, see Arthur T. Hadley, "Academic Freedom in 
Theory and Practice," p. 157. 
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verslties won a measure of philosophical freedom without like benefits 

being conferred on the laity; Halle and Gottingen in Ihe eighteenlh cen

tury were islands of intellectual freedom amid seas of petty despotism; 

Imperial Germany was far less free in Ihe political sphere than in the 

sphere of academic education. Conversely, freedom of speech has made 

gains while academic freedom stood still. Thus, the abolition of the 

Alien and Sedition laws coincided with the expansion of denominational 

colleges and the sectarianizing of the state universities. One may there
fore conclude that the two freedoms develop independently for differ
ent reasons, or Illal they arc causally related to a common long-Ierm 
factor, such as the diffusion of political power or the growth of the 

habit of tolerance. '22 

Nevertheless, it can also be demonstrated that, under certain favor
able conditions, these two freedoms do affect one another directly, and 
that the secure position of the one may improve the position of the 

other and deepen and broaden its meaning and potency. Free speech 

was protected in America; the post-bellum university presented the 

favorable conditions. First, the university granted its teachers the time to 

engage in outside activities: it removed the old n:sidence requirement, 

it ended the boarding-house vigil. Secondly, the university appointed 

W men whose interests were not engrossed by campus duties. It brought 
-::t in the professional scholar, whose works were appraised by other"-' 

specialists; it brought in the new-style president, a man of wide affairs; 

it brought in the technical expert, available for outside consultation. 

Thirdly, the university professor began to give up the c\uiet retreat of 

moral philosophy for the more worldly concerns of social science. This 
movement was accelerated by a fourth development, the rise of the phi

losophy of pragmatism, which sanctioned the application of the trained 

intelligence to the varied problems of life. For these reasons, the Amer

ican university professor, much more than his German COllnter

part, functioned in the arella of social and political action.'" In that 

arena, he demanded the prerogative of frce speech that was given to 

other citizens. There he kit that he had the right to express his opin
ion even on controver,ial suhjects, even on l11atters outside his scholarly 

," Thus, the universl\ics of France lost their autonomy when the Crown asserted 
its unqualified ""thority, and the fate of both freedom' lInder the totalitarian sys
tem is well known. 

'" See the report of Comll\illcc G. "Extra-colle~i"te Intellectual Service," Bill
Ie/iII. AAUP, X (~I"y, I'n·j), 272-kll. Sllr\'cyin~ '~2 "rticlc~ and books, the report 
showed overwhdmin~ approval of prok',sors who en~at;cd in e.xlramural uctivities. 
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competence. There academic freedom became an aspect of the struggle 
for civil liberty. 

And it was precisely in that arena that the greatest amount of 

academic friction was generated. The attempt to assimilate the doc
trine of free speech into the doctrine of academic freedom aroused 

hostility in certain quarters. It seemed to demand a special protection 

for professors when they engaged in the rough give-and-take of poli 

tics. To argue that the institutional position of professors should not be 
affected by what they said as citizens was to urge immunity for them 
from the economic penalties that may repay unpopUlar utterances
the dwindling of clients, the boycott of subscribers, the loss of a job. 

Such a demand for immunity, exceeding anything provided by the con
stitutional safeguard of free speech, going even further than the "free
market" conceptions of the great philosophers of intellectual liberty,''' 

was bound to strain the less tensile tolerance of American trustees and 

administrators. A barrage of argument was touched off by this demand. 

In its favor, professors and certain presidents mustered methodological 

arguments: "ideas must be tested in action," 12> the function of philoso

phy "is to clarify men's ideas as to the social and moral strifes of their 
own day"; "" administrative arguments: "If a university or college cen

sors what its professors may say . . . it thereby assumes responsibility 

for that which it permits them to. say ... a responsibility which an 

institution of learning would be very unwise in assuming"; 121 pedagogi

12' Thus Millon, in fighting for free speech and pUblication againsl public censor
ship, did not argue that social penalties were inadmissible. There is, moreover, in 
his picture of free intellectual competition the suggestion that ostracism or worse 
will ultimately repay the purveyor of fillsehood. "And though all the winds of doc
trine were tet loose to play upon Ihe earth. so Truth being in the field, we do in
juriously, by licensing and prohibiting, to misdoubt her strength. Let her and bhc
hood grapple; who ever knew Truth put to the worse in a free and open encounter: 
BeT confuting is the best and Mlresl suppressing...." An'(}l'ugitica (Regnery edi
tion, PI'. SIl-5()j. John Stuart Mill's 011 LiIJerty addressed ihelf to the tyranny of tht.: 
majority rather than the tyranny of the slate, and in it the pregnant statement occurs 
Ihat "in respect tu all persons but Ihose whose pecuniary circumstances make them 
independent of the good will of other people, opinion, on this suhjecl, is as efficacious 
as law; men might as well be imprisoned, as excluded from the means of earning 
their bread" (Rcfnery edition, p. 39). Hut Mill did not say thilt this immunity he
longed to any particular body of men, but to illl men, or to a minority of one, against 
the despotism of numbers. 

12'. See John Dewey, Democracy and Educatioll (New York, 1916), pp. 76-77 and 
pa.fJim. 

1>, John Dewey. Rcc{ln'/flictioll ill Phi/{IJOphy (New York, 1920), p. 26. 
127 A. Lawrence Lowell, "Report for 1916-17," in Henry Aaron Yeomans, Abbo/t 

Lawrence Lowell (Cambridge, Mass., 1948), p. 311. 

j
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cal arguments: what yonng men need "arc not hermit scholars, but ac

tive zealous citizens, with opinions to express upon public questions, and 

power to express them." '0; The answering volleys were usually, but not 

exclusively, returned by presidents and trustees. Thcy too used methodo

logical arguments: when a te"cher enters politics, he acts "as a par

tisan and [loses his] place as a judge and an unbia,cd individual"; '" 

administrative arguments: "to usc this institution and the funds so con

tributed for a purpose foreign and contrary to the ideas both of the 

contributors and of the whole community, and appropriate them to 

the propaganda of the exceptional ideas of " single imJlvidual, is a per

version of public trust"; l"" pedagogical "rguments: the professor who 

uses his university position as "an Object of political purpose" destroys 

his educational cfkctivcncss"l And the salvos resound to this day. 

The second source of friction was the closely :J1lied problem of pro

fessional ethics in the pnhlic f"rllill. Despite the invoc;lli"n of the right 

of free speech, it was gencr:tlly eonccllcd by thc aC3lkmic fraternity that 

professors reached a limiting line of professional propriety long before 

they approached the bounda, y of libel, slander, or sedition. But where 

was that line to be drawll') Was it proper for a professor to run for 

political ofTice or to work actively for a political part]") The academic 

W community spoke with two voices on this point. "" Was it proper for 
~1 

~	 a professor publicly to criticize the actions of a colleague or a superior? 

In this most bureaucratically controlled of all the prokssions, it was 

not easy to decide where frec speech left olT and insuhol dination began. 

\Vas the professor's reLltion to his trustees analogl)us to the relation 

of the judiciary to the executive power? The analogy was useful in 

suggesting that the trustees could Ilot remove their appointee at will, 

but it was a two-edged sword, for It also suggested that professors were 

12!l Editor's Table, Nth" Eng(ond ,Hllgnz.int!, XVII, Ncvv- Scrie" <Scj1tcmha, 1897}, 
116; ct. EdwarJ P. Cheyney. "'IIII'deL'" ,lnt! F~li..:\d!i...:~." Sd/{)(I{ III/d .)O( it'I\', II fDl.'c. 
14, 1915}, 79~. Also, \V. II. C,lrpelllcr, ""uhlli.: Savicc of Univcr~i(y OllieCf')," 
Columbia University (ltwrterly. XVI (March, IYI4). 169·-82. 

l'~~ Letter of Prcsidl:lll Frank I .. 1-.h.:Vcy of lhe..: UniVLr~it}' of Nurth Dakuta to 
Professor Joseph 1.. Ll:will'.llhn. in "The PilrtH..:ipiltion of Ullivn ..... ity Proks~ofS in 
POillics," SCll'/ICe, Vol. XXXiX, N\.'w Sc:ril.·s (!'JI4), pp. 4:::'5 -:::1I. 

I.'ll "Free 1 hought in C{illc~c L"':t.lntHllil.',,,," (1'/llIttln') Afa.l:iI:l!/l', ;":VII (I)ccclIlbcr, 
1899),456. 

l:ll Letter of Prc:')idcnt t\"1cYcy. in "The Participation of University Professors in 
Politics," p 426. 

1~IZ See U. G. Wcalherly, "Acatkmic FrccJom and Tcnlir~ of Office," Bulletiff, 
Association of Anlt~licall Colleges, 11 tApril, 19Ih). 175-77, 
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bound by the staid public ethks of judges.'" Again, the conftict between 

free speech and professional ethics created a storm center which has never 

lifted. 

AN AMERICAN COnE 

We can best summarize what has preceded by quoting more exten

sively from the classie 1915 Report of the Committee on Academic 

Freedom and Tenure of the American Association of University Profes

sors. How representative of faculty opinion this report may have been is 

an open question. It was strktly a product of professorial thinking: 

college and university presidents and deans were explicitly banned from 

memnership in the AAUP in its early years. The authors, being among 

the most illustrious, were pethaps not the Illost representative members 

of the profession. Seven of the thirteen members were social scientists, 

and Illay have rctkctcd the bias of their disciplines. Still, the report has 

great value for synopsis and reference, It was not the product of haste 

or improvisation, nor was it an angry answer to some galnnic injustice. 

Many of the ideas contained in the report had heen adumbrated by its 

authors in previotls articles or can be traced back to a preliminary re

port of a joint conclave of economists, political scientists, and sociolo

gists which was written a year before. l It created a widely favorable3< 

impression. One comment in the press hailed it as "the most compre

hensive, general declaration of principles regarding academic freedom 

that has ever appeared in this country" I" The United States Commis

sioner of Educatton called it "one of the most valuable contributions of 

the year to the discussion of educational policy," and the Bureau of 

Education	 distributed thousands of copies."· It was the basis for the 

statement of the principles of academic freedom and tenure endorsed 

I ,'L~ For the aC:J.demic deb;Jtc: over the USe and limitations of (he analogy of the 
jUJiciary, cf. John H. \Vignlore, "An Analogy Drawn from Juule/at Immunity," 
The Niilion, elll (Dec. 7, 19(6), 539-40; Arthur O. Lovejoy's rejoinder, "Ac,, 
ucrnic Freedom," The Nation, Clil (Dec. 14, 1916). 561; Wigmore's counter-reply. 
in 'Flle Nalion, Clfl (Dec. 14, IYI6), 561-62. The debate wa~ waF-cd intensively in 
the ::ltlcceeJing dCGldcs. Cf. Raymond Buell, Leiter to the: New York fleraid Tribune 
(June 17, 19}6); Lippmann's fcjoinLit:r. Lelt~r to the New York lIerald Tribun(' 
(june 211, 193(0); Walter E. Spahr in defense of Buell's position, Letler 10 Ihe New 
York Ilcmld Trihuue (June 29, 1936). 

I" "Prefalory Note," t915 Report, Bullelin. AAUP, [(December, 1915). 17.
 
lo!:'. CW1CfU Opi"ion, l.X (March. (916),192-93.
 
un Ueport 01 the Commissioner of EduCtllion (1916), l. 138
 

1 
i 
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in subsequent years by the Association of American Colleges, represent

ing college administrative ollicers, and the American Association of 

University Professors.'" One modern commentator has properly called 

it "a landmark in the develupment uf the teaching profession." ,,. 

ACADEMIC FREEDOM AS AN INDISPENSABLE ATTRIBUTE OF A 

UNIVERSITY 

The Committee tied academic freedum to three reguirements.-the 

needs for academic research, adeguate instruction, and the development 

of experts for public service. Some of their arguments closely resem

bled those of the Germans. "In the earlier stages of a nation's intellectual 

developrne~t, the chief concern of educational institutions is to train 

the growing generation and to diffuse the already accepted knowledge" 

It was only ,lu",ly that the purpose of conservation gave way to th"t 

of searching. More 'lnd more, "the modern university is becoming .. 

the home of scientific re'earch." Now, in all the domains of knowledge, 

in natural science, in soci:d science, in rcligi'lIl and philosophy, the 

chief condition of progress "is complete and unlimited freedom tu 

pursue mquiry ;\nd publish its results. Such freedum is the breath in 
the nostrils of all scientilic activity." "'" 

W 
-.1 Such freedom is no less important to the teacher. No man can be a 
W	 succcssful tcach,'r, wrotc the fr;"lIeIS uf the rcpurt, who docs not enjoy 

the respcct of his studen!." and this rcspect will not be forthcoming if 

the confidence of studcnts in his intellectual integrity and courage is 

impaired. Helmholtz would have endorsed the following: 

It is not only the character of the instruction but also the character of the 
instructor that counts; and if the student has reason to believe that the in
structor is not true to tlirnsclf, the virtue ot the inslfuction as an educalive 
force is incalculably dirl1lnished. There musr be in Ihe mind of the teacher 
no mental reservation. He must give the student the hest of what he has and 
what he is. 1 .Hl 

The third justification for academic freedom was more originally 

American. Reflecting the mood of Progressivism, the authors also be

lieved that the modern university should aim to develop experts to help 

solve the complex prOblems of SOCiety. The professor can only be of use 

1,17 Roben P. f.lHJJurll. "Academic Freedom aoJ Tenure," Afuiorll Rel'il!w. X 
(Srrin~', 1\)50),:!5 

1:',", liJld .. p 19. 1«;' Bull"/in, A:\UI'. 1 (Dccl.'mbcr, 1')15), 27-2H. 
j~(, Ibtd., p. 2~ 
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to the legislator and the administrator if his conclusions are disinterested 

and his own.'" 

UNIVERSITY INDEPENDENCE AND THE GENERAL WtLL 

With the legal supremacy of the boards of trustees the professors who 

wrote the report did not quarrel: but legal power, to them, was not 

equivalent to moral duty. As they saw it, the moral obligations of uni

versity trustees were two. Where trustees were bound by their charters 

to propagate specific doctrines, they should be completely candid about 

it. The public should not be misled into thinking that the school is 

searching for truth when in fact it is communicating dogma. In all 

other cases, the trustees were trustees for the public, and "they cannot be 

permitted to assume the proprietary attitude and privilege, if they are ap

pealing to the general public for support." If the basis of academic author

ity was public, the nature of the professor's calling was no less so, Any 

assumption that the professors were employees of the governing board 

was gratuitous and insupportable. 

The responsibility of the university teacher is primarily to the public itself, 
and to the judgment of his own profession; and while, wilh respect to certain 
external conditions of hi. vocation, he accep" a respomibility to the authori
ties of Ihe institution in which he serves, in the essenlials of hi, pro!e',ional 
activity his duty is to the wider public to which the imiliution itself is morally 
aOlcnable. 14~ 

To nail down this point, the Committee used the analogy of t11e rela

tionship between the executive and the judiciary, albeit (one galhers 

from the text) with some trepidation lest the analogy be misused. 

So far as the university teaCher's independence of thought and utterance is 
concerned-Ihough "01 i" other regards-the relationship of professor 10 

trustees may be compared 10 that between judges of the Federal couns and 
the Executive who appoints them. Universily teachers should be underslOod 
to be, with re'pecr to the conclusions reached and expressed by them, no more 
subject to the control of the trustees, than are judges subject 10 the control 
of the President, with respect to their decisions.'" 

But the authors of the report did not confuse the public with its 

political representatives, or the public will with contemporary opinion. 
To rely wholly on the government was dangerous: 

'<l /bid., PI'. 2 t-22. '" Ibid., PI'. 22-23, 26.
 
.. , Ibid., p. 26. Italic. supplied.
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Where the university is dependent for funds upon legislative favor, it has 
sometimes happened that the conduct of the institution has been affected by 
political considerations; and where there is a definite governmental policy 
or a strong public feeling on economic, social, or political questions, the 
menace to academic freedom may consist in the repression of opinions.'" 

Similarly, public opinion, which was apt to regard any departure from 

convention with suspicion, was a weak staff on which to lean. Rather, 

the university 

should be an intellectual experiment station, where new ideas may germinate 
and where their fruit, (hough still distasteful to the community as a whole. 
may be allowed to ripen until finally, perchance, it may become a part of the 
accepted intellectual food of the nation or of the world.'" 

The public for which the trustees acted and to whom the professors were 

responsible was an ,abstraction called "posterity." 

THE NORMS OF NE\.iTRALITY AND COMPETENCE 

On the assumption that freedom is never absolute and unqualified, but 

entails limits and obligations, the Committee gave its clear approval to 

the norms of neutrality .md competence. 

The liberty of the scholar within the university to set forth his conclusions. 
c...J be they what they may. is conditioned by their being conclusions gained by -1 
~ a scholar's method and held in a scholar's spirit; that is to say. they must be 

the fruits of competent and patient and sincere inquiry, and they should be 
set forth with dignity. courtesy and temperateness of language. 

This did not mean that the teacher had to hide his opinions under a moun

tain of et!uivocal verbiage. But he should 

be a person of fair and jUdicial mind; he should, in dealing with such [con
troversiall subjects, Sl:l forth justly, without suppression or innuendo, the 
divergent opinions of other investigators; he should cause his students to 
become familiar with the best published expressions of the great historic types 
of doctrine upon the questions at issue; and he should, above all, remember 
that his business is not to provide his students with ready-made conclusions 
but to train them to think for themsclvesH6 

The committee's OPPOSition to oracular and dogmatic teaching rested 

in large part on the supposed immaturity of students: 

In many of our American colleges, and especially in the first two years of the 
course, the student's character is not yet fully formed. his mind is still rela

, .. Ibid., p. 31. ,<0 Ibid., p. 32. '" Ibid., pp. 33-34. 
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tively immature. In these circumstances it may reasonably be expected that 
the instructor will present scientific truth with discretion, thal he will intro· 
duce the student to new conceptions gradually, with some consideration for 
the student's preconceptions and traditions, and wilh due regard to character

building. 

The teacher must especially be on guard against 

taking unfair advantage of the student's immaturity by indoctrinating him 
with the teacher's own opinions before the student has had an opportunity 
fairly to examine other opinions upon the mailers in yuestiofl, and before he 
has sullicient knowledge and ripeness of judgment to be entitled to form any 

definitive opinion of his own.'" 

Again, the assumption was that university education is adolescent educa

tion, and that the young mind yields to the imprint of ideas as easily and 

uncritically as wax. 

FREEDOM OF SPEECH FOR EXTRAMURAL UTTERANCE 

I The Committee spoke boldly on the general principle of free extramural 

utterance. In their extramural utterances, the Committee contended. it is 

not desirable that scholars should be bound by the norms of neutrality\ 
and competence. It is not desirable that they be debarred "from giving ex

pression to their judgments upon controversial questions, or that their 

freedom of speech outside the university should be limited to questions 

falling within their own specialties." Nor is it proper that they be pro

hibited "from lending their active support to organized movements which 

they believe to be in the public interest." I<B But the Committee also recog

nized that professors were saddled with the obligation of discretion in

cumbent upon professional persons. "It is obvious that academic teachers 

are under a peculiar obligation to avoid hasty or unverified or exaggerated 

statements, and to refrain from intemperate or sensational modes of 

expression." And this led to the vexing question of whether professors 

should be allowed to work for a political party or run for political office. 

As one of its members later revealed, the Committee was divided between 

those who took the view that scholarship and partisan action were not 

antipathetic, and those who held to the German position that political 

partisanship was incompatible with objective inquiry."· The Committee 

could only express its indecision. On the one hand, it wrote, 

1<' Ibid., p. 35. 1<B Ibid., p. 37. 
". See the statement of U. G. Weatherly in "Academic Freedom and Tenure of 

Office," pp. 175-77. 
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it is manifestly desirable lhat .. teachers have minds untrammeled by party 
loyalties, unexcited by party enthusiasms, "nd unbiased by personal political 
ambitions; and that universities should remain uninvolved in party ant ago
Olsms. 

On the other hand, 

it is equally manifest that the material available for the service of the State 
would be restricted in a highly undesirable way, if it were understood that no 
member of the academic profession should ever be called upon to assume the 
responsibilities of public omce.'"" 

On this inconclusive note, the 1915 report closed. 

The scheme of the 1915 report, like that of this chapter, was analytical 

rather than historical. fiut it did make one historical reference which leads 

us back to a segllcnti,1l treatment of our subject. The authors of the 

report noted that the character of the infringements of academic freedom 

had changed in the last few decades: 

In the early period of university development in America the chief menace to 
academic freedom was ecclesiastical, and Ihe disciplines chiefly alfected were 
philosophy and the natural sciences. In more recent times the danger zone 
has bccn shifted 10 the political and social sciences 

The present problem, as the Committee saw it, was that every question 
C;.:i in the political, social, and economic fields affected the private interests--l 
C)l of class, and that,
 

as the governing body of a university is naturally made up of men who through
 
their standing and ability are pelSonnlly interested in great private enterprises,
 
the points of possiblc connict arc numberless. When to this is added Ihc COII


sidaation that benefactors, as well as most of the parents who send their
 
children to privatcly endowed institulions, thcmselves belong to the more
 
prosperous and lherefore usually to the more conservative classes, it is ap

parent Ihat ... prcssure from vcsteu interests may ... he brought to
 
bear upon academic <Iuthorities.""
 

More calmly and jUdiciollsly than some of their proft:ssorial contem


poraries, the members of the Committee gave support to the thesis that
 

wealth was an academic malefactor, and that a particular class was op


posed to academic freedom. This is the thesis we must now evaluate, and
 

we shall do so by turning to the Populist period in which the thesis was
 

born.
 

,"0 Bulletill, AAUP, I (December, 1915),38. H' Ibid., pp. 29-31. 

IX:	 ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND 

BIG BUSINESS 

CONFRONTAnON 

IN THE FINAL DECADES of the last century, the leaders of American 

business began to support our universities on a completely unprecedentedl 

scale. Defore that periou, oiu mercantile wealth, with its tradition 0 

patronage, had had only modest resources for philanthropy, while ne\' 

industrial wealth, with ever-growing resources, had been bent on un

ceasing aeguisition and had not learned the great virtue of giving. Thusl 

it is recorded that the largest single gift to an American college before 

the Civil War was Abbott Lawrence's $50,000 to Harvard.' An institu

tion like Amherst College, to take another example, had been founded 
on $50,000, assembled from small contributions.' Weighed in the scale 

of big-business philanthropy, these sums seem almost negligible. Johns 

Hopkins University received $3,500,000 from a Baltimore merchant 

and capitalist; Leland Stanford Junior University received $24,000,000 
from the estate of the California railroad king; the University of Chi

cago received $34,000,000 from the founder of the Standard Oil Com

pany.' The foundation came to supplement the endowment as a method 

of bestowing gifts. Among the early foundations assisting the colleges 

and universitics in some way were the General Education Board, founded 

in 1902 by John D. Rockefeller, with assets of $46,000,000; the 

Carnegie Corporation, founded in 1911, with assets of $151,000,000; 
the Commonwealth Fund, founded in 1918 by Mrs. Stephen V. Hark

'Charles F. Thwing, "The Endowment of Colleges," International Review, XI 
(September, 188\), 259. 

"/bid., p. 260. 
a Daniel COil Gilman, Tile Launching 0/ a University (New York, 1906), p. 28; 

Orrin L. Elliott, Stanford University, the First Twenty-five Years (Stanford, 1937), p. 
25\; Thomas W. Goodspeed, A History of Ihe University of Chicago (Chicago, 
19t6), AppendiX 1, p. 4M7. 
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ness, with assets of $43,000,000.· Truly, the new men of wealth organ

ized their philanthropies as grandiosely as they organized their busi
nesses. 

Inevitably, the increase in the size of gifts changed the relations of 
donor to recipient. Borrowing a term from economic history, one may 
say that the givers became entrepreneurs in the field of higher educa

ti()n':l?i~;~~R~, the initiative in providing funds and in deciding their 
generalpurpo~es. William Rainey Harper wrote in 1905 that "in the 

case of 90 percent of the money given to a large institution the initiative 
is taken by the donor, and not by the university concerned." • This was 
a reversal oUhe procedure that had been in effect before the Civil War, 
when coUeg~,....presidents sued for alms on the basis of needs which 

they detcnnined. But passive roles did not suit the new men of weahh. 

It was Jonas· Gilman Clark, not G. Stanley Hall, who made the deci
siontofQ;undam~w university at Worcester; Clark hired Hall to carry 

out his!iqt~s\·.lt was Leland Stanford, not David Starr Jordan, who 
conceived the ..project at Palo Alto! It was (to take a crowning exam

pIe) Andrew Carnegie who decided to give retirement pensions to pro

fessors, and this without their prior solicitation.' Sometimes, depending 

upon inclina(ion, these donors were also active in determining educational 

policies. 8e~ore the Civil War, businessmen did not usually earmark 

their giftsfor;specific educational projects. Abbott Lawrence's gift for 

an engineering school at Harvard was an exception, but it is interest
ing to note that President Everett thwarted the intention of the donor 

by converting the school into a department of natural science.• To 
compare Everett's treatment of Lawrence with Clark's treatment of
 
Hall is to COmpare the power of $50,000 with the power of several mil

lions of dollars, and to compare the independence of a well-established
 
college with the servility of a young university dependent on the benevo


lence of one /llano In Hall's autObiography we find that the president
 

• Ernest V. Hollis, Philanthropic Foundations and lIiRh" Educati"n (New York,1938). pp. 303-f\. 

• William R. Harper, The Trend in lli;;hcr EducatiOIl (Chicago, 1905), p. 17R. 
"Calvin Stubbins. "Biography of J. G. Clark." Publications of the Clark Uni

ver.<ity Library, I (April, 190f\), 138-76. 

7 David Starr Jordan, The Days of a Mall (New York. 1922), pp. 268-69. 
8 See letter of Andrew Carnegie to the trustees of the Carnegie Foundation (April 

16,1905). Jn Annual Report of the Carn"gie FOImdMioll for the Adl'ancement of 
Teaching (Washington. D.C.. 1906), pp. 7-8. 

Il Samuel Eliol Morison. Three Centuries of /larvard (Cambridge. Mass., 1936),p.279. 
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was forced to break contracts at the orders of the founder, to reduce 

the scale of salaries because the founder wished to economize, to add 

an undergraduate college to what he had hoped would be a graduate 
institution, becausc the founder willed it so.1\) The antagonisms between 
Hall and Clark were not in any sense typical. More common was a 

harmonious association like that of Andrew D. White and Ezra Cornell, 
and more common still was an obsequious attitude like that of David 

Starr Jordan toward Mrs. Jane Stanford. il But Hall's story does ex
emplify the passage of academic initiative to the great providers who 
had come upon the scene. 

The change in the occupational background of trustees measures 

the growing power of the business element in education. Whereas wealth 
and a talent for business had once been considered virtues in trustees, 

now they were thought to be prerequisitcs. The increase in income ami 

endowment brough(new problems of balances and budgets, of prop
erty investment and;O~management, of the husbanding and parceling of 

resources, with which businessmen were presumed to be familiar. As 

a result, a trusteeship in a large university became, along with a list

ing in the Social· Register, a token of business prominence and of 

pecuniary qualification. Charles and Mary Beard did not exaggerate 

when they wrote that "at the end of the century the roster of American 

trustees of higher learning read like a corporation directory." 12 In 
1865, Ezra Cornell could boast of the representative composition of the 

board of the university that bore his name. Aside from ex-otfieio mem

bers representing the locality and the state, it included, he said, three 
mechanics, three farmers, one manufacturer, one mcrchant, one lawyer. 
one engineer, and one "literary gentleman."" By 1884, the Cornell 

[loard of Trustces included five bankers, three lawyers, two manufac
turers, two judges, and one editor." Among the new arrivals was 
Henry W. Sage, the owner of the largest lumber business in the world 
at that time. Jr' By 1918, new prizes had been added: Andrew Carnegie; 

10 G. Stanley Hall, Life and Confes.<iollJ of a Psychologist (New York, 1923), pp. 
225-57. 

11 Carl L Becker, Cornell University: Founders and the Founding (Ithaca, N.Y.. 
1943), p. 118. 

12 Charles A. Beard and Mary R. Beard, The Rise of American Ch'ilization (New 
York, 1927), II, 470. 

13 Becker. Cornell Unil·er.<ity, Document II. 
14 In ,everal cases, Ihe occupations of trmtees fall into more than one category. 
to "Henry W. Sage." National eye/opedi" of American Biography. IV. 478 . 

¥.....IICCftfET L:c * azzm ~ 
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Charles W. Schwab, president of Bethlehem Steel; H. H. Westinghouse, 
chairman of the board of the Westinghouse Company; and others of 

the top business elite.1<l This trend was observable elsewhere. In a study 
of twenty private and state universities, McGrath found that 48 per

cent of the members of the boards of trustees were businessmen, bankers, 
and lawyers in 1860; in 1900, 64 percent belonged to those occupa
tional categories. l1 The great anomaly of American higher education
that laymengpmipate the domain of professionals-had become more 
patent than ever.. 

But theJine,pe!)\{\wn,l;JUsiness and scholarship was not crossed from 
one side alone.,.'l)nc:ler the stimulus of a newly awakened interest in the 
workaday world and its problems, professors in the social sciences 
began to fOCUSOD. the institutions by which society was organized and 
its activities main.\ajned. The trend in the field of economics was 
toward historical and statistical analysis, and away from the specula
tive search forJpgically consistent systems. This was the period when 
E. R. A. Selig1J1al1,,,¥,~ote his studies of public finance; when Taussig 
wrote his Tariff llistqry; when Henry Carter Adams wrote "The Re
lation of the State,toJndustrial Action"-all of them evidence of their 
authors' departure from the belief that life could be deduced from 

first principles.18 This was the period when Ely wrote about labor 
and socialism and actually took these subjects seriously, proving that 
economics could be something more than conventional conservative 
apologetics. 1. Moreover, this was the period when the American Eco
nomic Association, in defiance of the edicts of Manchester, took its 

stand against laissez fair/', and called upon the nation's economists to 
playa part in the shaping of public policy. In sociology, no less than in 
economics, the desire to take hold of realities was app;lrent and per
vasive. "Pure" sociology--both Ward's and Sumncr's--gave support 
to social programs; "applied" sociology-the other large division of 
the field-was little more than the art of social belterrnent.2o By 1901, 

16 Register of Cornell University, 1918-19, p. 8. 
11 Earl McGrath. "The Control of Higher Education in America," Educational 

Record, XVII (April, 1916), 264. 
18 Joseph Dorfman, Th,' Economic Mind in American Civiliwtion (New York, 

1949), Ill, 167,245-57,264-71. 
'0 Richard T. Ely, Ground under Ol/r Feet (New York. 1918), pp. 309-23. 
20 In announcing that a chair in sociology had been established, the Columbia 

Faculty of Political Science justified it hy proclaiming: "it is becoming more and 
more apparent that industrial and social progress is bringing the modern comlllu· 
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hardly a college did not promise, under the heading of "sociology," a 
course on "the city and its problems," or "defectives, delinquents and 

dependents." or "socialism, its history and philosophy," or "the 
methods of social reform." 21 Finally, in the newest of the new social 
sciences-political science-the attention of scholars was given to 
political and administrative reform.'" Throughout the field of the 
social sciences, the concern with public problems sought legitimation 
and expression. 

More than anything else, it was the sense that the world was out 
of joint that gave rise to this new academic worldliness. By long habitua
tion, Americans had become accustomed to social change: to the 
movement of rootless populations, to an economy permanently in 
flux. nut the changes that came late in the nineteenth century were 
changes in the rhythm of change, upheavals in social relations, and they 
challenged settled assumptions. The traditional morality of individual
ism and the traditional injunction to get rich had produced an undisci
plined wealthy elite that thought itself mightier than the laws and 
threatened democratic institutions. The classical world of small busi
ness and the classical law of competition had given birth to gargantuan 
trusts that were ruining or enveloping their rivals and were rigging the 

machinery of the market. Worst of all, the appearance of persistent 
poverty-hunger in the granary of the world, class war in the classless 
society, despair in the land of opportunity-put all our social shibbo
leths on trial. 

This discomfiture of old ideologies helped vitalize American social 

science. It was not that our social scientists agreed on policies and pro
grams. But there was one identifying bias that social Darwinists like 
Sumner and Darwinian socialists like Veblen, that gold-standard parti
sans like Laughlin and silver-standard partisans like Ross, that high
tariff advocates like Patten and low-tariff advocates like Walker, all 

oity face to face with social questions of the greatest magnitude, the solution of which 
will demand the best scientific study and the most honest practical endeavor." Frank 
L. Tolman, "The Study of Sociology in Institutions of Hirher Learning in the 
United States." American Journal o{ Sociology, VIII (July, 19(2),85; see. also, 
Albion W. Small. "Fifty Years of Sociology in the United States (I H65-1915 ):' 
reprinted in the AnJl'r!<'(l/l Journal of Sociology, Index to Vols. I-til (1947), pp. 
1H7 If. 

., Tolman. "The Study of Sociology," pp. H8-104. 
22 Anna Haddow. lIi'lory o{lhe T,'ac!lillg o{l'olilica1 Science ill lire Colleges and 

U"ivi'rsities of the United Stales, 1636-1900 (New York, 1939). 
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significantly shared. This was the fundamental belief, of ancient line

age but of new allure, that science appliell tn society could alleviate 

social crises anll remelly social problems. A number of invidious com
parisons were used in support of this belief. It was thought that other 
groups were bound to ideology, but that social scientists were idcology

free. Other panaceas were looked upon as fanciful; the prescriptions 
of social science were presumably based on facts and social laws.~J The 

distinguishing badge of competence that natural scientists wore was 
claimed by social scientists by right of direct descent. 24 

Thus big businessmen and professors came into fateful contact. The 
fonner supported the university and took command of its organ of 

government, the latter surveyed society and tried to sway its course: 
two sphereS of action and interest, formerly far apart, drew close and 

overlapped.-It was not immediately apparent, nor was it at any time 
inevitable, that this confrontation would be hostile. If there is truth 
in the popular antithesis between the "doers" and the "think

ers"of the world, there were also, in this case at least, substantial rea

sons for friendship. For one thing, some of the more articulate big 
businessmefl' even of that parvenu generation, were fond of express
ing admiratiQn for the life of study and research. The contrary notion 
notwithstanding, the large contributors to the universities were usually 

~ 
not of thaL philistine crowd that undervalued the wisdom in books, 

--1 or thought it far more edifying to meet a payroll than to meet a class. 
00 

A philanthropist like Andrew Carnegie romanticized the life of intellec

tuals. He held up their "higher satisfactions" and "indifference to ma

terial possessions" as examples for the wealthy to follow; he con

sorted with writers and philosophers. Not every philanthropist was a 
Carnegie, yet the theme in his "Gospel of Wealth"-that the province 
and office of wealth was the diffusion and advancement of culture
proved strangely attractive to men whose one goal had been accumula

tion and who were themselvcs extravagantly uncultivated.'" For all 

•• Ct. Lester F. Ward, Applied Sociology (Boston, 1906), pp. 5-6, 28-29; 
Glimpses of the Cosmos (New York, 1913-(8), 111,172; IV, II; Albion W. SmaU, 
General Sociology (Chicago, 1905), pp. 36-37. 

.. John Lewis Gillin, "The Development ot Sociology in the United States," 
Papers and Proceedings 0/ the Ameriml! Sociological Society, XXt (1926), 1-6 . 

.. Andrew Carnegie, "Individualism and Socialism," in Problems 0/ Today (New 
York, 1908), pp. 121-39; "Wealth," Ibid., p. 35; "Variety and Uniformity," Ibid., 
p. 145. Ct. John D. Rockefeller, Random Reminiscences 0/ Men and E.'ents (New 
York, 1909), p. 166; Sarah K. Bollon, Falllo/is Givers and Their Gills (New York:, 
1896), pp. IOH-2H. 
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their quirks and vulgarities, the tycoons of Fifth Avcnue and New
port were doser to the patricians of Beacon Street than to the bm.i

ness gentry of Main Street. Besides, the patrons of the university re
ceived from the academic world the ornate courtesies of gratitude. 

They did not cntcr academe as intruders; they were welcomed into 
the realm and escorted to its high places by its very grateful inhabit
ants. Within the academic fraternity, to cultivate the good will of 

donors was a highly approved activity, betokening fine public spirit. To 
offend the bearer of gifts was an action sometimes defined as the deep

est disloyalty and treachery. Cordiality was thus demanded of pro
fessors by the most compelling of motives-self-interest and the de

sire for social approval. 
In the light of these reasons for friendship, it is particularly surpris

ing that sharp antagonisms developed over the issue of academic free
dom. Yet almost from the moment of confrontation, the picture of 

the business patron as an enemy of academic freedom took form in the 

minds of professors. This began in the middle eighties, when Pro
fessor Henry Carter Adams was dismissed from Cornell for having 
delivered a pro-labor speech that annoyed a powerful benefactor. ,. 
The picture acquired lurid colors in the nineties, when such cases oc
curred in profusion, and when the victims, unlike Adams, would not 
suffer the blow in silence. In this period, it derived a certain plausibility 
from the Populist suspicion that big business supported the universi

ties only to further its own interests, and that the attacks upon aca

demic freedom were part of a plutocratic plot. In the Progressive 

period and beyond, the picture was colored and defined by another be
lief-that the values of the factory and the counting house were injuri
ous to the values of research, and that the attacks upon academic free
dom were the results of this basic disaccord. We have no way of 
measuring the popularity of the theses of "conspiracy" and "cultural in

compatibility" among professors. It is probable that professors of social 
science were generally more hostile to businessmen than were professors 

of business administration. Undoubtedly, in every department, there was 
a minority of critics and crusaders who were more outspoken than the 

,. See E. R. A. Seligman, "Memorial to Former President Henry Carter Adam,: 
Alllerican Economic Review, XII (September, 1922),405; R. M. Wenley, Lawrence 
Bigelow, and Leo Sharfman, "Henry Carter Adams," 10"(/Ial of Political Economy, 
XXX (April, 1922),201-11. Letter of Henry C. Adams to E. R. A. Seligman, 
February 27, 1901, in Seligman Papers, Columbia University. 
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rest. But there can be no doubt that the image of the businessman as a 
malefactor became a potent academic stereotype. In the martyrology of 

wronged professors and the demonology of oppressive trustees, the busi
nessman acquired, in the space of a few short decades, a conspicuous 
and infamous place. 

A reappraisal of these beliefs is in order. How valid were the theses 
of conspiracy and cultural incompatibility? This question, we afC 
aware, impinges on current ideological controversies. But we shall try 
to abstain from the present contest between "nco-conservatives" and 
"New DeaJcrs;" and from the provocative use of such terms as "Robbcr 
Barons" arid >"free enterprise." Our reasons for holding aloof arc 
several. For one thing, it is doubtful whether high-order generalizations 
abollt the social role of big business can be deduced from these mate
rials. Attitudes toward academic freedom are too specific for broad 
extrapolati<,)9· In this very circumscribed play, many facets of behavior 
are discrete: aman can give and give and be a villain, or be ungenerous 
with his purse and still a saint. Then, again, we deface the meaning of 
history by interlineating it with current knowledge. How the third genera
tion of Rockefellers comports itself shOUld not place a lien on our judg
ment as to how the founder of that house behaved. But most of all, we 
must let the evidence speak for itself, a dillicult thing at best, yet hardly 
possible if we defend inclusive theories. Hence, in the following sec
tions, we shall examine certain pre-World War academic freedom cases 
and certain. trends in academic government with the modest ambition 
of putting two specific theses to a test. 

THE THESIS OF CONSPIRACY 

In 1901, Thomas Elmer Will, erstwhile professor and president of 
Kansas State Agricultural College, listed the academic-freedom cases 
that had occurred during the preceding decade. As he described them, 
they were all of the same ugly pattern: a professor had espoused re
form, or had criticized the social order, and had thereupon been sum
marily dismissed. This, he wrote, was the story behind the dismissal of 
Dr. George M. Steele, president of Lawrence College, for leanings "to
ward free trade and greenbacks" (1892); the dismissal of President 
H. E. Stockbridge of North Dakota Agricultural College for "political" 
reasons (1893); the trial of Richard T. Ely, professor of economics at 
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Wisconsin, for heretical social and economic writings (1894); the dis
missal of Docent 1. A. Hourwich of the University of Chicago for 
participating in a Populist convention (1894); the dismissal of Edward 
W. Bemis, economist, from the University of Chicago, for championing 
antimonopoly views (1895); the dismissal of James Allen Smith, po
litical scientist, from Marietta College for "antimonopoly teaching" 
(1897); the attack upon President E. Benjamin Andrews of Brown 
University for having promulgated views favorable to free silver, and 
his eventual resignation (1897); the dismissal of John R. Commons, 
economist, from Indiana University because of his economic views 
(1896), and the withdrawal of support from his chair at Syracuse 
University for the same reason (1899); the removal of Frank Parsons 
and Bemis from the Kansas State Agricultural College because of their 
"positions on economic questions" (1899); the forced resignation of 
President Henry Wade Rogers from Northwestern University for his 
opposition to imperialism (1900); the dismissal of Edward A. Ross 
from Stanford University for his opinions on silver and coolie immi
gration.'7 With this list, Will called the role of most of the well-known 
liberals in academic life at that time. 

To Will, the cause of these attacks upon academic freedom was 
entirely self-evident. All academiccfreedom cases were, he believed, 
the results of inevitable clashes between free. disinterested inquiry and 
self-seeking vested interest. Formerly, this conflict had taken the form 
of a war between science and theology; now it was openly displayed 
as a war between science and wealth. Science is bent on telling the 
truth without favor. But the truth, dispassionately told, was what 
"the industrial monarchy" dared not and would not tolerate. It knows 
that "free investigation is all that is necessary to expose the rottenness 
of the existing economic system." Accordingly, "with the arrogance 
equalling that of the slave power, our plutocracy has issued its edict 
that the colleges and universities must fall into line." "Hence the in
evitable conflict." ,. In the folklore of Populism, the three assumptions 
in this argument-that free inquiry exposes social evils and is therefore 
inherently reformistic, that big business dreads such exposure and is 
therefore incorrigibly intolerant, and that therein lies the cause of 

27 Thomas Elmer Will, "A Menace to Freedom: The College Trust," Arena, XXVI 
(September, t90t), 254-56. 

28/bid., pp. 246-47. 
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infringements of academic freeclom-gained wide acceptance!" And 
many later historians, pondering the cases that arose in the nineties, 
have also accepted these assumptions, though often not in their Popu
list frame.'o 

The first step in a reappraisal of this thesis is to ask: Was Will's 
catalogue of the cases accurate, was it complete and inclusive'! In one 
case--:-th;;t 9tCieorge Steele-it is very likely that Will was in error, for 
Steele resigned in 1879, and his last presidential report suggests that 
he did so voluntarily." In three other cases-those of Stockbridge, 
Hourwich, and Rogers ""-the desolate wastes of the trustees' minutes 
reveal nothing that supports Will's contention, and without a state
ment frol11t,he participants there is nothing to go on, save the contention 

itself." ,I'~'.:ftr,Btl;~r case-that of Commons-the evidence is entirely 

2" Charles 'A. Towne, "The New Oslrucism," Arclla, XVIII (October, 1897), 
433-51; Ed,¥ard \-V. Oemis, "Academic freedom," Tile III"CI'CII""III, U tAugust 17, 
1899),2196-97; Edward A. Ross, S"""lIt}' Y"!1rs ot II tNew York, i936), p, 6.\. 

80 Cf. KiJ!fsei" 'il. Nyc, Afidwestt'rn Prvp,ressii1e Pvlilici' (East Lansing, Mich" 
1951), pp. Uifh55; Eric F. Goldman, RCllde~,'o,,~ w;t}, Destiny (New Yurk, 1952), 
pp. 100--104; AI:thur M. Schlesinger, The RIIe of tile City (lJislLlry of American 
Life Scries': .,(, J933), pp. 227-29; Howard K. Beale, A IIIJtory of Frudo/ll of 
Teachillg ill J4m<'ricall School, (Ncw Yurk, 1941 J. pp. 227-34. 

"Steele's ,lasl annllal report, Jated April 7, IX79, reviewed Ihe course of his 
presidency which had lasted fourtecn years, and rdcrreJ to his onerou! duties liS 

financial agent which hlld cost him a considerable sum of money. "The reasons for 

CN my resignalion are implied in the presenl situation of the College. I feel that the 
time has comefor a movemenl which I do not kel that I have the ability or energy

I~ to conduct with any "SSurance of success. I am confidenl Ihal someone else can, and 
Ihat it is my dUly, as well as yours, to hceJ the indicatiuns of (iod's providence in 
the prel.nises.....Lettcr of H. A. Brubaker, Librarian, Lawrence College, to the author, 
October 7,1953. 

'" The librarian of North Dakota Agricultural College rcports that many of the 
records of the trustees and of the president's otrice have been destroyed, and those 
that are available arc not informativc. Leller of H. D. Stallings to the author, janu
ary 13, 1954. 

The Universily of Chicago archives rcveal nothing about Ilourwich or his dis
mis'al: his name w"s simply dropped from the AtJ1ll/a/ negr,·IN. The trustees' 
minutes merely record the resign"t;on uf I. A. IlolliWilh, Doccnt, 011 Feh.uary I, 
I H95, 

The only published material on Ro~ers' resignation in the Northwestern Uni
versity archives is a 1cller of resignation, dated June 12, 1900. Whatever an
tagonism there mieht have been between Roger, and his board was masked by con
ventional politeness: "The lime has come ",h,'n ill my ju,l"ment it is best fur me 
to retire. .. In thus tnminating Ollr otTicia' rclatio:ls, I Jesireto express my 
grateful appreci"t;on of the kindness yoo have always shown me in all our persollal 
and official relations." 

" The inference tl'at Rogers was Jismissed for his opposition to American policy 
in the Philippines was drawn from the biller allack upon him in the press. See "The 
Menace to Free DiSCUSSion," The Ill"l, XXVI (May 16, 1~99), 327. An article in 
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ex parte." In the remaining six cases, however, there is a good deal of 
evidence to support Will's basic charges. Materials that have since come 
to light-the Ely correspondence, the Seligman letters, the Jameson pa
pers '.-show that in each of these cases the expression of personal opin
ion which was repugnant to officious conservatives led to the professor'; 
undoing. It is true that Ely, compelled to defend his opinions, was vindi
cated and retained,'· and that Andrews, ask.ed to withhold his views, was 
not dismissed when he refused to do so." Nevertheless, these six authen
ticated cases make it abundantly clear that the decade of the nineties
so curiously and inappropriately called "gay"-had seen the rise of a new 

kind of heresy defined as economic nonconformity. 
But there are other genuine cases, not listed on Will's famous 

roster, in which the demand for economic conformity arose from the 
Populist "left." The career of J. Allen Smith provides an example of 
the bipartisan nature of intolerance. The author of a liberal disserta
tion on the money problem and a supporter of William Jennings Bryan 

the Elgin (II\.) News, Novemher 8, 1895, may give some basis for assuming that 
Hourwich was dismissed for his opinions. "Chicago University seems to be singularly 
unforlllnnle in its professors uf political economy. Following the lead of the old 
school writers of free trade, they not only teach their heresies but go a step further 
and champion the pernicious doctrines of socialism and populism. Prof. Bemis was 
'resigned' for that cnuse, and now Dr, Isaac Hourwlch is debarred from teaching 
because he is nn 'avowed socialist, an infidel, and a sympathizer with the people's 
party.' The last count is not so bad, because every man has a right to his political 
convictions, hut no self-respecting institution should relain for an hour among it~ 
lecturcrs one who holds such dangerous opinions as Dr. Hourwich. While the prompt 
action of President Harpcr saved the university from serious harm, he should be 
warned against nominating men to professorships till their fitness is fully ascer
laincd." Mr. George Kennan Hourwich, the son, conveyed to the author his im
pression that Prcsi,tent Harper had warned his father to give up politics or his post. 
but another member uf the family denies that this had ever happened. 

H lohn R. Common" MyJeJf (New York, (934), pp. 50-68. To an earlier re'lue~t 
10 examine thc Syracuse material, the librarian of Syracuse reported Ihat the rna· 
terial could nol be made anilable. S. R, I<.olnick, "The Development of the Idea 
of Acadcmic Freedom in American I/ighcr Education," unpublished Ph.D. di"crta
tion (University "f Wisconsin, 195 I), p. 169. To this writer the author of the 
forthcoming history of Syracuse University, reports that he was unable to discover 
"ground for assuming he was dismissed." Leller of Professor W. F. Galpin to au

thor, Novembcr 20, 1953. 
", The Ely papers are in the Wisconsin State Historical Society, Madison, Wis

consin. A microfilm of the letters bearing on academic freedom cases is in the Co· 
lumbia University Special Collections. The Scligman lellers are in the Columhi" 
Univcr.ity Special Collections. The Jameson papers are in the possession of Pr. Leo 
Sloc'-, Research Historian, Carnegie Institution, Washin~lOn, D,C. 

.. A discussion of the Ely case may be found on PI" 425-36. 

., The best discussion of Ihe Andrews case is Elizabeth Donnan's"A Nineteenth· 
Century Causc Celebre," New England Quarlerly, XXV (March, t952), 23-46. 
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in the election of 1896, Smith was fired from Marietta College by a 

board of trustees dominated by Charles G. Dawes, a wealthy partisan 
conservative. ,. When, however, Smith applied for a university position 
in the West, he discovered that there manomelallism was the heresy 
and free silver the orthodox creed. The Populist president of the 
University of Missouri proposed to make room far a true believer by 

fjrillg;~;~9~~;?jt~~aan:lprofessor; Smith saw the moral equivalence be
tween this 'indMarietta's action, and would not accept the offer. Ideo
logical c0!J~id6rations figured in his next appointment nevertheless. 
The Populi~~ pr¥sidents of Kansas State Agricultural College and the 
University of Washington offered Smith jobs; he accepted the Washing
ton offer.

3
0Tne tendency in both parties was for like to seek out like. 

The vicissitudes of the Kansas State Agricultural College are further 
proof that t;~e~~nservatives did not sin alone. In 1894, the Board of 

Regents, the~:;~~(ler the control of a Populist majority, decreed that 
"the principles maintained by the advocates of land nationalization, public 

control of utilities, and reform of the financial or monetary system shall 
be fairly stated and candidly examined ... without bias or preju
dice." •• For this purpose, Thomas Elmer Will, a doughty champion of 
reform causes, was appointed professor of economics, thus insuring an 
"unprejudiced" examination in behalf of Populism, an "unbiased" state

ment against Republicanism. In 1896, the state-wide victory of Demo

crats and Populists resulted in a thorough reorganization of the college. 

All contracts with the faculty were at once terminated, and the presi

dent was forced to resign. Many of the professors were rehired, but 
the presidency and the uepartment of economics were taken as Popu
list prizes." Will was elevatcu to the presidency; Edward W. Bemis, 
expelled from Rockefeller's Eden ill Chicago, was made professor of 
economics; Frank Parsons, reform crusader, was made professor of 

88 See "The ense of Professor hmes Allen Smith," 1'/,,, I"dllwrillli,,,, XXIII 
(Scrtemhcr. 18'17). IHO, I'Ihi('h dkclivdy ScntdlCS Ihe ar:~lllllL·"t of Ihe M,,,iolla nu
thOtitil's that Ihey were IIltlVCtl by financial consitlerations. It was the nation's, rather 
than the college's, finances th"t wac ul'r,,"nO.sl in Iheir minds, for Ihe places of the 
tlisrni"ed professors were vcry quicUy Iii led. 

'" Eric F. Goltlrnan. "J. Allen Smilfi: The Rcformcr antl His Dilemma." PaC//ic
Northwest Quarterly, XXXV (July, 1944), 198 fT. 

•• Julius T. Willard, History of the Kansas State College 0/ Agriculture and Ap
plied Science (Manhnttan. Knnsas, 1940), p. 96. Willard gives most of the docu
ments relevant to Ihis case. 

" George T. Fairchild, "Populism in a Slate Educationnl Institution, the Kamas 
State Agricultural College," A I>lcrimn Journal oj Sociology, Itl (November. 1897),
392-404. 
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history and politkal science." A faculty organ, The Industrialist, became 
the spokesman for the party of reform. 4;. The Populization of the 

college lasted for only three years. In 1899, by another turn of the wheel 
of politics, the Republicans returned to power. This was the occasion 
for partisan reprisal from the "Right." Abruptly, Will, Bemis, and 
Parsons were dismissed, and Kansas State was once more restored to 

sound conservative economics. In judging the actions of the PopUlist 
board, Bemis had written to his friend Ely that the Regents "were not 
really violating academic freedom." When he reflected upon the Re
publicans' purge, however, Bemis wrote that "there can be no doubt 
whatever that the present dismissals ... were entirely for political 
reasons in order to prevent the possible development among the stu
dents and in the state at large of a point of view different from that 
usually favored by the donors to private universities and col
leges." .. The beam was always in the other's eye. 

According to the thesis of conspiracy, there were certain essential 
conditions for and one effective cause of the curtailment of academic 
freedom. A liberal professor, pursuing his science; a conservative board, 
dominated by business-these were the necessary conditions. An an
tagonistic trustee or an imperious patron-this was the efficient cause. 
A closer look at two of Will's cases offers a test of this theory of 

causation. Richard T. Ely and Edward W, Bemis were economic 

infidels to about the same degree. Both subscribed to the "new" eco
nomics and rejected the immutability that had been claimed for lais
sez-faire doctrines. Both looked to the power of the state as the guard
ian of the general welfare; both looked upon the study of economics as 
a way of defending public intercsts." And both were I1lcliorists in wcial 
reform and gradualists in social action, rejecting the anarchist's method 

.2 The course of events at Kansas State Agricultuntl COllcge can he Ira(ed in 
notices of Til" O/lttook. Sce LVI (May 15, lX97), 144, and (May 29, IH(J7). 
240-41; I.VII (Scplcmhcr 4, IX97), 10. and (September 25. IH97). 209. On Par
sons, see Arthur Mann. "Frank Parsons, The Professor as Crusader," Mi.uissil'pi 
Valley /listo,icill Review, XXXVII (December. 1950). 471~90; Benjamin 0, Flower, 
"An Economist with Twentieth Century Ideals." A rella, XXVI (August, 1901). 
157-60. 

'"~ Tlte Industrialist, in the years of Will's presidency, gives an excellent picture 
of (he one-sidedness of the faculty's point of view. Sec Vols. XXIV-XXV. 

.. Letter of Bemis to Ely, October 3, 1897, in Ely Papers; Bemis' statement, June 
10. 1899, in Ely Papel s. 

", Cf. Sidney Fine, "Richard T. Ely, Forerunner of Progressivism, 1880-190 I." 
Mississippi Vall"y liistorio;/ Review, XXXVIl (March, 1951). 599-624; Ed· 
ward W. Bemis, "A Point of View," Dibtotltecu Sacra, LIlI (January, 1896), 145-51. 
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and the socialist's total panacea.'· Yet each, when taken to task, was 

treated and judged very differently. Ely, attacked for his heterodox 

views, was tried, acquitted, and vindicated; Bemis, attacked for his 

heterodox views, was dismissed without formality. The comparison 

automatically suggests that there existed a greater variety of factors, 

and more complex initial conditions, than were dreamed of in Popu
list philosophy. 

In 1894 Ely, director of the University of Wisconsin School of 

Economics, Politics and History, was tried by a committee of the Re

gents for believing in "strikcs and boycotts, justifying and encourag

ing the one while 'practicing the other." His accuser was Oliver E. 

Wells, superinteHd~nt of public instruction and an ex-officio member 

of the board. Ely was alleged to have threatened to boycott a local 

firm whose workers were on strike; to have said that a union man, no 

matter how dirty and dissipatcd, was always to be employed in prefer

ence to a nonunion man, no matter how industrious and trustworthy; 

to have entertained and advised a union delegate in his home. Ely's 

books, Regent Wclls went on to charge,containcd "cssentially the saine 

principles," providcd a "moral justification of attack upon life and 

property," and were "utopian, impracticable or pernicious."" Given 

the hysteria of the times, the authority of the Regent, and the public 

C<:l	 nature of the charges, Ely's position was gravely jeopardized. With 
00 
~	 conservative lawyers and businessmen silting on the board and on the 

trial committee, Ely and his supporters feared the very worst. Their 

fears, hoy;ever, proved to be unfounded. The trial resultcd not only in 

Ely's exoneration, but in a declaration in favor of academic freedom that 

•• Ely's conservatlVlsm appears in his "Fundamental Beliefs in My Social Phi
losophy," Forum, XVIII (October, lM(4), 173-83_ Bemis presented his views 
in a letter to President Harper, which he wrote when he learned that he was suspect. 
"Having been informed today on second hand but apparently trustworthy authority 
that some of the authorities (trustees, I ,".",me) of Our University are displcascd 
with whllt thcy sllppo.se has been my altitudc in this grellt I{J{ s(like, J write to Cor
rect any possible false ICPOriS. r wlote a leltel to Mr. Debs, just before the strike, 
urging him, for I knew him .,lightly, not to have the strike. Then when all the trade 
unions Were considering the propriety of a general stlikc in thc city, J spcnt several 
hours in trying to dissulldc the leaders of S,)Ole of thc unions.... In evelY way 
have J tried to calm the troubled wllters whilc making use of the opportunity to 
urge upon employers a conciliatolY Christ-like atlitude." Leiter of Bemis to Harper, 
July 23, 1894, in Harper Papers, University of Chicago Archives. 

"Letter of Oliver E. Wells to The Natioll, L1X (July 12, 1894), 27. Theodore 
Herfurth, 51/ting and WiflllOlI'illg: A Chapter ill the lIistory 0/ Academic Freedom 
at Ihe University of Wisconsi" (Madison, Wisconsin, 1(49), p. tl. 

-------- -_. -- 
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one historian of the University has called the "Wisconsin Magna 

Charta" .. and that Ely hailed as "the strongest defense of freedom of 

instruction which was ever issued authoritatively from an American 

University." •• 

As Regents of a university with over a hundred instructors supported by nearly 
two millions of people who hold a vast diversity of views regarding the great 
questions which at present agitate the human mind, we could not for a mo
ment think of recommending the dismissal or even the criticism of a teacher 
even if some of his opinions should, in some quarters, be regarded as visionary. 
Such a course would be equivalent to saying that no professor should teach 
anything which is not accepted by everybody as true. This would cut our 
curriculum down to very small proportions. We cannot for a moment be
lieve that knowledge has reached its final goal, or that the present condition 
of society is perfect. We must therefore welcome from our teachers such 
discussions as shall suggest the means and prepare the way by which knowl
edge may be extended, present evils be removed and others prevented. We feel 
we would be unworthy of the position we hold if we did not believe in progress 
in all departments of knowledge. In all lines of academic investigation it is 
of the utmost importance that the investigator should be absolutely free to 
follow the indications of truth wherever they may lead. Whatever may be the 
limitations which trammel inyuiry elsewliere we believe the great State Uni
versity of Wisconsin should ever encourage that continual and fearless sifting 
and winnOWing by which alone the truth can be found.'" 

At the very same time, Edward W. Bemis, one of Ely's former stu

dents, ran afoul of the authorities at the University of Chicago. He 

had delivered a speech against the railroad companies while the Pull 

man strike was going on, and had declared: 

If the railroads would expect [heir men to be Jaw-abiding, they must set the 
example, Let their open violation of the inter-state commerce law and the 
relations to corrupt legislatures and assessors testify as to their past in this re
gard... , Let there be some equality in the treatment of these things." 

The speech was reported in the press, and in cerluin Chicago circles 

it wus considered nothing short of seditious. The president of the Uni

versity, William Rainey Harper, was quick to express his displeasure. 

Your speech ... has caused me a great deal of annoyance. It is h<trdly Slife 
for me to venture inlo any of the Chicago c1ubs . .1 am pounced upon from 

•• J. F. A. Pyre; Wisconsifl (American College and University series, New York, 
1920), p. 292.	 . 

•• Lelter of Ety to Henry D. Lloyd, December 24. 1894, in Ely Papers. 
00 Herfurth, Si/tillg atld Winflowing, p. 11. 
" Letter of Bemis to Ely, August 13. 1894, in Ely Papers. 
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all sides. I propose that during the remainder of your connection with the Uni

versity you exercise very great care in pUblic utterance about questions that 
are agitating the minds of the people. 52 

But it was already too late for repentance. At the end of the academic 
year, Bemis was dropped without a trial or an open specification of 
charges. 

Contemporary opinion was greatly divided as to the causes of Bemis's 
dismissal. Ely, Ross, and Commons had no doubt that Bemis had been 
sacrificed on. the bloody altar of Mammon'" Harper and Albion W. 
Small, head of the Sociology Department, were just as insistent that 
Bemis had been removed for incompetence'" One cannot judge motives 
from so far a remove, or take sides with complete assurance. But the 
timing of the dismissal and the self-incriminating letter of the President 
make the assumption highly plausible that a (juiet or conservative Bemi~ 
would not have lost his position. 

52 Ibid. 

53 Ross wrote to Bemis: '" see that the issue between you and the Gas Trust Uni
versity has become a national affair. , feci certain that the storm of public indigna. 
tion while it may come too /:ite to beneHt you this year will react in your favor amI 
ultimately more than compensate you for the treatment received by the University. 
! have knowiJ the tendencies there but have always tried to treat the University in 
a liberal spirit, but from now on I vow that I shall never recommend the economic, 
political or sociological departments of the University of Chica:.;o to any studenL 
... The Chicago conccrn has forfeited all right to the name and dignity of a Uni
versity till it falls under othcr control." September 5, 1895, in Ely Papers. Ely wrote 
to Hamilton Mabie, the editor of The Ollilook: '" will say, at once. that it is my film 
conviction that Profcssor Bcmis who is strongcr than any mun they now havc in 
the department of economics, would be a member of the faculty of the University 
of Chicago in good standing had he not held the views which hc entertains." August 
24, 1895, in Ely Papers. Howcver, Allan Nevins repons, in his biography of ROde
feller. that Illy in hiler years changeu his mind and told him in 1')3') lhat this was 
not a bona [ide academic frcedom ease. John D. Rocke/ell (New York, 1940),
H, 263-65. er 

5< Small insisted in Icttcrs and in articles that Bemis's dismissal had nothing to 
do with the doctrines hc cspoused. He attempted to explain away Harper's Ieltcr 
as follows: "It should be noted that President Harper's requcst that Mr. Bemis 
should cxercise carc in his slatcl11cnt.s was 1I0t madc with refcrencc to any ulter
anccs which Mr. Bemis was making in university work or in a university extension 
lecture, but in an outside capacity before a promiscuous audience. This was, as al. 
ready intimated, at a time when agitation of any kind was universally regarded as 
imprudent. it should also bc noted that Presidcnt Harper did not even thcn take 
issue with Mr. Bemis on any 'doctrinc' but that he requested him to be careful about 
making untimely and immature statements." Small's press statement on Bemis, 
October 18, 1895, in Ely Papers. The explanation is almost as damning as the action 
it seeks to explain. Small's exclusion of extramural utterance from the meaning of 
academic freedom was a truncated view of that principle and represented surrender 
on what to the pro-Ikmi., grollp Wa, precisely thc vital hSllc. Ilis failure to grasp 
the intimidating ov~rtones of Harper's leiter was a qUibble or a deliberate evasion. 

--------_.
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Puzzled by the discrepancy in their treatment, Ely and Bemis searched 
for the key to explain it. Their conclusion, colored by the suspicion of 
conspiracy, was that the crucial factor in each case was the degree of 
big-business domination that existed in their respective institution~. 

Ely believed that state control of the University of Wisconsin minimized 
the influence of wealth. "Some of the Germans have a theory that 
society is tyrannical and that the state is an organ of freedom. This was 
illustrated in my case; the state protected me from the attacks of private 
persons." By contrast; he thought, a private university must pay court 
to its sources of support and need not publicly account for its actions." 
Bemis believed that the pressl,lre of local corporations was particularly 
strong at Chicago because of the University's crass commercial spirit. 
Pointing to the conservative Laughlin and the timorous Albion W. Small as 
key examples, he assnted that Chicago had established a "Iinc" agreeable 
to those business interests; from this no professor could ever deviate and 

hope to keep his position.56 

None of these interpretations adequately covers the facts. In the 
light of current and subsequent attacks on academic freedom in state 
univcrsities, Ely's diagnosis was not perceptive, certainly not pro
phetic. The shaky tenure of faculties in the state universities was 
exemplified by the mass dismissals that occurred at Kansas State." 
Even at Wisconsin, practice lagged behind principle, as Edward A. 
Ross discovered when he was reprimanded by the Board of Regents in 
1910 for having announced to a class that the anarchist Emma Goldman 
would give a public lecture in Madison.58 Ely's diagnosis is also refuted 
by later evidence compiled by Committee A of the American Associa
tion of University Professors from 1915, the year of its founding, to 

55 Letter of Ely to Henry D. Lloyd, December 24, 1895. in Ely Papers. 
5. At first Bemis blamed Rockefeller for his dismissal, but later thou~ht that the 

managcr of the Gas Tru~t of Chicago was the really sinister inRuenc~. Leiter of 
Bemis to Fly, January 12, 11l95, in Ely Papers. Nevins oITcrs ralher convincing 
proof that Rockefeller did not impose his economic views on the university, tbough 
he did intervene in theological matters. Nevins, Rocke/eller. II, 259~62. The charge 
that the Gas Trust opposed Bemis and was responsible for getting him remove·.! 
was madc by George H. Shibley and denied by Pre;ident Henry P. Jud;on of the 
University of Chicago before a House of Representatives Committee in 1914. Sec 
Rolnick, "Development of the Idea of Academic Freedom," p. 142. 

.1 At the State University of Iowa in t887, Democratic politicians led a movement 
to remove 3 RepUblican professors who were prohibitionists. In 1893 the Regents or 
West Virginia University dismissed the entire faculty including the President. 
Rolnick, "Development of the tdea of Academic Freedom," pp. lOll, 116. 

"" Herfurth, Siftiflg (/fld Willnowiflg. Pl" 14-31. 
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Ihe defendants. Before coming to Wisconsin, Ely had taught for eleven 

years at Johns Hopkins, at a time when its fame was unrivaled. No 

teacher in America had had a more brilliant group of graduate stu

dents, nor coulLl any boast more devoted disciples. Among them were 

Frederick Jackson Turner, at the time of the trial, professor of history 

at Wisconsin; David Kinley, professor of political economy at Illinois; 

Charlesl;f~l}l;r'fMaskil1s, professor of history at Wisconsin; H. H. Pow

ers, professor of economics allll sociology at Smith; William A. Scott, 

associate professor of political economy at Princeton; Edward A. Ross, 

professor ,of ~col1,Omics at Stanford; John R. Commons, professor of eco

nomics at In9iill1~; Albion W. Small; Albert Shaw, editor of the Review 

of Rel'iews; John H. Finley, president of Knox College; and George P. 

Morris, associate, editor of the CO!lgregatio!lalist."' "These," said Ely, 

"are my jewels.',',,''" They were, indeed, priceless assets. Scott, Turner, 

and Kinley masterminded Ely's defense; Shaw, Warner, and Morris 

gave him a sympathetic press; Shaw, Small, Turner, and Kinley were 

character witnesses at the trial. Thcir agit;ltion aroused the clllirc pro

fession; social scientists everywhere I allied to Ely's defense.·· They 

made the Regents aware that Ely W<lS not an isolated individual, but a 

powerful <lcademic force. They made the Regents aware of what the 

Regents tended to overlook, t1wt the bonds of oblig<ltion were mu
C,;,:l tual, that if the professor W<lS dependent on the institution for a salary
00 
~	 and a platform, the institution was indebted to the professor for his 

popularity and renown.'" As a filctor in the triul und the acquittal, the 
importance of Ely's st<lIUS cannot be overestimated. 

67 Many who had IIllt studied formally under Ely expressed their debt to him. 
Among these were Frederick C. Howe, LaFollette, and Theodore Roosevelt. See 
Howe, The Confessions of a Reformer (New York, 1925), p. 28; Ely, Grollll" 
under Glir Feel, pr. 2 j 6, 277-79. 

.8 Ely's Chautaugua Statement, August 14. 1894, in Ely Papers. 
•• So confirmed a conservative as the Harvard economist Charles Dunbar. who 

had refused to join the American Economic Association because it was too radical, 
heeame one of Ely's supporters. I.eller of W. J. Ashley to l'ly, August 23, IH94, in 
Ely rapers. Albert Ill"hncll 11;lrt, thc lIarvard historian, was in Paris when tile 
case broke, and was so oUI of louch wilh academic sentiment that, almost alone 
among the nation's important academic men, he wrote a leiter to the press condemn. 
ing Ely. Wben be rdurned and could gauge the situation, he apologizeJ to Ely. 
Lclter of A. B. Hart to Ely, Scptember 7, 1~,)4, in Ely Papers. 

70 Thus, one of Ely's friends. Professor Jerome L. Raymond of the University 
of Chicago, wrote to a Wiscomin Rcgenl: "I cannol imagine a greater loss to the 
University of Wisconsin than thc loss of his ministrations. His reputation is nol only 
national, but international. Whilc you have him at Madison, yOll huve thc foremost 
department of Economics in Ihis country. Scnur the country throughout and you 
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By contrast, there can be no doubt that Chicago had less need of 

Bemis than Bemis had of Chicago. Though not an insignificant figure, 

Bemis was still on a low rung of fame and not yet rich in disciples. 

Since he was a teacher in the university's Extension Division, his insti 

tutional status was not high. Presumably-and this was a commercial 

consideration that counted at the University of Chicago--he did not 

attract enough students to cover the cost of his appointment." Largely 

at Ely's instigation, many members of the profession took an interest 

in Bemis and his plight-but not with the same enthusiasm that they 

showed in Ely's behalf and usually with reservations or a certain con

descension. Bemis, wrote Hamilton Mabie to Ely. 

is a perfectly guileless, straight-forward and honest man,-industrious, con
scientious and well up on his work; but. , . he lacks any notable personal 
power <lnd is devoid ofthat contagious clement which wins people from the 
platform and of/en in the classroom. ., A year ago when your fight came 
on you had solid ground under your feet. I do not think Bemis has." 

Bemis lacked the personal and professional resources that might ini

tially have averted the attack or else might have won the engagement. 

A third difference lay in the extent to which Ely and Bemis put their 

theories into action. For all his talk of the need for concrete reform, 

Ely's criticisms of the social order tended to be general, not specific; 

hortatory, not programmatic.73 For all his warm humanitarianism, he 

made no intillliite contact with the multitude. "Only twice in my life," 

he once wrote, "have I ever spoken to audiences o[ working men, and 

I had always held myself aloof from agitations as something not in 

my province-something for which I am not ada pled." H Replying to 

the charge	 by Regent Wells that he had acted on his sympathies for 

labor, he issued a categorical denial. This author of a friendly history 

of the labor movement denied, at his trial, that he had ever entertained a 

walking delcg<lte in his home, that he had ever counseled workers to 

strike, that he had ever threatened an anti-union firm with a boycott, or 

could not get a man who would do so much to attract students of Economics 10 
Madison." Letter of Raymond to H. D. Dale, August 13, 1894, in Ely Papers. 

71 Sce Small's press slatement, October 18, 1895, in Ely Papers. 
11 Letter of Mabie to Ely, October 4, 1895, in Ely Papers. 
7J There were occasional exceptions in his writings. See his attack on the Pull

man Company in "Pullman: A Social Stu<!y," Harper's New Monthly Magazine, 
LXX (February, 1885), 452-66. 

" Letter ot Ely to Amos P. Wilder. July 22. 1894,In Ely Papers. 

j
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that he had ever favored the principle of a closed shop.70 Were these 

charges true, Ely wrote, they would "unquestionably unfit me to oc

cupy a responsible position as an instructor of youth in a great Uni
versity." 7. These were the words of a very academic reformer. 

Of all who wrote to congratulate Ely, Bemis alone perceived that 

he had won the particular case, but had relinquished a vital principle. 
"That was a glorious victory for you," he wrote. "I was sorry only 

that you seemed to show a vigor of denial as to entertaining a walking 

delegate or co~mseling strikers as if either were wrong, instead of under 

certain circumstances a dilly." 77 This was the dilTerence between 

them: Bemis wa.s not only a partisan of, but an active party to, the 

fight for underdog causes. Bemis, wrote H. H. Powers to Ely, "is a 

moderate man in his views but he has unquestionably taken a vigorous 

stand in favor of 'doing something about it.' it is his very efficiency in 

this line that has. made him so obnoxious to interested parties." 7. "I 
have no doubt," wrote Ely to Mabie, 

[thatl Professor Zeublin is quite as brave as Dr. Bemis but the nature of the 
work is such that he does not feel called upon to d~al sp~cial\y with the gas 
question,street car corporations, ~tc. Dr. Be'mis is nOl by any means radical, 
but he happens to take interest in one or two lines of scientific work which 
appear to be particularly dangerous.'. 

These comments are very illuminating. They point to the significant fact 
that, in a secular milieu, professors ran greater risks by threatening con
crete interests than by doubting accepted ideologies. Not disbelief 
alone, but disbelief when applied to gas rates, was what most aggrieved 

the business community. The subsequent careers of Ely and Bemis bear 

out the importance of this point. Ely survivcd (and in good part re
nounced) his spoken and written heresies."o He remained in a full 

state of academic grace for the rest of his life, taking a post at North

western in ]925 and one at Columbia in 1937. Bemis became an aca

1e Transcript of the Ely Trial, p. 19, in Ely Papers. 
,. Ely's Chautauqua Statement, August 14, 1894, in Ely Papers. 
77 Leller of Bemis to Ely, October 4, 1894, in Ely Papers. 
7. Letter ofH, H. Powers to Ely, November 14,1895, in Ely Papers.
 
,. Letter of Ely to Hamilton W. Mabie, August 24, 1895, in Ely Papers.
 
80 Ely became increasingly conservlltive as lime went on. He became Director
 

of the so-called Institute for Research in Land Economics and Public Utilities (an 
organization heavily subsidized by the National Association of Real Estate Boards 
and the public utilities companies) which was accused by labor organizatiom of 
pleading in its spons()rs' interest. See Laura P. Morgan, 'The Institute of Politics 
and the Teacher," AmeriC<ln Teacher, XII (November, 1927), 12-14. 
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demic Ishmael, with a reputation as a partisan and a malcontent that he 

never was able to live down. Except for his brief and ill-starred tenure 

at Kansas State, he received no further academic appointments.8' The 

trustees of the republic of learning could inflict on this kind of mis
creant the terrible retribution of neglect. 

Finally, in listing the factors that differentiate these cases, the per

sonality, power, and standing of Ely's chief accuser must be mentioned. 

The idea of a trial, it should be noted, originated with the Regents, 

not with Ely and his friends. The latter had many misgivings about 

it. They were afraid that a trial in those troubled times would not be 
conducted with respect for the rights of the defendant.82 They feared 

that a trial over matters of belief would mark a return to old inquisi

tional habits, that Wisconsin would go the way of Andover. "It has 

been reserved for the University of Wisconsin," wrote a writer in. Lhe 

Dial, 

to orler the first example, to our knowledge, of a trial for heresy in which 
theology has no part. To hale a public teacher of science before an investigat
ing committee, for thc purpose of examining his opinions ... is a procedure 
so novel, and, w~ may add, so startling, that one may well pause to consider 
its significance, and the possible consequences of an extension of the principle 
thus involved. 83 

But the trial was intended to serve a purpose that Ely and his sup
porters did not suspect. At the start of the proceedings the Com
mittee decided not to consider in evidence any of Ely's writings that 
did not bear directly on doctrines taught in class. It was reluctant, it 

declared, to censor books in the library or to indulge in the insidious 

sport of quoting passages out of context.·1 This decision proved fatal to 

the case of the accuser, for none of the other charges, as it turned 

out, could be substantiated. Wells walked out midway through the 

proceedings, objecting to the limitations that had been placed on the 
scope of the inquiry. After this, the Committee reversed its decision, 

8l From 1901 to 1909, Cleveland's reform mayor, Tom L. Johnson, made use of 
Bemis's practical talents by appointing him superintendent of the water department. 
From 1913 to 1923, Bemis was a member of the advisory board of the Valuation 
Bureau of the Interstate Commerce Commission. "Edward W. Bemis" (obituary), 
New York Times, September 27,1930. 

82 Letter of William A. Scott to Ely, July 21, 1894. Letter of Frederick Jackson 
Turner to Ely, August 4, 1894, in Ely Papers. 

H3 "The Freedom at Teaching," The Dial, XVII (September I, 1894), 103. 
M' Trumcripl of the Ely Trial, p. 22, in Ely Papers. 
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and allowed Ely to read from his writings any extract that he chose! 
Plainly, the Committee was on the side of the professor, and the rca

son is not hard to find. Regent Wells was cordially disliked and dis
trusted. He had tangled with his colleagues before, and had earned a 

reputation as a troublemaker. He was a Regent only ex officio, and had 

been elected to his oflice only because of a freakish Democratic victory 

in a normally Republican state. And he had completely isolated him
self by going over the heads of the Regents, by giVing his charges to 

the public press;; and by implying that the university condoned Ely's 

teachings and was an accessory to his sins. Therefore, the ulterior 
purpose of the trial was to discredit this enemy of the tribe, who had 

infiltrated its high wuncil. In the old theological trials--as in certain 

congressional hearings that were to come at a later day-accuser and 

investigator were one. In the Ely triill at Wisconsin, the accuser stood 
accused. 

Thus, in the concrete instance, the professor's filte WilS decided by 

a number of non-ideological factors. Admittedly, however, these two 

cases do not shed much light on the role of the business patron. At 
Wisconsin, the attack UPOll acadcmic freedom was undertakcn by a 

bungling, small-town teacher; the defense of academic freedom was 

C-I:l made by a committee of the Regents composcd of a city hanker, a 
001m wealthy doctor, allL! a Sill all-town lawyer. At Chicago, the attack was 

probably inspired by certain local big-business men. There are, however, 
two other cases thut exhibit in a clear and unmistakable way the atti
tudes of business leadcrs. One was the case of Edward A. Ross at 

Stanford, thc other thc casc of John S. /lassclt at Ttinity, which occurred 

in 1903. Both Ross and Bassell were memhers of institutions that were 

dependent on a single rich sponsor. Both were sharply attacked for 

speaking unpopUlar opinions. Ross was eventually dismissed, the vic

tim of his patron's intolcrance; Basscll was rctaincd, thc bcneficiary of 

his patron's indulgcnce. Again, the comparison suggcsts complexities 
not embraced by the theory of class malevolence. 

Under the provisions of the founding grant of Stanford University, 

the functions of the trustees were exercised solely by the Founders. 8 ' 

The death of Leland Stanford in 1893, and the assumption of full 

8' A board of trustees took OVer the power of the Founder when the charier was 
amended by Mrs. Stanford in 1903. Jane Lathrop Stanford, Addrl'SJ 011 the Right
01 Free Speech, April 25, 1903, pp. 3--6. 
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authority by his wife, converted this unusual oligarchy into a still more 

unusual matriarchate. Into the university built in memory of her son the 

strong-willed, emotional Mrs. Stanford poured all of her abundant energy. 

When, in the infancy of the institution, the Stanford estate was tied up 

in probate court, she contributed her personal income--even sold her 

personal possessions-to keep the University alive. 8• So well mothered, 
the infant institution survived, and very soon waxed strong. But uni

versities must, like children, pay a price for filial dependence. Both 

kinds of organisms must be independent to mature, and both must be 
mature to be free. Stanford University became the victim of the com
munding meddlesome love which an unbridled maternal instinct thrusts 

upon an only child. 

I! was not long before the professors found this motherly embrace 

oppressive. In 1898, Professor H. H. Powers, a popular teacher in 

pOlitical science, delivered a speech on religion which Mrs. Stanford 

happened to heaL R7 Intensely devout, the "Mother of the University" 

was shocked by its heretical sophistication. 88 As imperious as she was 

generous, she demanded that Powers be removed. The founding grant 
vested the power of dismissal in the hands of the presidcnt, and this 

power could be exercised at will, since all professors were on annual 

appointment. In David Starr Jordan, a well-known zoologist, an advo

cate of evolution, a pioneer in the university movement, the faculty had 

a president who well understood the danger of permitting lay precon

ceptions of propriety to interfere with academic expression. Unfortu
nately, the faculty also had, in David Starr Jordan, a president who was 

compelled by a sense of ohligation alll) by his own sycophantic per

sonality to defer to the wishes of the Founder. Agreeing with the one 

side, but subservient to the other, he was completely miscast in the role 

of mediator between the faculty and Mrs. Stanford. In this instance, he 

"" The story of Ihe crisis of the infant Stanford University is graphically told in 
Elliott, St£Jn/ord Ullil'erJity, pp. 25\-308. The Ross case is discussed in this volume 
with unusual candor and fullness. 

07 The speech, as rar as we know, was not recorded. Powers' version of it is as 
follows: "\ offended Mrs. Stanford by an address of a somewhat philosophical re
ligious character which I delivered at the request of a student organization. Mrs. S. 
whom \ had never seen was there and was much offended by my peSSimism and 
heterodoxy which it is needless to say she did not understand." Letter of H. H. 
Powers to Ely, January 14, 1898, in Ely Papers. 

"" See Berlha Berner, MrJ. Leland Stalllord, An Intimate Account (Stanford 
University, \935), for a chatty, adulatory biography written by Mrs. Stanford's 
personal secretary, which gives unintended evidence of the latter's naivete. 
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pleaded that Powers should be retained and spoke of his valuable 

services; but yet, when the Founder refused to be moved, he did not 

challenge her verdict. In 1898, Powers was forced to resign, the first 
of a very large brood that soon was to be disinherited. 

Edward A. Ross was exactly the man to ignite this situation. Fresh 

from Ely's seminar, fired by liberal causes, convinced that the aim of 
big business. was to throttle social criticism, Ross had come to Stanford 

almost spoiling for a fight. "As secretary of the American Economic As
sociation," Rosswrote many years later in his autobiography, 

I had gained an view of the growing pressure on economists and re
solved that I!fptdne;would be no party to this fooling of the public. I would 
testthis boaste4;~jl(la<lemicfreedom";if nothing happened to me others would 
speak o.ut~Ri,eXl;w,wpists would again really count for something in the 
shaping ofpu~1ig.Rgi~j?n. If I got cashiered, as I thought would be the case, 
the hollowness of our role of "independent scholar" would be visible to al!.'" 

With braVefjb;,tO<it.iverged on bravado, Ross said and did just those 

things that\YcOl!lst,;iput him in the Founder's eye. At a time when the 

conservative,I1RmW;lillity thought Eugene V. Debs the incarnate devil, 

Ross publicJY~~(~Jlded him; in a university that had been founded by 

a railroad Republi~an whose ventures had depended on free labor, 

he advocated municipal ownership of utilities and a ban on Oriental 

immigration. Ata time when most economists were for McKinley and 

gold, he wrote alraC! in favor of free silver that was used by the Demo

cratic party. Perhf!ps Leland Stanford, had he been alive, would have 
tolerated the icono<;lasm of this professor. There was somcthing of the 

iconoclast in Stanford, too, as witness his bill for fiat money that he 

proposed while a member of the Senate. GO But his wife had all the 

prejudices of her class, and they had been hardened by her ignorance 

into absolutes. "When I take up a newspaper ... and read of the utter
ances of Professor Ross," she wrote to Jordan, 

... and realize that a professor of the Leland Stanford Junior University, 
Who should prize. the opportunities given him to distinguish himself among 
his students in the high and noble manner of his life and teachings before 
them, thus steps aside, and out of his sphere, to associate himself with the 
political demagogues of this city, exciting their evil passions, draWing distinc
tions between man and man, all laborers and equal in the sight of God, and 
literally plays into the hands of the lowest and vilest elements of socialism, 

8G Edward A. Ross. Seventy Year" of /t (New York, 1936), pp. 64-65.
 
GO George T. Clark, Leland Stanford (Stanford, t 931), pp. 459--61.
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it brings tears to my eyes. I must confess I am weary of Professor Ross, and I 
think he ought not to be retained at Stanford University." 

For several years, Jordan interceded with the Mother on behalf of 

the erring child. He argued that Ross's scholarship was impeccable, his 

teaching in the classroom judicious, his personal life unimpeachable. 

He called Ross (it was a eulogy he was later to regret) a "wise, learned 

and noble man, one of the most loyal and devoted of all the band" at 

the University.92 At the same time, he entreated Ross to use restraint. 

To hold him in rein, he transferred him from the Department of Eco

nomics to thc Department of Sociology.·' As a desperate last step, he 
prevailed upon Ross to write the patroness directly and present his 

side of the case'" All of these efforts came to nought. Mrs. Sanford 

was adamant: 

All that I have to say regarding Professor Ross, however brilliant and talented 
he may be, is that a man cannot entertain such rabid ideas without inculcat
ing them in the minds of the students under his charge. There is a very deep 
and bitter feeling of indignation throughout the community ... that Stan
ford University is lending itself to partisanism and even to dangerous social
ism.... Professor Ross cannot be trusted, and he should go.G' 

Jordan was aware that his own prerogative was invaded by the im

placable stand of the Founder."a It can be argued that this awareness 

made his ultimate capitulation more blameworthy. But cowardice 

never had better reasons. Had Jordan threatened to resign, Mrs. Stan

ford would no doubt have held her ground; had Jordan carried out 
his threat and taken the faculty with him, the University might well 

have expired. In Jordan's scale of judgment, the institution outweighed 

the individual: the value of the institution's existence was preponderant 

over other academic values. In 1900, Ross was forced to resign. 

., Elliott, Stanford University, p. 340-41. G'lbid., pp. 346--47. 
G3 Letter of Ross to Frank Lester Ward, April 25, 1897; reprinted in Bernhard 1. 

Stern, ''The Ward-Ross Correspondence, 1897-1901," American Sociological Re
view, XI (October, 1936), 594. 

G' Even Ross succumbed to the mood at Stanford and expressed his filial loyally. 
"I have completely identified myself with the University you founded. I have de
voted my whole soul and strength to the glory of Stanford, trusting that Stanford 
would look out for me.... Mrs. Stanford, I do not want to stay unless you can 
give me that degree of confidence which I deem my just due for faithful service, and 
without which I can do no good work here. I am loyal to you, and out of reverence 
for you as the Mother of this University will conform to your wishes in every way 
I can. I will do everything but sacrifice my self-respect ..." Elliott, Stanford Uni
versity, p. 343. 

... Ibid .. pp. 343-44. ··/bid. 

j
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For Ross a silent rctleat was unthinkable; it woulJ have defeated 

the purpose of his rcbcllion. lIenec, the lIay after he was dismissed, he 

issued a statement to the press and made the "Ross Case" public 

property. The statement was skillfully composed to show that there 

had been a clear-cut violation of academic freedom. Quoting from 

Jordan's own letters, Ross depicted the president as a victim unwilling 

to become a martyr. Playing on the Westerner's fear of the "Oriental 

menace," he implied that his speech on coolie immigration was the 

primary cause of his downfall. Appealing to academic opinion, he 

invoked the argument of scientific competence. 

I cannot with self-respect decline to speak on topiCS to which I have given 
years of investigation. It is my duty as an economist to impart, on occasion, 
to sober people, and in a scientific spirit, my conclusions on suhjects with 
which I am expert. ... It is plain, therefore, that this is no place for me.or 

By this time, academic-freedom cases, particularly those that involved 

wealthy donors, had become matters of national interest. Ross's charge 

was headlined in the newspapers throughout the land. By this time, too, 

a sizable public had been conditioned to accept such a charge at its face 

value. A large number and variety of journals took the side of the dis

missed professor and condemned the Stanford authorities. Some of 

~ 
these journals, like the Outlook, bad been schooled hy a decade of 

00 suspicion to see conspiracy everywhere afoot."" Others, like Gun00 
ton's Magazine, had always defended the right of "academic manage

ment" 19 fire any of its employees, but happened to agree with Ross 

that Oriental immigration should be cheeked."o Ross's partisans ranged 

from the New York Evening ['ost. now atoning under a new editor for 

its illiberal views in the Ely case, to the Repuhlican San Francisco 

Chronicle, which bore a grudge against the Southern Paciflc. loo For all 

sorts of reasons, protest welled in every section of the country. 

When colleges were religious institutions, the expulsion of profes

sors for their opinions often went uncxtenuated amI undisguised. Soph

istry and self-deception were not then basic to the art of administration. 

.r Ross, Sevenly Years of It, pp. 69-72.
 
88 Editorial, "Freedom of Teaching Once More," Olltlook, LXVI (November 24,
 

1900). 727-28. 
00 Gllnlon's Magazine, XX (April, 1901), 367-69. 
'00 New York Evening Pust (February 23, 1901); San Francisco Chronicle (No

vember 15,16,17,21,24,25,27, <1nd 29; December 16 and 23,1900; February 18, 
1901). In Bancroft Library. University of California. 
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This was not a sign of moral superiority: candor comes easily to those 

who feel they have committed no wrong and who seek only parochial 

approval. The Stanford authorities, however, were too committed to aca

demic freedom and too sensitive to public opinion to tell the unvarnished 

truth. They would not admit to themselves that Ross had been punished 

for heresy; they could not admit to others that his heresy had been de

tected by the donor. A sense of guilt and a concern for reputation made
 

them seek their justification in the oldest source of absolution-the im


perfections of the victim. The need to do this was not lost even on
 

Mrs. Stanford, whose dim cumprehension of what she had done was
 

later tinctured by misgivings. In 1903, in turning over the manage


ment of the university to a board of trustees, she denied that her ob


jection to Ross had been based on his political opinions. He had had, 

she averred, perfect freedom to express his views in class. But he had 

violated the fundamental canon that no professor should use his po

sition for electioneering or for participation in political campaigns. He 

had been dismissed because he had compromised the neutral position 

of the university.'o, Jordan let it be known that Ross had not been "the 

proper man for the place." Ross had been "slangy and scurrilous" in 

discussing current issues, and he had revealed an unscrupulous char
'02 

acter by appealing to the public and divulging family secrets. It may 

well be that Mrs. Stanford sincerely believed that she had preserved a 

precious neutrality, and it may well be that Jordan sincerely expected 

devotion even from a professor who had been ejected from the clan. 

But the fact remains that in 1896 fifty members of the Stanford faculty 

had endorsed McKinley without incurring the charge of "partisanism," 

ilnd that Jortbn had warmly defended Ross's character before the 

denouement. "'" 
The argument of neutrality and the charge of moral turpitude did 

101 Stanford, Add,,'.'.' on tile Righ' of Fru Spet'cll, (wHilll.
,0' H"" was ,,1st) "ccllsed of allacking Stanford'. hll~ine" methods. Thi, he 

complcldy denied. 1l i! not beyond doubt, however, that he did not use the Southern 
Pacific Railroad as an illustration of the sharp practice! of business. See "Still 
Deeper in the Mire," San Francisco Chronicle, November 17, 1900, in Bancroft 
Library, University of California. 

loa Among the signers of lellers praising MeKinley and attacking the Democratic 
standard-bearer in a two-page advertisement in the San Francisco Chronicle were 
17 of lhe 37 professors and associate professors of the Stanford Academic Council 
who later justified Jordan's dismissal of Ross. See San Francisco Chrollicle, Septem
ber 27, IHY6. pp. 27-2H, in Bancroft Library, University of California. See, also, 
Science, New Series, Vol. XIII (May 10, 1901), p. 751. 
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not convince several Stanford professors. After Ross resigned, Professor 

George E. Howard took up the torch of rebellion. He declared, in a 
signed statement to the press, that 

the summary dismissal of Dr. Ross for daring in a frank but thoroughly sci
entific spirit to speak the simple truth on social questions is ... a blow aimed 
directly at academic freedom, and it is, therefore, a deep humiliation to 
Stanford University and to the eause of American education. The blow does 
not come directly from the founder. It really proceeds from the sinister spirit 
of social bigotrY an~commercial intolerance which is just now the deadliest 
foe of American deWQcracy. "14 

The addition oL,t:!9ward to the dramatis personae changed the whole 
tenor of the,'play.<Ror where Ross was headstrong and brash, Howard, 

who wascclwentY'Y'cars his scnior and a member of the tirst Stanford 

faculty, wasknown:lo be circumspect. When Mrs. Stanford Success

fully put pressureiion Jordan to expel this outspoken professor also, 

a chain reacti0l'J<was produced. In all, seven professors presented their 

resignations in;pwtcst: Frank Felter, professor of economics; Arthur 

0: Lovejoy, as~qgiilte professor of philosophy; Morton A. Aldrich, as
sociate professQr,.o;f;economics; William Henry Hudson, professor of 

English; HenryB.>Lathrop, professor of rhetoric; Charles N. Little, 

professor of mathematics; and David E. Spencer, associate professor 

of mathematics..Ross was jubilant: "Stunning news from the Pacific 

Coast, isn't it?" he wrote to Ely. "So far $12,000 of annual salary 

has been voluntarily renounced in protest against Mrs. Stanford's ac
tion. That's Vindication!" 100 A socialist organ saw the most individual

istic of cxploited laborers finally developing class-consciousness. I". This 
conclusion was prcmature, for the majority of the faculty remained 
loyal to Jordan.. But it was true that never before had an American 

faculty demonstrated so great a sense of internal solidarity and so re
bellious and Courageous a spirit. 

Equally unprecedented-and even more momentous-was the de

cision taken by economists, at the thirteenth meeting of the American 

Economic Association in J900, to launch an investigation of the Ross 
case. With this decision, the first professorial inquiry into an academic

freedom case was conceived and brought into being--the prcdecessor, 
1o, Elliott, Stallford UlliI'l'r.,ity, pp. '>61~62.
 
105 Letter of Ross to Ely, January 19, 1901, in Ely Papers.
 
106 "College Class-Consciousness," International Socialist Review, I (1901),


586-87. 
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if not directly the parent, of the proceedings of Committee A of the 

AAUP. It is doubtful that the "thirty or forty" economists who met that 

December in Detroit and appointed a committee of inquiry were con

scious of the historical importance of the tactic they were devising. Per

haps there were some who did reason that the secular sophistication of 

administrators now rendered their explanations unreliable, that the 

greater complexity of the "cases" made disinterested fact-finding es

sential, that only independent outsiders could safely undertake such 

inquiries, that only the professor's peers possessed the competence to 

evaluate the issues. J07 But doubtless many acted on the spur of the 

moment and the case, impelled by Ross's personal popUlarity (he had 

been secretary of the Association, was the son-in-law of Lester Frank 

Ward, and was part of Ely's entourage), by the flagrancy of Mrs. 

Stanford's actions (they alarmed diehard conservatives no less than 

automatic liberals) ,lOS and by the flimsy excuses of Jordan (which 

promised easily to be exposed and to reveal a "case" of unparalleled 
transparency).'0. 

Owing to either their laek of long-run objectives, or to their inex
perience in these matters, the organizers of the committee made two seri

ous tactical mistakes. First of all, out of the desire not to involve ab

sent members, they did not use the aegis of the Association, but met 

as an informal body. This laid them open to the charge of lacking 

official authority and of not being truly representative. The fact that 

they constituted a large proportion of the members then attending the 

Detroit sessions, and the fact that they appointed to the committee of 
inquiry three highly reputed conservatives, did not erase the puhlic im
pression that the entire investigation was ex parte." O Furthermore, the 

scope of the inquiry was too narrowly conceived. The committee sought 

107 Professor Sidney Sherwood of Johns Hopkins suggested to Ely at this time 
that a professional association should seize the opportunity to "investigate and re
port on the general subject of Lehrfreihei/" in order to "challenge public atlention 
and create a method by which the professions might work unitedly." Letter of 
Sherwood to Ely, December 22, 1900, in Ely Papers. 

109 Even Albion W. Small. who had writlen an article flatly denying that donors in
fringed academic freedom, was neltled by Mrs. Stanford: "The Dowager of Palo 
Alto" he wrote to Fly. '·h"s captured the booby prize, with no competition in sight." 
Letter of Novemher 24, 1'100. in Ely Papers. 

100 Leiter of Ely to Seligman, Jline 7, 190 I, in Seligman Papers. 
no Taking this line, several journals refused to take seriously the conclusions of 

the committee. See Sciellce, New Series Vo!. X (March 8, 1901), pp. 361-62; Dia/, 
XXX (April I, 1901),221-23. 
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the answer to one question-"What were the reasons which led Mrs. 

Stanford to force Professor Ross's resignation?" III In making this 

foray into feminine psychology, it lost sight of the significant questions 

that lay beyond the issue of motives: whether it was healthy for a uni

versity to be bound by the wishes of one person, however noble her 

intentions; whether it was good for the community as a whole for 

philanthropists to make donations to institutions which they then con

trolled as though they were private properties; Whether it was helpful 

to the science of economics to shun, under the rubric of nonpartisan

ship, all subjects on which people were divided; whether it contributed 

to academic freedom to keep professors on year-to-year appointments. 

The attempt to uncover motives encountered formidable difficulties. 

Powerless to subpoena witnesses, without the standing that would 

secure coofleraiion, the committee relied on voluntary testimony, which 

it acquired mainly through letters. This was not an efficient method for 

probing the 'inner recesses of the administrative mind. The committee 

did not even approach Mrs. Stanford-it did not suppose that she would 

admit its right to interfere in her affairs. With Jordan, the committee 

was more hopeful. "May we inqUire," asked Seligman, the chairman, 

"whether there are other reasons than those mentioned for the resigna

tion of Professor Ross, and may we hope that, if such other reasons exist, 
I:.>.:l you may be disposed to communicate them to us." 11' Jordan replied~ 
o 

that a faculty committee "in possession of the facts" would answer the 

committee's questions.· But the letter of the faculty committee was as 

patronizing and laconic as any a college president might have written. 

"In reply," wrote Proressors Branner, Stillman, and Gilbert of the 
Stanford faCUlty, 

we beg to say that the dissatisfaction of the University management with 
Professor Ross anted'lled his utterances on the topics you refer to. His re
moval was not due primarily to what he published, said or thought in regard 
to coolie immigration or in regard to municipal ownership. We can assure 
you furthermore that in our opinion his removal cannot be interpreted as 
an interference with freedom of speech or thought within the proper and rea
sonable meaning of that expression. Thesc statcments are made with a fuJI 
knOWledge of the facls of rhe casell:J 

111 ''The Dismissal of Professor Ross," Report of a Committee of Ecoflomlsts(1901 l, p. 3. 

112 Letter of Seligman, Farnam, and Gardner to Jordan, Decemher 30, 1900, in 
Report 0/ a Committee 0/ I:"COIIO/IIi,ts, Appendix, p. 9. 

llJ Letter of J. C. Branner, J. M. Stillman, and C. II. Gilbert 10 Seligman,
Farnam, and Gardner, January t4, J90 I, ibid., p. II. 

J	 The economists were not willing to take this judgment on faith, even 

from a faculty committee. They wrote to Jordan again, and received 

this pontifical reply: 

[I do notl consider it expedient or proper to go into a discussion of extracts 
from my letters or conversations or my statements or alleged statements, or 
those of others, as published in the newspapers.... It will be necessary for 
you to assume my knowledge of all Ihe facts.'" 

With this pronunciamento, the correspondence came to a close, 

The report of the committee had to disclaim any definite knowledge 

of motives. But it cOl)cluded, nevertheless, that the official explanations 

of why Ross was dismissed were spurious or unsupported by the evi

dence. It concluded further that there was evidence to show that Mrs. 

Stanford's objections were based, at least in part, on Ross's utterances and 

beliefs. As it did not indulge in sweeping generalizations, the report did 

not explicitly support the, theory of the conspiracy of big business.! l~ But 
the indictment of Mrs. Stanford-backed as it was by the signatures of 

eighteen professors high in the Who's Who of social science-gave those 

who accepted the theory implicit and impressive confirmation. 1111 Because 

of its narrow focus, the report did not mention the many peculiarities of 

the case-the incapacities of the university's patroness, the dependence 

of the university, and the absence of such counteracting forces as an 

effective, long-standing tradition, a stalwart university president, or a 

functioning board of truslees. Instead, it gave a picture of capitalist ag

gression which was unrelieved by the tints of personality and circumstance. 

The case of John S. Bassett, which occurred in a different setting, 

shows the business patron in a different light. In 1894, when Bishop John 

C. Kilgo became its president, Trinity College in Durham, North Carolina, 

was an impecunious denominational college; in 1910, when Kilgo retired, 

it could boast a larger endowment than any other Southern college.'17 

"' Letter of Jordan to Seligman, Farnam, and Gardner, February 7, 1901, ibid.. 
pp. 14-15. 

11. Ibid., p. 6. 
11. Those who joined Ihe uuthors in signing the document were John Bates Clark. 

Richurd T. Ely, Simon H. Pallen, Franklin H. Giddings, Davis R. Dewey, Frank W. 
Taussig, Henry C. Adams, Richmond Mayo·Smith, William J. Ashley, Charles H. 
Hull, Henry C. Emery, Henry R. Seager, John C. Schwab. Sidney Sherwood. 

," The best treatment of Trinity College's history can be fuund in Paul Neff 
Garber, )"h" CarlIsle Kilgo (Durham, N.C., 1937). This may be supplemented by 
Robert H. Woody's "lliogruphical Appreciation of William PresIon Few," in The 
Papers a"d Addresses 0/ William Presto II Few (Durham, N.C., 1951), and John 
Franklin Crowell, !'ersO/wl Recollectiofls of Trinity College, North Carolma, 1887
1894 (Durham, N.C., 1939). 
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It owed its growth and good fortune to the generous benefactions of the 
Duke family, and it was bound, like Stanford, by a silver cord of obliga
tion. President Kilgo, who had once been a Populist, became a defender 

of gold and the tobacco trust, which led one unfriendly wit to say that 

the old motto of the college, "Eruditio et Religio," had been extended 
by the influence of the Dukes to read "Eruditio et Religio et Sugario et 
Cigarro et Cherooto et Cigarelto et Kilgo." 118 But Durham was not 

Palo Alto. The Dukes, who were unabashed Republicans and leaders of 
the industrial "NeW-South," were a suspect minority in the region, de
spised by sociakconservatives as the foes of white supremacy, feared by 
agrarianref'ormers%'lls'inonopolistic exploiters of the poor. 11 0 Moreover, 
Trinity Collegcy'r6taining its Methodist identity, was not ruled by a single 
oligarch, but by ,a"board of ministers and businessmen. There was another 
difference, too: Kilgo belonged to the school of self-righteous preacher
presidents,and.fn,ol.•.(o the newer tribe of public-relations experts. A 

champion ofunpopular causes (he opposed the state university and took 

a liberal viewoJ'i.bWetNegro problem), he, and with him Trinity College, 
did not seekta;hie'lin'iversally beloved. '20 

In 1903, John.;S~;·Bassett, the editor of the South Atlantic Quarterlv 

and a professoroFhistory at the college, made himself a target of attack 

by writing an article on the Negro problem. A wave of lynchings, dis
franchisements, and Jim Crow laws had come in the wake of Southern 

Populism, and Bassett tried to calm the troubled waters with an appeal 

to sense and undei"stancling. The Southerner should realize, wrote Bassett, 
that there are wide' differences among Negroes, and that a man like 

Booker T. Washington, although atypical of the race, was "all in all the 
greatest man, save<General Lee, born in the South in a hundred years." 12' 
The Southerner should realize that the Negro was becoming "too intel

ligent and too refined" to accept an inferior position, and that, to avert 
costly racial conflict, the white man must adopt "these children of Africa 
into our American life." The Southerner should realize that unscrupulous 

118 Garber, John Carlisle Kilgo, p. 226. 

119 The attack upon the Dukes by local conservatives and reformers is described 
in Josephus Daniels, Editor in Pulitics (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1941), PI'. 116-18, 
232-33, 426-38; AUbrey Lee Brooks, Walter Clark, Fighting Judge (Chapel Hill, 
N.C., 1944), pp. 102-28. 

'20 See Luther L. Gobbel, Church·State Relationships ill North Carolina since 
1776 (Durham, N.C., 1938), pp. 132-71; Garber, John Carlisle Kilgo, Pl'. 43
83. 

121 John S. Bassett, "Stirring Up the Fires of I(ace Antipathy." Suuth Allantic 
Quarterly, II (October, 1(03), p. 299. 
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elements had seized upon the Negro issue and had awakened U a demon 
in the South" merely for political advantage.'2' The Negro problem, 
Bassett declared, cannot be solved by violent aggression and intimidation, 

but by the infusion of a spirit of conciliation into the hearts of Southern 

whites. Himself a son of the South, Bassett thought he could speak these 
unpleasant truths to his kith and kin with complete impunity.'23 

But he had struck a painful nerve of the sensitive Southern conscience. 

The article was greeted at once with calumnious abuse. Josephus Daniels, 
publisher of the Democratic, reform-minded Raleigh News and Observer, 
led the attack. The University of Chicago, he wrote, is not "the only 
institution which harbors freaks who rush into absurd statements and 
dangerous doctrines-statements which, if true, damn the State of North 
Carolina, and doctrin.es which, if carried out, would destroy the civili
zation of the South." He trusted that the professor would issue a full 

retraction; otherwise, he added ominously, "let us not anticipate the 

feeling that Southern people must entertain for a man who can give 
utterance to such opinions." Almost every hamlet journal and village 

gazette, playing to its groundlings, devised some new invective. The 

Lumberton Robesonian caned him an utter fool; the Greensboro Tele
gram thought he was insane; the Greenville Eastern Reflector considered 

him subversive and incendiary. The Littleton News Reporter thought he 

aimed at a chair at Tuskegee; the Henderson Gold Leaf suggested that 

he was currying favor in the NorthY' The demand arose that Bassett be 
summarily dismissed, as though to take the professor's scalp would 

refute the ideas under it. Though Bassett held a doctorate from Johns 
Hopkins University and was the leading historian of the state,'2' his 
article was thought to prove its author unfit for his post. '"" Only because 
he was unpopUlar, the argument was advanced that he had lost his use

fulness to the college. When local pressures mounted, and a boycott of 

the college was threatened, Bassett submitted his resignation. 
But in the Trinity College situation, counterpressures could be reg

istered. Eminent North Carolinians, sojourning in the North and re

1221bi"., p. 304. 
123 For comml~ntary on the writing of this article, see Wendell H. Stephenson, 

"The Negro in the History and Writing of John Spencer Bassett," North Carolina 
flisloriwl Review. XXV (October, 1948), pp. 427--41. 

12. Garber, Johll Carlisle Kilgo,pp. 244-60. 
'2' Bassett had already published his Regulators of North Carolina, Slavery and 

Servitude in the CololI)' uf Nor/h Carolilla, A IIti-Slavery Leaders ill North Cora
Ii/Ill, and SI"very ill Ih" S/"/,, uf North Carolina. 

'2. Garber, Johll C"rlisle Kilgo. pp. 252-53. 

---------*---.--_..
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flecting its cultural perspective, were in touch with the Dukes and the 

trustees. Fifteen alumni, now students at Columbia University, petitioned 
the trustees not to flre Bassett, lest the "national reputation" of Trinity 

College be impaired.'" Walter Hines Page, whose brother was a member 

of the trustees, saw the issue as one of academic freedom, and so pre
sented it to Benjamin N. Duke: 

As to the correctness or incorrectness of the opinion he expressed in his article 
Ihat has given ofIense, that is a qucstion of no importance. But it is of the 
highest importance lhat a professor from Trinity College should be allowed 
10 hoJd and express any ralional opinion he may have aboLit any subject 
whatever.''" 

And a p()\Vcrful counterpressure built up within the college itself. Kilgo 
put his '\d1ble'strength behind Basselt's defense. He addressed the board 
with a sci-nInO on the virtues of Christian tolerance. Using religious rather 
than scierHiflcrhetoric, he warned the trustees that the dismissal of Bassett 

would bea te'rrible blow to the college. It would "enthrone a despotism 

which the world thought was dead a thousand years ago"; it would commit 
Trinity to "the policies of the inquisition"; it would repudiate "the spirit 
and doctrines of the Mcthodist Episcopal Church, South." I"" He was 

prepared to resign if the hoard disregarded his urging. Not only Kilgo but 

every faculty member on the premises signed a petition for Bassett, and 

wrote a letter of rcsignation to be acted upon if the trustees were to fail~ 
(.0 
t,:)	 them."o Undoubtedly, this unprecedented unanimity in the Trinity faculty 

was Kilgo's achievement. He gave them the moral support without which 
few would have dared to be bold; he urged no strategy of compromise to 

tempt them with safer options; he spared them the need to conspire, with 
its accompanying feelings of guilt. 

The truslees voted 18 to 7 to keep Hassett on the faculty. Their de
cision was accompanied by a statement which was written by the Dean 
of the College. Though they disagreed with Bassett's opinions, the trustees 
took their stand for vindication on the ground of higher principles. They 
were, they declared, "ullwilling to lend ourselves to any tendency to 
destroy or limit academic liberty, a tendency which has, within recent 

'" Petition of Bruce R. Payne and 14 olhers to Southgate, November 21, 1903, 
in Trinity College Papers. Duke University Library. 

I" Letter of Page to Benjamin N. Duke, November 13, 1903, in Trinity College 
Papers, Duke University Library. 

1"0 Garber, 10li" Carlislc Kilgo. pp. 269-73. 
130 See "Memorial fronl the Faculty to the Trustees," December 1, 1903. South 

Atlantic Quarterly, 111 (January, 1904),65-68. 
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years, manifested itself in some conspicuous instances." Extramural free
dom of expression was included in their definition of academic freedom: 

"We cannot lend countenance to the degrading notion that professors in 

American Colleges have not an equal liberty of thought and speech with 

all other Americans." They used social, political, and religious arguments 
(not, it should be noted, scientific ones) to justify their view. Society 
must learn that the evils of intolerance and suppression are infinitely worse 

than the evils that folly can cause. "We believe that society in the end 
will find a surer benefit by exercising patience than it can secure by yielding 
to its resentments." Politically, it was important that "rights which were 
bought with blood and suffering must not now be endangered for want 
of patience, tolerance and a noble self-restraint." Finally, "Trinity College 
is affiliated with a great church whose spirit and doctrines are tolerant 
and generous, and a due regard for the teachings and traditions of this 

Christian society requires us to exercise our judgment in harmony with 
its spirit and doctrines." 131 These were memorable phrases, and they 

became notable additions to the belies-leI/res of academic freedom. 
The religious tone of the document would lead one to suppose that 

the ministers on the board, rather than the business elements, were the 

main supporters of Bassett. But the opposite was true. Five of the seven 

voting against Bassett were ministers in the Methodist Church, one was 

a United States Senator, and only one was a local businessman-the 
banker J. F. Bruton.''' On the Bassett side, four ministers were aligned 
with twelve bankers and industrialists. The businessmen who voted for 
Bassett included James H. Southgate, head of the largest insurance firm 
in the state and a director in a Durham bank; "3 William G. Bradshaw, 
managing director of the largest furniture manufacturing company in 
the South at that time; l3i Edmund T. White, president of the Bank of 
Granville and a director in the Erwin Cotton Mills; m William R. Odell, 
owner of one of the largest textile manufacturing plants in the state; 10. 

James A. Long, director of the Lynchburg and Durham Railroad and 

]31 "Trinity College and Academic Liberty: The Statement of the Trustees," 
South Atlantic Quarterly, III (January, 1904). 62--64. 

1'. National Cyclopedia of American Biography. XXXV\, 129. 
1.. Samuel A. Ashe, et aI., Biographical History 0/ North Carolina (Greensboro, 

N.C., 1905), n, 4tO-16. 
u, Ibid., III, 28-31. 
1" Archibald Henderson, ed., North Carolina: The Old North Stale and the New 

(Chicago, 1941). Ill, 129-30. 
13. Ashe, Biographical History, n, 1325-27. 
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president of the Roxboro Mills."" And not least, Benjamin N. Duke, the I 

patron, voted in Bassett's favor. Did he do so because he saw the attack 

on Bassett as an indirect attack on himself, his interests, and his patronage? 
Would he have done so had Bassett been accused of favoring silver or 
socialism? Motives are obscure in this as in every case. What is indis
putable is tha.! the patron stood foursquare for tolerance, and refused to 
pander to prevailing prejUdice. Duke was reported to have said to Kilgo: 

This man BassetCmaybe has played the fool and oughtn't to be on the faculty, 
but he most'noLoe>lynched. Thcre arc more ways of lynching a man than by 
tying a hemp.e:!j\fJ'ftpCf\wund his neck a.nd throwing it over the limb of a tree. 
Public opiniRil 9\q!ynch a man. and that is what North Carolina is trying to 
do to Bassettnow.pon't allow it. You'll never get over it if you do.138 

In the Avesta of academic freedom, some patrons wore the cloven hoof, 
bot olhers, it hase.clearly been recorded, joined the side of the angels. 

Though oUf,csamples have been arbitrarily chosen, there is enough in 
the foregoing cases 10 indicate some of the flaws in the thesis of conspiracy. 
First of all, like allsiinplistic explanations, it lacked the social and psycho
logical dimensions'that the complexity of situations calls for. It omitted 
many significanFfactors-the disposition of the president, the profes
sional status oHhe accused, the standing of the accusers-that may decide 
the fate of professors. It omitted many other significant factors-the 

geographical location of the college, its particular ideals and traditions, 
its receptivity to various pressures, the power and personality of the 
patron-that may determine the role of the businessman. It did not draw 
basic distinctions between difTcrent kinds of professorial heretics, such 
as theorists and activists; or between different kinds of business patrons, 
such as those who shared the biases of their community and those who 
were themselves nonconformists; or between different kinds of pressure 

from business, such as that which originated from patrons and trustees 
and that which originated from outside. Sccondly, like all highly partisan 
thcories, it falsely ascribed 10 olle factioll·~·in this case, to economic 

conservatives-a uniquely sinister rolc, But we have seen from the cases 
we have examined that virtue was not monopolized by "liberals" and 
that guilt was very widely distributed. The Wisconsin charter of academic 
freedom, the Trinity College statement, and the economists' report on 

187 Ibid., Ill, 231-36.
 
,.. Robert H. Woody, "Biographical Appreciation of William Preston Few,"
 

pp. 4()...41, 

the Ross case, were not framed by liberal reformers, but by men of con

servative leanings. Kilgo, Adams, and Seligman, no less than Ely, Ross, 

and Will, were in the vanguard in the battles for freedom. Indeed, one 
of the significant aspects of the cases of this period was the blurring of 
ideological lines within the academic profession, and the mustering of 
united support for professors under attack. This tll quoque theme can be 
applied to the infringements of academic freedom as well. In the alterca
tions at Kansas State PopUlists were not morally superior to RepUbli
cans. There was little to choose between the attitudes of Mrs. Stanford, 
conservative, and those of Josephus Daniels, reformer. The weakness 

in the theory of conspiracy-and perhaps, too, the source of its psycho
logical vitality-is thalit projects the foibles of man onto particular men 
who are few, recognizable, and isolable. The germ of truth in the thesis 
of conspiracy is that power is conducive to evil. Devil theories of history 

are rarely categorically false, particularly when the devils they delineate 
are men who are very rich, who have taken controlling positions, and 
who are accustomed to being obeyed. But power may be a function of 
numbers, as well as a function of wealth; and power may be curbed and 
chastened by the safeguards of tradition and form. 

THE THESIS OF CULTURAL INCOMPATIBILITY 

The fear of conspiracy usually flourishes in times of social anxiety. When 

men face social problems too new for settled habits to control and too 
complex for current knowledge to explain, they will ascribe them to the 
work of outside agents-to the jealousy and malice of the gods, or to 
the intrigues of hostile strangers. But men abandon demonic explana
tions when, having lived with their problems awhile, they have lost their 

terror of them. In periods of confident reform, they will look upon social 
prohlems merely as funcl iOlla] disorders which intelligence is competent 
to coned; in periods of intclledual alienation. they will consider social 

problems rather as organic defects which satire best can expose. It wa<, 
not by chance, therefore, that the thesis of conspiracy was exceedingly 
popular in the overwrought decade of the nineties. In the Progressive 
period that followed, and in the decade after the Great Crusade, the 
thesis of conspiracy lost favor, though it never disappeared from stock. 
By those devoted to good causes, a more profound analysis was desired 
on which to base a program of reform; by those who cultivated disillusion, 
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a more sweeping hypothesis was required to give scope to satirical com
mentary. The thesis of cultural incompatibility was, therefore, more in 
keeping with thc tcmper of these timcs. Critics of the period looked to the 
culture of capitalism, rather than to the machinations of capitalists, as the 

source of academic evils. They saw the threat to academic freedom arising 
in certain habits and values, not in wicked intentions; they condemned the 
businessman's elhos, not his malice prepense. 

Thorstein Veblen's The Higher Learning in America (published in 
1918, but written in the preceding decade) was the prototype and most 
effective presentation of this thesis. With his penchant for dramatic ab

straction, VeQlen constructed a polarity between the culture of science 

on the one.nand and the culture of business on the other. At the one pole 

were the sc.ientists who, under the "impulsion and guidance of idle curi

osity," soughtthe "profitless quest of knowledge." Veblen considered their 
curiosity "jdle;' because it ignored considerations of expediency; he con
sidered their knowlcJge "profitless" because it was unconcerned with self
advantage. At the other pole, and newly arrived, were the businessmcn 
on the governing boards and the businessmen in academic dress assigned 
to the presidents' chairs. Not intentionally, but owing to habits of thought 
conditioned by their occupations, they have foisted on American uni
versities their crude, utilitarian outlook; their parasitical, predatory tactics;

CA:l 
~ their ethos of "qUietism, caution, compromise, collusion and chicane." ".
,j:::>. 

Unwittingly, they have turned what should have been mansions of learning 
into what tend to be ordinary business establishments. Under their dom
inant aegis, the universities of the nation have adopted the hierarchical 
gradation of staff common. to business management; the techniques of 
salesmanship and promotion native (0 competitive enterprises; and they 

have reduced American professors to the status of business hirelings. To 
Veblen, each of these businesslike features acted as a subtle restraint on the 

acadcmic freedom of professors. First of all, the blll'eaucratization of the 
univcrsity served as a convenient method for controlling the faculty from 

above. Secondly, the promotional activity of the university put a premium 

on intellectual acquiescence. Thirdly, the reduction of the scholar to the 

status of an employee destroyed his self-respect and narrowed his freedom 
of action .... o 

139 Thorstein Veblen, The fligher l_earninr; in America (New York:, 1918), p. 70. 
140 Of the vast literature that gives expression to this kind of anti-business animus, 

the following may be regarded as a representative sample: Robert C. Angell, The 
Campus (New York, 1928), pp. 215-18; John E. Kirkpatrick, Academic Organi-
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Each part of Veblen's indictment contained an element of truth and 
yet conveyed an erroneous impression. Acutely, he discerned that the 
trend toward bureaucratization was transforming the university's per
sonnel, structure, and behavior. This change was already evidenced in 
the army of academic functionaries-the deans, directors, registrars and 
secretaries-who had come upon the scene to manage the affairs of the 
university. It was evidenced in the organization of the faculty into a 
graded hierarchy of ranks, within which passage was controlled by a 
series of official promotions.14l It was evidenced in the writing of rules 
that defined the rights and obligations of professors and trustees.'U It 

marked, though it did not cause, the end of an academic era in which the 

college had been a community and the faculty a body of peers. That this 

bureaucratizing tendency brought with it new problems and new dangers 
no one can deny. Perceptively, Veblen caught the strain that bureaucracy 
introduces between' the university's interest in efficiency lind its interest 
in creative thought. There was (and continues to be) the danger that the 
ponderous apparatus of administration would deaden the spirit of the 
university by burdening it with procedures and tying it to routines. There 
was (and continues to be) the danger that the standard of efficiency, mad..: 
the measure of all things, would rate scholarship only by its quantity, 
personality only by its docility, services only by their cost. 143 

But to ascribe these changes to business was very Jar from the mark. 

Certain practices of the business corporations-particularly those of 
office management and fin a'!-ce--were, it is true, adopted by the uni
versities. But this in tum was a symptom of certain basic conditions that 
business and education shared. For one thing, the drive toward rational 
efficiency was stimulated by the problem of size. The modem university 

zalion and Control (Yellow Springs, Ohio, 1931); Scotl Nearing, "The Control of 
Public Opinion in the United States," School and Sodety, XV (April IS, 1922), 
421-22; "Report of the Commitlee on Academic Freedom and Tenure," !JIII/eti". 
AAUI', IV (Fenruary-March, 1918),20-23; Frank L. McVey, "l'resiJent"d Ad
dress," National Assllciation of State Universities, as'luotcd in iflllletin. AAUI', X 
(November, 1924), 87-88; Robert Cooley, "A Primary Culture for Democracy," 
Publications, American Sociological Society, XIlI (December, t 918), 9. 

1<1 See A. B. Hollingshead, "Climbing the Academic Ladder," American Socio
logical Review, V (June, 1940), 384--94. 

142 See C. R. Van Hise, "The Appointment and Tenure of University Professors," 
as quoted in Science, XXXIII (February 17, 191 t), 237. 

113 The effects of bureaucratization on academic life have been examined bl' 
Logan Wilson, The Academic Man: A Study in the Sociology 0/ a Pro/cHion (Ne-:" 
York:, 1942), pp. 60 ff., 80 ff.; Charles H. Page, "Bureaucracy and Higher Educa
tion," Journal 0/ Gener"l Education. V (January, 1951), 91-100. 
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was complex: the various specializations it embraced, the multiple func

tions it assumed, could only be joined and coordinated through ganglions 

of administration. The modern university was large: the multitudes of 
students it enrolled, the vast numbers of teachers it engaged, rendered 
relationships impersonal. The modern university, it was said, was too 
much infatuated with size, But "bigness" in America was not only 
the businessmanlsidol: it was worshiped, even while it was cursed, by 
every sociahekmt:ntseeking to improve its position. Size was the key to 

reputation,sizt1~<Is.the emblem of power, in a sharply competitive society 
strewn across, a'Y'lstcontinent. Hence, "Big Business" was matched by 

"Big Labor";uftime "Big Government" came; it could not have been 
expected that "BIg Education" would tarry. 

Moreover,iCshould not be overlooked that a strong impetus toward 
bureaucratization'arose from the ranks of professors, partly in re
sponse to the growing competition for placement. Between i 890 and 1900, 
the number of college and university teachers in the United States in
creased by full)' 90 per cent. ' " Though the academic market continually 
expanded, a point of saturation, at least in the more attractive university 
positions, was close to being reached. At the opening of the University 
of Chicago, for example, the academic world was treated to the depress
ing spectacle of thousands of men applying to Harper for a job, most of 
them without prior introductions. LH, The law of supply and demand did 
not spare the academic market: as the number of available teachers in
creased, their bargaining power diminished; as more job-hunters came on 

the scene, job,holders felt less secure. Under these competitive conditions, 
the demand for academic tenure became urgent and those who urged it 
became .voeiferous. And the demand for academic tenure was, after 
all, a demand for rules and regulations-for contractual definitions of 
function, for uf}iform procedures for dismissal, for definite standards for 
promotion based on scniority and scrvice--in short, for the dcfinitencss, 
impersonality, and objectivity that are the essence of bureaucratism. 
Again, the underlying cause of the'coming of bureaucracy was not merely 
the emulation of business methods, but the desire for security in the job 
which was also e.xemplified in the fight for civil service in government 
and for rules of seniority in industry. 

Nor were these bureaucratic features necessarily inimical to academic 

, .. Bulletin. United Stales Department of Interior. Biennial Survey of Education 
1928-30 (Washington, D.C., 1932), number 20, p. 18. 

H. Goodspeed, The Universify of Chicago, pp. 134-36. 
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freedom. Instinctively, Veblen was repelied by the automatism of bureauc

racy; uncritically, he assumed that bureaucracy served the purposes of 

tyranny. But rule by bureaucratic directive must be judged in the light 
of its alternative, which is rule by discretionary choice. There can be 
no doubt that the establishment of tenure by rank instead of by constant 
ingratiation and the fixing of salaries by schedules instead of by indi
vidual negotiation made professors more independent, more confident, and 
more willing to take risks. H6 As for the despotic uses of bureaucracy, here 

too judgment must follow an examination of the system that had existed. 

The decline, with the growth of bureaucracy, in administrativf; meddling 

with minutiae and in presidential rule by caprice is not the kind of ob
solescence that the lover of freedom should deplore. At the same time, it 
is perfectly true that, insofar as bureaucratic administration can never be 
fully achieved, in every opening for discretion there lies also an opening 
for tyranny. Again, it is perfedly true that the rules are not self-enforcing 
and that where there is the will to circumvent them, that will can find a 
way. The rules are not the thing wherein one catches the conscience of the 
president. Tenure by rank can be negated by overlong periods of proba
tion, by refusal to make promotions, or by that "judicious course of 
vexation" that compels professors toresign. Salary by schedule can be 
subverted by a range of salaries within each grade, assigned to the various 
recipients with a malicious partiality. But this is merely to say that the 
bureaucratic organization, like other forms, requires implementation by 
men who are loyal to its standards <Ind spirit. 

In theory, the bureaucratic system is adaptable to autocratic or demo
cratic procedures. Given a hierarchical order, policy can still be deter
mined at the lowest bureaucratic level-the level of the department
instead of at the apex. 14T Given a chain of command, the wishes of the 
faculty can still be effested through representation on the board of trustees 
or through control of higher appointments. H' In practice, the academic 

146 The idea that eccentricities were better tolerated under the personalistic 
government of the old college than in the bureaucratized university has had much 
play in academic circles. Thus John Dewey: "The old-fashioned college faculty was 
pretty sure to be a thorough-going democracy in its way. Its teachers were selected 
more often because of their marked individual traits than because of pure scholar
ship. Each stood on his own.... All that is now changed." "Academic Freedom," 
Educational Review, XXIII (January, 1902), 12-13. 

H1"Report of Committee T," Bulletin, AAUP, XXIII (March, 1937), 224-28. 
". See W. A. Ashbrook, "The Organization and Activities of Boards Which Con

trol Institutions of Higher Learning," unpUblished Ph,D. dissertation (Ohio State 
University, 1930). 
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bureaucracy functions in a situation that combines autocracy and democ

racy in varying degrees and ways. Cornell University can be cited as an 
example of a university at the democratic extreme. In 1917-18 Cornell 
was the only institution out of 100 public and private colleges and uni
versities that allowed for faculty representation on the board of trustees, 
was one of the 10 institutions that provided for faculty nomination of 
deans, was one of the 27 institutions that gave professors the formal right 

to participate in the determination of educational pOlicy.... Cornell was 

atypical, as was the institution where all important decisions were handed 
down thr6ugh fchannels from above and where the faculty whiled away 

its time 'voting 'on academic trivia. 1Oo In 1940, the typical college or 
universitY\was'one that had no definite system for facilitating exchange 
of opinion between the faculty and trustees or regents, that did not provide 
a definite procedure whereby the faculty might consult the board of control 
in the choice of a president, a dean, or departmental chairman, but that 

did provide for the consultation of department heads with reference to 
all departmen'tal budgetary needs. As a group, state universities had more 
faculty participation in bUdgetary procedures in 1940 than had the total 
group; women's colleges had a significantly larger amount of faculty
trustee coopelation and faCUlty participation in appointments, promo
tions, and dismissals; while the teachers colleges, in general, were more 

~ 
1:.0 autocratic in their administrative procedures. Interestingly enough, the 
~ 

large endowed universities with graduate schools, where bureaucratization 
was m()st complete, were more democratic in their usages than was the 
total gr,9up.'Ol 

The emphasis on bureaucratization changed the direction.of. the struggle 
for academic freedom in this country. The fight for academic freedom 
became as a result a fight for precautionary rules, for academic legis
lation, not merely one in which the battles were ex post facto attempts to 
rectify injustices. For good and for ill, academic freedom and academic 
tenure have become inseparably joined. The good results are many. Too 
often, the attempt to achieve vindication after a professor has been dis

missed is little more than a posthumous inquest: it is the better part of 
wisdom to look for and devise preventives. Too often, the issues of an 
academic-freedom case are obscured by the idle qucstion of motives: 
tenurial rules provide a siandard whose infraction is lIIore casily demon

". "Report of Committee T," Bulletin, AAUP, VI (January, 1920), 23-30. 
!nO Logan Wilson, The Academic lvlan. p. 76. 
101 "Report of Committee T," Bul/etin, AAUP, XXVI (April, 1940), 171-86. 
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strable. The danger, however, is that in fighting on the line of intramural 
law, professors may tend to abandon the line of social principle. With 
the emphasis on "firing" rather than on "hiring," the temptation is to 
make academic freedom coterminous with the security of professors in 
the gild, rather than with the social necessity of assembling independent 
men whatever their range of dissent.'·· 

At no point did Veblen's irony go more deeply than when it penetrated 
the promotional zeal of the American university president. His depiction 

of the university president as a merchandiser of good will, as a "Captain 

of Erudition," was one of those clever caricatures that succeed by apt 
exaggeration. The Eliots, Harpers, Whites, and Butlers were indeed a 
new variety of their species, far more like the Rockefdlers of their time 
than like the clergymen-presidents of the generation that preceded them. 
White's consolidation of capital to build a large university finds its il
luminating parallel in the business activities of Morgan and United States 

Steel. Harper's piratical raid on the faculty of Clark University was indeed, 
as David Riesman remarks, an academic "Chapter of Erie." to, Like 

their business contemporaries, they were superlative drummers in their 
trade; by dignified effrontery and persuasive skill they acquired patronage 
and support, and increased the power of their "firms." They were even 
more adept than their business contemporaries in drawing favorable 
publicity-to their universities by periodic celebrations and by conspic
uous buildings and grounds, and to themselves by a relentless round of 
speech-making and ceremonializing. Veblen thought the influence ofthese 
presidents on the freedom of the university was harmful in the extreme. 

Along with their advertiser's skill went, he thought, all of the advertiser's 
timidities. The aphorism of expedience, that the customer is always 
right, became, he thought, the cardinal motto of the university. A con
formity to current prepossessions, a sedulous attention to amenities, an 
acceptance of things as they arc-these were inescapable by-products 
when businessmen ran universities and universities were run as businesses. 

Yet, though here the shaft of irony in Veblen's work went deep, it also 
went astray. That the presidents in this era sometimes equivocated and 
often played it safe, that they seldom inspired their faculties to high 
courage and bold ventures, may be taken without question as true. But 

1.2 See, for the relationship of academic tenure to academic freedom, Henry M. 
Wriston, "Academic Freedom," The American Scholar, IX (Summer, 1940),339 if.; 
"Tenure: A Symposium," ibid., IX (Autumn, 1940),419 tT. 

,., David Riesman. Thorstein Veblen (New York, 1953), p. 102. 
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to blame this on their adoption of business attitudes is to make the 

dubious assumption that timidity and al:quiesl:cnce were new in the presi

dential character. If, however, the Iicgemen of the Lord were more in
trepid than the captains of erudition, if they were more finely attuned to 

the idea of academic freedom, history has not recorded it. Indeed, it was 
a romantic and erroneous assumption that gallantry could not accord with 
a business interest and competence. The peaks of presidential valor reached 
in the business~ge~xceededany of the preceding era. Among those in 
the presidentialch~irwho have sacrificed assets for ideals, none can 
compare with Lowell: who reputedly turned down a $10,000,000 bequest 
offered to Harvard in 1914 on condition that a professor be dismissed.'" 
In the way of unit~dadion, there is nothing to compare with the Andrews 

case, when Eliot, Gilman, and Seth Low united to defend a colleague 
who was assailed by, his board of trustees."" Moreover, it is important to 
bear in mind that:;sif- these modern presidents were "saiesnlen;' by the 
same token they were also energetic missionaries. In mediating between 

the two worlds, the leading figures of this group---the Eliots, Harpers, 
and their like-brought university ideals to business, as well as business 

ideals to the university. They were, as we have seen, leaders in the fight 

for evolution and in the promulgation of German ideals; no victory in 
the record of the educational revolution neglects to record their names. 

They promoted not merely the externals, but the spirit of the university: 
not merely its spurious side-shows, but its intrinsic love of knowledge, its 
interest in research, its concepts of academic freedom. These ideals might 
well have languished had these academic men of the world not carried 
the gospel to the Gentiles. Let it be conceded that there were presidents 

of lesser rank whose minds were more completely Rotarian. Yet even they 
were an educative force, if only by reiterating simple platitudes in the 
course of academic rituals. The thesis of cultural incompatibility saw the 
businessman corrupting acadcmia, never academia enlightening the busi
nessman. But the fael was that these two l:ontrasted cultures, through 

the mediation of the presidents, passed in a two-way flow. 
Veblen's thiro charge against the business culture-that it reduced 

professors to the rank of hired hands-is one that bears more extensive 
examination. The truth at the core of this indictment is that lay academic 
government is a kind of ink-blot test in the interpretation of which men 

'0< Henry Aaron Yeomans, A !>bort Lawrence Lowell. 1856--1943 (Cambridge, 
Mass, 1948), pp. 314-17. 

'55 Elizabeth Donnan, "A Nineteenth-Century Academic Cause Celebre," p. 41. 
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may project preconceptions. A board of trustees could be likened by 

churchmen to a vestry, by pOliticians to a governmental agency, by busi

nessmen to a corporation directorate. It took a certain sophistication not 

to make these identifications, not to suppose, for example, that a president 

was but a general manager in charge of operational details, or that a 
professor, because he was hired and paid by the board of trustees, was 
therefore its private employee. This sophistication was lacking among 
many business trustees and JDany business spokesmen. When President 
Andrews of Brown University voiced sentiments that affronted the trustees 
and potential donors, one n~wspaper was of the opinion that "he was 
only a servant; and a servant must do as his employers wish, or 'luit their 
service." "" One trustee of Northwestern University, a patent lawyer and 

an officer of the Western Railroad Association,'·' presented this dictum: 

As to what should be taught in political science and social science, they [the 
professors] should promptly and gracefully submit to the determination of 
the trustees when the latter find it necessary to act. ... If the trustees err 
it is for the patrons and proprietors, not for the employees, to change either 
the policy or the personnel of the board.''" 

This was not an adventitious or atypical comment: when George H. 

Shibley in 1900 polled the trustees at Chicago, Columbia, Princeton, Yale, 
Johns Hopkins, Pennsylvania, and American University, he found that 
the opinion of the trustees whom he interviewed agreed almost unani
mously with that of the Northwestern trustee.' 00 Perhaps in the inter

vening years, trustees have grown so sophisticated that they do not now 
often express such views; but it will not be maintained that they have also 
become so wise that they do not, on occasion, act upon them. 

Again, however, it is important to point out that the businessmen on 
boards of trustees did not depart from academic tradition. From earliest 
times, the assumption of American trustees was that professors were 
employees, and the only way in which the post-Civil War period diiTers 
from what wenl before was that in the later period the professors were 
more disposed to question the theory, to use professional pressures to 
mitigate it, and to seek redress in the courts. To be sure, when professors 

luti SI. Louis Globe-Democrat (July 30, t897), quoted in Will, "A Menace to 
Freedom," p. 251. 

1&1 Northwestern University, Ailimni Record 0/ the College 0/ Liberal Arts 
(Evanston, III., 1Y03 ), PI'. 75, 82, 89-90. 

If.k Quoted in George H. Shibley, "University and Social Questions," Arena. 
XXIII (March, 1900),293. 

lUO Ibid., p. 295. 
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took questions of tenure to court, the decisions were mostly unfavorable. 

This helped to create the impression that the business ideology had taken 

control of the bench even as it had captured the university. But that im
pression was mistaken to this extent-the mood of the courts had not 

changed on the fundamental issues. Before the Civil War, the argument 

that professors were officers of the corporation with a permanent right 
to their positions was twice rebuffed in the courts. On the other hand, in 

the post-Civil War period, professors themselves pressed the view in 

the courts that they were mere employees of the trustees. Once more, it 
is a specious'reading of the record to say that American professors fell 
from a' piistln~high estate.'OO 

A brief review 6f the cases bearing on the legal status of professors in 
America may supply the historical depth that was missing from Veblen's 
analysis. The fate of the argument for the "freehold" provides Our most 
suggestive clue. In 1790, in the case of The Reverend John Bracken vs. 

The Visitors of William and Mary College, john Taylor of Caroline argued 

in the Virginia Court of Appeals that professors had a freehold in their 
office, in which they had tenure for life, and of which they could not be 

deprived without a hearing and a show of cause. In English common law, 
the freehold originally designated a holding in land by a freeman in return 

for homage and services to the lord; later, it designated a tenure in a
I:;.:l 
~ saleable office to which there were attached rights to collect fees from 
00 

the pUblic--e.g., a clerkship of a court"·' Taylor applied this artifact of 
the common law to the office of the teacher in several ways. He argued that 

professors had an interest in the landed estates of the corporation. He 

pointed to the fact that the masters of William and Mary College voted 

for the COllege's representative in the Assembly, and thus had, as it were, 
a political equity in their jobs. He also spoke ambiguously of the "judicial" 
complexion of the master's ollice. If Taylor's reasoning was not alto
gether clear, the gist of his argument was plain. "The Visitors seem wholly 
to have mistaken their offic<:. They se<:m to have considered themselves as 
the incorporated society; and the president and masters as an appendage 

upon them"-that is, they believed themselves to be employers and the 
president and professors mere employees. "But the president and masters 

160 We take issue on Ihis point with J. E. Kirkpatrick, Who has argucu lhal the 
cOlltractual, employee sfillus of prokssors was :, phenomenon of the po,t-Civil 
\Var periOd. See A cutll'mic Organiz.ation lind ('olltrol, pp. I X()-.20 I. 

lloJ I{ich"ru n. Morris. "h t:chold," tC/lcYc/0I"''/i" 0/ ,/, .. Suci,,1 Sciellces, VI, 
461-65; W. S. Holdsworth. ,-I I/i.l/ ury 0/ EIII;/iJh Law (Boston, 1922), t, 247-49. 
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were a lay corporation, having rights, privileges and emoluments, of 

which they could not be deprived; at least, without some form of trial." 102 

John Marshall was the attorney for the Visitors in this case, and his 

arguments against the freehold doctrine have a very modem ring. Marshall 
denied, first of all, that professors had any share in the property of the 

corporation. "This is a private corporation. The persons who compose it 

have no original property of their own, but it belongs to the corporation. 

There would seem to be no principle on which this College should be 

placed in a different class of corporations from all other colleges." The 

estates of the college 

are the gift of the founder. They are his voluntary gift. To this gift he may 
annex such conditions as his own will or the caprice may dictate. Every in
dividual, to whom it is oITered, may accept or reject it; but, if he accepts, he 
accepts it subject to the conditions annexed by the donor. The condition an
nexed in private corporations is, that the will of the Visitors is decisive. 

Marshall denied, secondly, that professors were appointed for iife, pointing 

out that this was not provided for in the charter or statutes. Thirdly, he 

denied that the courts had the general right to review the acts of a govern

ing body. "If ... the Visitors have only legislated on a subject upon 
which they have the right to legislate, it is not for this court to enquire, 

whether they had legislated wisely or no!." Finally, he denied that the 

professor who brought suit was entitled to a hearing, though he argued 

this on the narrow ground that Me. Bracken had not been arraigned for 

misconduct (that is, he was not deprived of his offiee by a judicial act), 

but had been dismissed because the office was declared nonexistent (that 

is, he was depriv;ed of his office by a legislative act). '6S The Court, without 

rendering an opinion, voted in the Visitors' favor on the merits of the case. 
The second example of the use of the freehold argument was Webster's 

plea in the Dartmouth College case (I !l19). By an interesting historical 
coincidence, Marshall, then Chief Justice of the United States Supreme 
Court, was the presiding judge. Here the argument took a somewhat 
different form than it had taken in the Bracken case, for Webster was not 
defending the interests of professors against the trustees, but the interest 

of the trustees against a legislature which had repealed the Dartmouth 
charter and had changed the composition and powers of the college's 
board without the laller's consent. Hence, Webster admitted that profes
sors were accountable to the trustees, who could hire and fire them for 

,.. 3 Call 587. "S 3 Call 592, 595, 598. 
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good cause. But, he contended, the legislature, by appointing persons other 

than trustees to exercise this power over professors, had deprived the 

professors of their "freeholds." "All the authorities," said Webster, "speak 

of the fellowships in colleges as freeholds, notwithstanding the fellows 

may be liable to be suspended or removed, for misbehavior, by their con

stituted visitors:" This was rhetoric: if all the authorities said so, Taylor 

would have 'Nontne Bracken case; indeed, if any authority said so, Webster 

would probably have cited it, something he conspicllously did not do. In

stead of legaI.jJhc~ing, Webster gave his position strong sentimental sup
port: 

No descriptio lJ ,9c{private property has been regarded as more sacred than 
college livings. Jhey are the estates and freeholds of a most deserving class of 
men; of scholarrwho have consented to forego the advantage of professional 
and public employments, and to devote themselves to science and literature, 
and the inslructiooiof youth, in the qUiet retreats of academic life. Whether, 
to dispossess and,ousi them; to deprive them of their office, and turn them 
out of their liVings; to do this, not by the power of their legal visitors, or 
governors, bUl by acts of the legislature; and to do it without forreiture and 
without fault; Whether all this be not in the highest degree an indefensible 
and arbitrary proceeding, IS a question of which there would seem to be but 
one side fit fora lawyer or a scholar to espouse. I •• 

Marshall ignored the argument altogether and based his decision in favor 

ofthe college on the obligation of contract c1ause.'05 The freehold argu

ment was rarely heard from again. 160 The argument had never been ac

cepted in an American court of law, and all that can be said for its stand

ing in pre-Civil War legal thought is that it possessed enough plausibility 
to encourage attorneys to make use of it. 

One historic pre-Civil War case set the precedent for jUdicial restraint in
 

revieWing the actions of trustees that was to prevail in the later period. In
 

1827, after a trial, the Visitors of Phillips Academy in Andover removed
 

James Murdock from his professorial chair. Murdock claimed that the
 

articles of charge were /lot sUJliciently l!clinitc anl! particUlar, anl! he
 

challenged the statutory right of the Visitors to dismiss a professor when
16·17 United States Reports 584. 

16. As for the relevance of the freehold argument in Webster's brief, compare 
Albert Beveridge's statement that Webster was "laying the foundation for his ... 
reasoning on the main question" with David Loth's opinion that Webster took 
"the most blatant excursion into subjects not involved." Life of John Marshall (New 
York, 19(9),IV, 240; Chief JI/stice Johl/ Marshall (New York, 1949), p. 293. 

101) It cropped up again in the minority decision of JUdge Dent in Ilartig lll VS, 
eBoard of Regel/ts of We.lt J'irgl/I/(/ Uni"crsi'y, 4'1 I+·e.lt Virginia 14 (l'IOIl. 
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ever in their judgment there was "sufficient cause," The Supreme Court 

of Massach\.lsetts, to which appeal was brought as provided for in the 

statutes, declared that it was for the officers of the institution to decide 

whether the "gross neglect of duty," which it said had been adequately 

demonstrated, warranted dismissal. The Court would only review the 

case to see that the accused had his common-law right to a fair hearing. 

The Court did imply, on the other hand, that a professor was a good deal 

more than an employee: "We hold that , .. no man can be deprived of 

his office, which is valuable property, without having the offense with 

which he is charged, 'fully and plainly, substantially and formally de

scribed to him.' " ,.7 Butthis notion did not last out the Civil War period. 

In the case of Union County vs, James (1853), the Pennsylvania courts 

declared that u professor was an employee and not an officer of the cor

poration, and was subject to taxation as such. 'o• 

In ceitain post-Civil \1.~9r cases, the professors thclnselves were the 
ones to claim the status of employee:;, seeking contractual protections 

against the abolition or vacation of their offices by legislatures or trustees. 

When a Missouri law of 1859 declared certain professorial offices vacant 

in the state university, a professor unsuccessfully challenged its constitu

tionality on the ground that it impaired the obligation of contract. In sup

port of his case, the professor, B. S. Head, offered the argument that 

although the university may be a public corporation, the professors therein 
are not public officers; tbat they are mere servants for hire, with whom coo
tracts for service may be made, and which are binding upon the corporation; 
that they have a vested right and legal property in their salaries and offices, 
of which they can be divested only by legal proceedings; that a contract for 
such service, at a fixed salary, and for a stipulated period, is as much within 
the purview of the constitutional provision which prohibits the violation of 
contracts by the passage of a law.'·" 

Again,in Butler vs. Regents of the University (1873), a professor sought 

to establish himself as an cmployee in order to sue for the recovery of 
salary which the Regents of the University of Wisconsin had resolved no 

longer to pay. The judge upheld the professor, if not the larger interests 

of professordom, by declaring: 

167 James Murdock, Appellant from a Decree of the Visitors of the Theological 
Institutions of Phillips Acadt'llly, in AndOl'er, 24 Mass. Reports (7 Pick) 303 
(J828).

I.' Union CO/Illty vs. James, 21 Penn State Reports 525 (1853). 
10. B. S. Head vs. Th,' Curators of the Ulli"asitv of the State of Missouri, 47 

Missouri Rt'flOrlS 220 ( /871 ). ' 
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We do not think that a professor in the university is a public officer in any 
sense that excludes the existence of a coniract between himself and the board 
of regents that employed him.... It seems to us that he stands in the same 
relation to the board that a teacher in a public school stands with respect to 
the school district by which such teacher is employed; and that is purely in 
a contract relation."" 

In another case, the court, holding that the professors were public officers, 

declared that the legislature could pass a law abolishing a professorial 

office without violating the Constitution.'" On the other hand, when 

professors sought quo warranto and mandamus actions, which are avail 

able only to public or private officers, then they were willing to argue that 
they were not employees. '12 

The notiontllat professors had declined in the law from the status of 

officers to that' of hired hands was fictitious. Where the professors sus

tained heavy losses was not in the definition of their status, but in the im

pairment of the protections of contract which came about through judicial 

110 Butler vs. The Regents ojlhe University. 32 Wiscons'i" Reports 124 (1873). 
171 Vincenheller vs. Reafian, 69 Arkansas Reports 460 (1901). 
"2 Quo warrtlnto is it proceeding to delermine the right to the lise or exercise of 

11 franchise or offiee and III Otlst the holder from his enjoymenl, if his c1uim is nDt well 
fDunded. Thus, in C. S. James vs. Phil/ips (I DeialVare County Repons 41 [1880]). 
a professor of the University of Lewisberg, who had been dismissed by the trustees 
without a trial, obtained a writ of quo warranto against his successor. The Supreme 

~ Court of the State of Pennsylvania overruled the issuance of the writ, saying: "No 

o
o authority is given to issue the writ aguinst a mere servant, employee or agent of 

the corporation. It was therefore incumbent on the relator [James] to show that 
the pe'llessorship is a corponlle office, and thai he was IInjustly und illes"lIy 
remove:d therefrom The mere creation of a professorship does not endow it 
with a fixed term of existence or give its incumbent a term either for life or good 
behavior. Corporate ofliees are such only as are expressly required by the charter. 
The professorship in question is manifestly not one of that eharaeter." PhillipJ vs. 
Commonwealth ex rei. fUII.eS'. YX /"'1111. State Reruns ]Y4 (1881). 

A writ of mandamus may be issued to compel proper authorities to enact or 
enforce the laws Or to pcrfurm a specJlic duty imposed on them by the law. In the 
absence of other adequate remedies, mandamus is a proper remedy to restore It 

person to the posse"ion of II pllhlie DmCe from which he had been illegally re
moved. Thus, when Professor Kelsey of the New York Post Graduate Medical 
S('hool sought to compel the trllstecs to reinstate him through mandamus. the Ap
pellate Division of the New York State CDurt denied the writ: "lIis application, 
so far as the mandamus is concerned seems 10 be based upon the notion that the 
position of a professor in the defendant's college is in the nature of an office. and 
that it is the province of mandamus to reinduct him into Ihat Dffice and keep him 
there. This is an erroneous View, both of the relator's true position and of the 
office of the writ. The college is a private corporation, and its professors and in
structors are simply professional men appointed to serve the institution in a par
ticular manner." Th~ People 0/ tile State 0/ Nell' York ~x rei. Charles B. Kelsey 
vs. New York Post Graduate Afedical School and Hospital, 29 Appellate Division 
244 (1898). 
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interpretation of state statutes and through "escape clauses" in by-laws 

and contracts. After the Civil War, the courts were called upon to decide 

whether state statutes vesting discretionary power to dismiss professors 

in the regents nullified the tenurial protections of contracts. '73 In 1878, 
in the case of Kansas State Agricultural College vs. Mudge, the court re

fused to make the governing board so supreme and irresponsible that it 

could violate any agreement it entered into with professors. The court 

then declared: 

While the legislature intended to confer upon the board of regents extensive 
powers, yet it did not intend to confer upon them the irresponsible power of 
trifling with other men's rights with impunity. And making the regents re
sponsible for their acts does not in the least abridge their powers. II only tends 
to make them more cautious and circumspect in the exercise of their powers.'" 

In time, however, a different interpretation came to prevail, and the trus

tees and regents, unJess the statutes provided to the contrary, wefe em

powered to dismiss professors at will. In Gillall vs. Buard of Regents of 
Normal Schools (1894) the court held that a board of regents could re

move a professor without a trial of charges."o In Devol vs. Board of 
Regents of the University of Arizona (1899), the court held that "when 

the legislative Assembly gave the board of Regents power to hire and 

dismiss employees ... they did not grant to the board the power to 

bind themselves, or to bind others ... by a contract different from that 

which was prescrihed by statute." "6 In Hartigan vs. Board of Regents of 
West Virginia University (1901), the court denied that it had the right 

to exercise judicial review of the judgment of a board. "Is the Board of 

Regents to do as it pleases, without control, erroneous as its actions may 

be? Yes, so far as the courts are concerned." "1 In Ward vs. The ReSl'IIts 

of Kansas State Agricultural College (1905). the court decided that the 

statute authorizing the regents to remove any professor "whenever the 

interests of the college required" became a condition for the employment 

of a professor, overruling all contractual provisions to the contrary'" 

With few exceptions, J70 the sanctioning of arbitrary and unilateral dis

173 See Edward C. Elliott and M_ M. Chambers, The Colleges and the COllrts 
(New York, \936), p. 81. 

17< 2\ Kansas Reports 223. "688 Wisconsin 7.
 
116 6 Arizona Reports 259. 171 49 West Virginia Reports \4.
 
"8 138 Federal R~p(Jrter 372.
 
179 State Board 0/ Agriclllture vs. Meyers, 20 Colorado ApI'. t 39 (1904). Also,
 

Malter of Kay vs. Board of Hiliher Education (The "Bertrand Russell Case"), 173 
Misc. Reports 943,18 N.Y.S. (2d) Sup. Ct. (1940). 
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missal came to represent the law. Private institutions were also affected 

by this animus of the courts. At Drury College, where the by-Jaws con
tained an explicit provision against sectarian tests for the faculty, a 
professor was dismissed ror donating a book on theosophy to the library. 
In Darrow vs. Briggs ( 1914), the court held that the action of the trustees 
was permissible under the contractual clause that allowed it to dismiss 
professors "wher} the interest of the college shall rC(Juire it." 180 II was 
not to a newstatlls,"but to a more helpless state, that the law reduced 
American professors. 

And yet the inef~aceable bet remains that professors did feel that 
they had been socially and institutionally demoted. If this feeling was not 

altogether watrallt~d; it was not for that reason Jess poignant; if it was 

based on a poofhistorical judgment, it was still a significant historical 

fact. It is all very\vell to point alit that, as far as income is a social de
nominator, professors in 1893 had an average income 75 percent higher 

than that of clerical workers, 75 percent higher than that of Methodist 
and Congregationalist ministers, 300 percent higher than that of industrial 
laborers,'"' Though the inllation that set in after 1900 cost lhem dearly, 
even so, in the decade of lhe 1')20s, Ihe income of professors was higher 
than thaI of social workers, ministers, journalists, and librarians. "" It is 
all very well to point out that at no time in the past had professors been 
consulted by government so frequently, or for so wide a range of projects, 
as in the era before the First World War and during the \Var itself."" 
One can also point to tbe facl that, of the Ph.D.'s graduated from seven
teen major institutions between 1884 and 1904, one out of three was 
mentioned in Who's Who and in American Men 0/ Science; ,., that as Jate 
as 1910 academic scientists were still mostly recruited from the homes of 
clergymen, farmers,. and \Vcll-to-do busincssmen of nativc American or 

northern European stock-- that is, from highly regarded social and ethnic 

180 261 Missouri Reporls 244 . 
• 81 John J. Tigert, "Professional Salaries," Addrcss before the Association of 

American Colleges, in School lind Society, XV (February, 25, 1922), 208; Paul 
H. Douglas, Rcal Wages ill the United Stlltes, 1890-1926 (New York, 1930), pp. 
382, 386, 392. 

'"' Harold F. Clark, Life Earningl' ill Selected OCCII[Jations in the United Stales 
(New York, 1937), p. 6. Cf. also, Viva Boothe, Salaries and tlte Cost of Living in 
Twenty-seven Stale Uniw'rsilies and Colleges. J9J 3-1932 (Columbus, Ohio, 1932), 

,., See Charles McCarthy. Tlte Wisconsin ld,'a (New York, 1912). 
'8< Gregory D. Walcott, "Study of Ph.D.'s from American Universities," School 

and Society, 1 (January 9,1915),105. 
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dements,18O Yet still there was profound dissatisfaction and the deep
seated feeling among professors that their profession had lost caste. To 
this, no doubt, the presence of the big businessmen contributed, but not 
in the manner indicated by the thesis of cultural incompatibility. The addi
tion of a new wealthy extreme to the range of classes in America seemed 
to depress and demote all the others. Compared with the enormous re
turns thaI accrued to business, the professor's emoluments seemed small. 
Compared with the high adventure of finance and the epics of industrial 
dcrring-do, his existcnceseemed drah. Compared with the honors heaped 
on the practical men, the distinctions accorded the thinking men seemed 

grudging and picayune. The illusion of a paradise lost was viewed 

against a perceptual field of sharp contemporary social contrasts. 

'85 J. McKeen Cattell, "Families of American MCl} of Science," Popular Science 
Montllly. LXXXVI (May, 1915), 504-15. 



X: ORGANIZATION, LOYALTY, 

AND WAR 

rr:E EST1,IH;I~~'l~i~N,T, pf the American Association of University Profes
sors in 1915 is sigpifi(:ant both as a culmination and as a beginning. It was 

the culmination of ~~rdencies toward professorial self-consciousness that 

had been opera,ting,X!?r many decades. It was the beginning of an era in 
which the prinl;ip),es i of academic freedom were codified, and in which 

violations of academic freedom were systematically investigated and penal

ized. To analyz\,:, the movement that brought about the establishment of 

the AAUP is to capture the flavor of American academic life in the period 

between the turn of the century and the First World War. To examine 

the activities and achievements of the AAUP since its establishment is to 
view the main outlines of the problems of academic freedom in the twen
tieth century. Finally, to explore the difficulties that the AAUP en

~ 
<0 countered during the First World War is to introduce some of the compli
~ cations and predicaments that academic freedom encounters today. 

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE AAUP 

Why did the AAUP appear so late in the story? Looking back, one can dis
cover several occasions which might have brought it into being but which 

somehow did not do so. One might Suppose that the Darwinian crisis, 
in challenging the academic patriotism that espouses "my institution, right 
or wrong," would have given rise to a professorial union. Nevertheless, 
the 1860s and 1870s passed without a serious attempt at organization. 

One might suppose that the alarums and excursions of the PopUlist 
period would have led to a defensive alliance of professors. fiut, though 
several professors suggested united action and the economists set up an 

investigating committee in the Ross case, no permanent organization was 
established.' The fifteen-year hiatus between the setting lip of the econ

1 Thomas E. Will had written to Ely that there was a need "to form some kind 
of association for mutual defense and proteclion," and Sidney Sherwood of Johns 
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omists' investigating committee and the constitution of Committee A of the 

AAUP cannot entirely be explained by a scarcity of academic-freedom 

cases.' While there was a falling off in the number of cases in that period, 
there were enough of them to whet the anxiety of professors-take, for 
instance, the several well-publicized cases in the South, particularly the 
Bassett case; the Peck and Spingarn cases at Columbia University; the 
rumors of pressure against liberals and radicals at the University of 
Pennsylvania; and, of the thirty-one cases handled by Committee A in 
the first two years of its existence, those which had been incubating for 
a rather long time.· The inertia of the professors seems all the more curi

ous when one remembers that other professionals in America, notably the 

lawyers and the doctors, were banding together in this period to protect 

their special interests. 

One must seek the reason for delay in the factors that divided the profes
sorial comn1unity and militated against the developfTlent of uniied opinion 
and action. One of these factors was the conditions of scholarly work. 

Factories, offices, and mines are places of socialization; but libraries, 
laboratories, and classrooms seclude the academic worker and turn him 
to his own resources. Nevertheless, the doctors and the lawyers were able 

to overcome the disadvantages of their self-sufficiency. Perhaps more 
unique and important in delaying professional organization were the in
stitutional and disciplinary barriers that cut across the professorial com
munity. In America, academic matters tended either to be handled 
parochially by each individual institution (in the absence of a ministry 
of education or a unifying educational tradition, each institution was a law 
unto itself). or else nationally by one or another of the learned societies 
(which often embraced specialists who were not professors). The different 

Hopkins hacl suggested to Ely that a ~rofessional organization to investigate aca
demic frcedom cases was needed. The Idea was in the air, but nothing was done to 
effect it. Leller of Will to Ely, October 15, 1895; Icttcr of Sherwood to Ely, Decem· 
ber 22, 1900, in Ely Papers. 

2 Stanley Rolnick makes this assumption in "The Development of the Iclea of 
Academic Freedom and Tenure in the United States, 11l70--1920," unpublished 
Ph.D. diss~rtation (Wisconsin, 1952), pp. 237, 284. 

• For cases arising in the South, sec Leon Whipple, The Story of Ci.·jf Liberty 
in the United States (New York, 1927), p. 320; Carrol Quenzel, "Academic 
Freedom in Southern Colleges and Universities," unpublished Master's thesis (Uni
versity of Wesl Virginia, 1933). For the situation at Pennsylvania, sec Edward P. 
Cheyney, History of the Univasily of Pennsylvania, 1740~1940 (Philadelphia, 
1940), pp. 367-69. For the conflicts of Peck and Spingarn with President Butler, 
see Horace Coon, Culumbia: Colussus on the Hudson (New York, 1947 J, pp. 122
25; Columbia Alumni Neil'S, 11 (May 18, 191 1),548. 

,1 i 
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standards and merits of "colleges" and "universities," the medley of 

abilities and personalities blanketed by the title of "professor," the 

gradations of experience and repute signified by different academic ranks, 

all induced caste divisions.' Most important, there was a deep aversion 

among academic men to entering into an organization whose purposes 

smacked of trade unionism. The idealism of the profession, built on the 

rhetoric· of serviCe and sustained by psychic compensations, eschewed any 

activity that had material gain as its m<lin object. The ideology of the pro

fession, claiming to transcend all ideology, did not countenance permanent 

cornmitmeots even 10 an organiz:ltion for self-help. The dignity of the pro

fession, fashion?~c,g,t~<l genteel code of manners, was opposed to the 

tactics of the Jlr~~syre group.' And over and above all this, there was the 

fear of administTativ~ reprisal, <lnd a certain inertness and timidity which 

the academic mind had acquired through ye<lrs of ivied isolation. 

In the decade prior to the establishment of the AAUP, many of these 

barriers were broken. down. Part of the work of demolition was accom

plished by a force, thilt had long been active-the appeal to collective 

effort inspired by the ideals of science. In discussing the aims of the 

AAUP in his 1922 presidenti<ll <lddress, E. R. A. Seligm<ln paid his re

• See Henry Pritchett, "Reasonable Restrictions upon the Scholar's Freedom," 
Publications of the A meric(Jn Sociolof;ic(J1 Societv, IX (April, 19 J5), 152. 

• The further problem of whether professors should join labot' unions has agitated 
the profession from that day to thi~. Against such affiliation, it was maintained that 
teachers serve the public; that, unlike labor, pecuniary gain is not their main ob
ject; that the strike .and other labor tactics of intimitlation are indefensible fot' 
teachers; that traditions must be interpreted and passed on without bias; that the 
competitive situation which defines the essential function of a trade union does 
not exist in the academic calling, Where teachers antl trustees are both custodians 
of the public interest. Cf. W. C. Ruetliger, "Unionism among Teachers," School lind 
Society, vlIr (November 16.1918),589_91. C. E.Myers. "Should Teacher~ Afliliate 
with the AFt," School and Sodel\" X (November 22. J919), 594-97; A. O. l.ove
Joy, "Teachers and TrUde Unions," Educational R,'vielV, LX (Septemher, 1920), 
108-19; and more recent comments, Arthur O. Lovejoy, "Professional As~ociation 
or Trade Union," Bulletin. AAUP, XXIV (M,ty, 1938),410-15; Samuel P. Capen, 
''The Teaching Prof,ssion and Labor Unions," The Manag,'II/('lIt of Ulli"er,itics 
(Buffalo, 1953), pp:'S6-63. On the other side, it has been argued that there can 
be no pro.teetion of professional ideals without improvement in the teacher's 
economic security; that boards of trustees arc allietl with busines,; that the condi
tions of teaching are indcedlike those of labor; that the AFL does not have a class 
ideology; that the unwillingne" to join with labor is evidence of academic snobbery; 
that unions are a dewocratic force. Cf. Bird Stair, "The UnioniZing of Teachers," 
School and Societ\', X (December 13, 19t9), 699-703: Harry A. Overstreet, 
"Should Teachers' 'Organization, Amliate with Organized labor." Su r"".I', XLIII 
(March 13, 1920),736-37; John Dewey, "Why J Am a Membcr of thc Tcacher's 
Union," American Teacher, XII (January, 1928), 3-6. 
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spects to those persisting ideals. "Loyalty to our institution is admirable," 

he declared, 

but if our institution for some unfortunate reason stands athwart the progress 
of science, or even haltingly follows that path, we must use our best efforts 
to convince our colleagues and the authorities of the error of their ways.... 
In prosecuting this end we need both individual and collective effort. The 
leisure of the laboratory '.Ind of the study count for much; but almost equally 
important is the stimulus derived from contact with our colleagues.· 

"The progrcss of science"--there was a vibrant tocsin to arouse the most 

sluggi"h professors. 

Another slow-working. factor was the constant tension between ad

ministrators <lnd faculties" Of particular importance in building cam<lr<Jde

rie among professors W<lS the connict over the question of who should 

speak for higher education. Trustees, presidents, and deans assumed that 

they had the right to act asits spokesmen, and the editors of professional 

journals did nothing to challenge that assumption. It began to gall profes

sors that the public identified the voice of the presidents of the universities 

with the voice of the profession itself, that the league of university presi

dents should cali itself the "Association of American Universities." Prior 

to the establishment of School and Society in 1915, which coincided with 

the publication of the first Bulletin of the.AAUP, only one of the educa

tional journals-Cattell's Science-registered professorial opinion thaI 

W<lS critical of the operations of the university. Al a time when professors 

were <ltt<lcking businessmen in the popular press,' Education (founded 

1881) had published before 1914 only three articles (and those lauda

tory) on the aC<ldemic role of businessmen, and Educational RevielV 
(founded 1891 and under the editorship of Nicholas Murray Butler) did 

not print a clear-cut attack on thc businessman until 1906." Nor was the 

university a pluce where professors felt free to criticize their superiors. 

Evidence of this feeling of constraint can be found in the debate held in 

6 E. R. A. Seligman. "Our Association-Its Aims and Accomplishments, Bulle
tin. AAUP, VIII (February, 1922), 106. 

1 Claudc C. Bowman, The College Professor in America (Philadelphia, 1938). 
pp. 173-74. 

8 In Education, these articles were by Howard A. Bridgman. "Clark University," 
X (December, 1889), 239; an editorial on the Ross case unfriendly to Ross, XXI 
(January, 1901),307; an editorial on the "Peabody Fund," I (March, 1881), 329. 
William Cranston Lawlon's':The Decay of Academic Courage" was the firs! highly 
critical article on the busincssman to appear in the Educutional Revie .... (XXX II 
[November, 19061.39"-404), and it was quickly answered by 1. H. Canfield's ani
c1e ofthe same title (XXXIIIIJanuary, 19071,1-10). 
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the early stages of the founding of the AAUP on the question of whether 

college and university presidents were to be admitted into the organization. 

In opposing their admittance, Professor Bloomfield of Johns Hopkins Uni

versity made the suggestive remark that "this is the first opportunity we 
have had of being ourselves." • When it was proposed that presidents be 
allowed to speak but not to vote, Cattell moved to amend the proposal 
by asking that the presidents have the right to vote, but not the right to 

Io 

speak. Another professor expressed the fear that professors would be 
outvoted by administrators because the former could not afford the ex

pense of attending the meetings, whereas administrators would have their 
expenses paid by the institution. 11 In the end, it was decided that "no ad

ministrative officer who does not give a substantial amount of instruction 
shall be eligible for membership." '2 This was not to be a company union. 

The professors sought a platform for their own opinions, a journal for 
their own ideas, an organization that they would control. 

The movement toward an association of professors was pushed forward 
by more immediate factors as well. One of these was the spirit and ideology 
of Progressivism. Professors, no less than politicians, caught the epidemic 
fever for reform. Opposition to boss rule in the cities had its counterpart 
in opposition to trustee rule in universities; certain instruments advocated 
by political reformers-the initiative, the primary, the referendum-were 

o 
~ 

advocated as well by professors to make academic government more re
~ 

sponsible. Cattell used Progressive ideas when he wrote that "no one be
lieves that a city should be Owned by a small self-perpetuating board of 
trustees who would appoint a dictator to run it, to decide what people could 
live there, what work they must do and what incomes they should receive. 

Why should a university be conducted in that way?" .. Several universities 
took action in response to this kind of criticism. In 1916, on the basis 

• H. Carrington Lancaster, "Memories and Suggestions," Bulle/in, AAUP, XXVI(April, 194.0),220. 

10 Letter of Arthur O. Lovejoy to Gaynor Pearson, March 3, 1947, in Gaynor 
Pearson, 'The Decisions of Committee A," unpublished Ed.D. dissertation (Teach
er's College, Columbia University, 1948), p. 28.
 

11 Lancaster, "Memories and Suggestions," p. 220.
 

12 Bllllerin, AAUP, II (March, 1916), 20. The eligibility rules of the ASsocia
tion did not bar all administrators. If at least half of the work of administrators 
was in teaChing or research, they could be elected to membership. When an active 
member of the Association accepted an administrative position, he could continue 
as an associate member. Ralph E. Himstead, "The Association: It. Place in Higher
Education," Bllllerin, AAUP, XXX (Summer, 1944),464. 

"J. McKeen Cattell, University Control (New York and Garrison, N.Y., 1913),p. 35. 
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of answers to a questionnaire sent to college administrators, Stephen Dug
gan concluded that in filling vacancies on boards of private institutions 

there had been a trend away from co-option toward granting alumni 
representation (notably at Ohio Wesleyan and Pennsylvania), for presi
dents to consult heads of departments in matters of appointment, promo
tion, and tenure (lllinois, Reed, Kansas), for permanent heads of depart
ments to be replaced by temporary chairmen (Harvard, Yale, Chicago, 
Illinois) ... 

But it was widely believed in this period that reform was too slow and 

scanty. This is apparent from the reaction to Cattell's plan for university 

government which he first proposed in 1906. Cattell did not see much 

point in tinkering with the old machinery; he preferred a new design. He 

would have had the university corporation include all the professors of the 

university, all its officers and alumni, and all the members of the com

munity who wished to pay dues to belong. The corporation would elect the 

trustees, whose primary duty would be to care for the institution's prop
erty. The professors would elect the president, whose salary would not be 
larger, or position more dignified, than their own. The professors would 
be selected by the department and the university senate, subject to the 

veto of the trustees." Having invited comment on his plan from American 
scientists, Cattell received 299 replies. The reaction to his proposal was 
not unanimous. Some did not agree with the spirit of the changes he advo
cated; others suggested alterations in. details. A few cautioned against 

. the parties and political intrigues that might result from such democratic 

innovations; a few emphasized the sterility of faculty deliberations and 

the personal animus and contentiousness that they assumed characterized 

faculty self-government. But the great majority of Cattell's respondents 

did agree that the powers of the trustees should be limited and facully 

control much increased. Roughly 85 percent were on the side of change: 

an indication that on this issue a real consensus of opinion had been 

formed. '" The logical next step in this Progressive age was a league for 

better government to realize such schemes for reform. 

"Stephen P. Duggan, "Present Tendencies in College Administration," School 
and Society. IV (August 12, 1916),233-34.

'0 Catlell, "University Control," Science. XXIII (March 23, 1906),475-77. 
'0 Callell, University Con/Tal. pp. 23-24. The que.tionnaire was sent to Cattell's 

friend. and acquaintances, and the figures may be biased on that account. On Ihe 
other hand, they were sent to men in the natural sciences who, being generally 
favored by university governors, were probably not as opposed to the existing 
system as, say, their colleagues in the social sciences. 
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Progressivism also abetted the movement to standardize the theory and 

practice of academicfrcedom and tenure. Just as economists began to see 
the social costs of unregulated business enterprise, so professors began 
to see the liabilities of an uncoordinated academic system. As far as aca
demic freedom was concerned, there was a wide diversity of opinion 
with respect to its principles and scope, and a wide diversity of practices 
with respect to it!:> protection and aid. For other ambiguolls freedoms, like 
thoscof speech and the press, the courts provided clarification. But there 
were practically no legal dicta on academic freedom as such.'7 In other 
institutions, custom fostered fixed standards; but the transformation of 

our universities had been too recent to allow tradition to regulate policy. 
Hence, in the hope of introducing some semblance of order, three learned 
societies collaborated in 1913 to formulate general rules of academic 
freedom and tenure. A joint committee, composed of members of the 
American Economic Association, the American Sociological Society, and 
the American Poiitical Science Association, labored for a year to solve 
the thorny problem of principles. 18 At the end of its deliberations, it was 
compelled to conclude that the "subject bristled with complexities of such 
a character that [the committee] feels itself in a position at present to 
make only a preliminary report." On the issue of academic freedom, the 
committee was in doubt as to whether universal rules should apply to 
colleges as well as universities, to the teachers of immature as well as of 
advanced students, to men who pronounce on matters outside their sub
jects as well as to those who stay within their competence, to extramural 

as well as intramural utterances. It also could not decide where the line 

of propriety should be drawn: "Can freedom of speech be permitted to 
cover self-exploitation or mere desire for notoriety?" On the subject of 
tenure, it posed but could not answer such questions as whether a professor 

should be virtually irremoveable, as in the Continental universities; 
whether distinctions should be drawn "between a college and a university 
teacher, between an ollicer of higher grade and one of low grade, between 

17 To this tlay, the phrase "/I,·:tdellric Freetlom" is not listed separately in the 
Legal Digests or in Words and Phrases. A recent survey of academic-freetlom cases 
concludes that "the courts do not appear to have passed upon causes of dismissal 
raising direct questions of academic freedom at the university leveL" Thomas I. 
Emerson and David I-Iaber,eds., Polilical alld Civil Rig/liS ill the Vnited Slates
(Buffalo, 1952), p. 890. 

I" The members were eight professors and one journalist who were generally 
recognized as authorities in the field: Seligman, Ely, Fetter, Weatherly, Lichten
berger, Pound, JUdson'09f\lcy, and Herbert Croly. 

an officer of long standing and one of recent tenure"; whether there ought 

to be a triaJ<~fore every dismissal; whether the reasons for dismissal 
should ever be suppressed, even in the supposed interest of the individual 
involved. JU Plainly, one conference was not sufficient. What was needed 
was a continuous inter-disciplinary effort to clarify basic principles, and 
to build, out of case materials, a set of academic rules that would give 
to future thought some ckar direction. 

Finally, one striking inciqent drove home the need to perfect a machin
ery of investigation in academic-freedom cases. 20 In 1913, the high
handed orthodox Presbyterian president of Lafayette College forced the 
resignation of John 11, Mecklin, an outspoken liberal philosopher. 21 Fol
lowing the precedent established in the Ross case, Mecklin told his story 
(which he picturesquely entitled the victory of Calvin over Servetus 22) 
to the two professional societies in which he was enrolled-the American 
Philosophical Association and the American Psychologicai Association. 
These associations appointed an investigating committee. Unfortunately, 
the precedent of the Ross case was followed all too closely: the attempt 
to elicit information from President Warfield met with the same evasive 
arrogance that President Jordan had displayed fourteen years before. 
The mild-mannered question, "May I express the hope that you will be 
good enough to let the committee have, from yourself personally, some 
more specific statement in regard to certain facts in the case," was an
swered by "I trust you will pardon me if I say that your committee has 
no relation to me personally which would justify my making a personal 

statement to you with regard to these matters." The committee roundly 

scored this official overbearance, which was all too common in the ruling 
echelons of academia: 

J. Preliminary Report 0/ the Committee on Academic Freedom and Academic 
Tenure (December, 1914), Pl'. 1-6,7. 

20 Cf. H. W. Tyler, "Comments on the Address by Dr. Capen," l1ullelin, AAUP, 
XXIII (March, 1(37),204. 

21 Larayctte College in the period of Mecklin's tennre (1905-13) was facing in 
two direclions: toward its early nonsectarian ide"lisrn and toward the orthoLlox 
high Calvinism of Princeton Seminary and its autocratic president. The desire 
10 have the best of both worlds created great confusion as to what could be 
taught at the college. Medlin's philosophical relativism, his interest in the philos
ophy of pragmatism, and his teaching of evolution led the president to demand his 
resignation. After his dismissal, Mecklin went to the University of Pillsburgh, where 
another kind of battle over economic philosophy was making academic freedom 
tenuous. In 1920, Mecklin took a chair at Dartmouth College. John M. Mecklin, 
My Quest for Freedom (New York, 1945), pp. 129 If. 

e2 Ibid., p. 164. 
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The attitude thus assumed does not seem to this committee one which can 
with propriety be maintained by the officers of any college or university 10

wards the inquiries of a representative national organization of college and 
university teachers and other scholars. We believe it to be the right of the 
general body of professors of philosophy and psychology to know definilely 
the conditions of the tenure of any professorship in their subject; and also 
their right, and that of the public to which colleges look for support, 10 

understand unequivocally what measure of freedom of teaChing is guaranteed 
in any college, and to be informed as 10 the essential details of any case in 
which credal restrictions, other than those to which the college officially 
stands committed, are publicly declared by responsible persons to have been 
imposed. No college' does well to live unto itself to such a degree Ihat it 
fails to recognize that in all such issues the university teaChing profession at 
large has a legitimate ,concern." 

This was a lusty rebuke and well deserved, but it also underscored the 

inability of the learned society to muster enough power and prestige to 
persuade administrators to cooperate with it. 

These, then, were some of the forces that worked toward professorial 

solidarity in the first decade and a half of the twentieth century. Yet, 

powerful as they were, it is doubtful that they would have produced 

a viable organization had the initiative not been taken by a few mOvers 

and shakers, by a few professors who, academically, had "arrived." 
,.p.. 
o The first call for a conference looking toward the formation of a national 
~ 

association was issued by eighteen full professors of Johns Hopkins Uni

versity. It<was addressed to the faculties of the nine leading institutions 

of the country, and seven of them-Clark, Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, 

Princeton, Wisconsin, and Yale-responded by sending delegates. The 

first meeting, at the Johns Hopkins Club, was an assemblage of academic 

notables. John Dewey and J. McKeen Cattell represcnted Columbia; 

Charles E. Bennett and E. L. Nichols, Cornell; Maurice Bloomfield and 

A. O. Lovejoy, Johns Hopkins; Edward Capps, E. M. Kammerer, and 

H. C. Warren, Princeton; C. S. Minot, Harvard." These delegates, in 

turn, established a committee on organization, consisting of a select group 

of thirty-four, which inclUded new stars, among thcm Roscoe Pound and 

W. B. Munro of Harvard, William E. Dodd of Chicago, Frank Thilly and 

23 Report of the Committee of tnqUIry, "The Case of Professor Mecklin," JOllr. 
nal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scielltific Method. XI (January, 1914), 7~ 
81. Warfield was dismissed by the Lafayette trustees two weeks after the adoption
of the Commitlee's repor!.
 

.. Science, New Series, Vol. XXXIX (March 27, 1914), p. 459.
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Alvin S. Johnson of Cornell." Finally, when the organization had been 

mapped out, invitations were extended to "persons of full professorial 

rank whose names appeared on the lists of distinguished specialists pre

pared for the committee in each of the principal subjects."" This in

vitation was accepted by 867 professors in 60 institutions, who thus 

became charter members of the AAUP. The elitist inspiration and com

position of the organization were reflected in the membership clause of 

the first constitution adopted, which provided that "any university or 

college teacher of recognized scholarship or scientific productivity who 

holds and for ten years has held a position of teaching or research" was 

eligible."' The membership base was only gradually broadened: in 1920, 

the required period of service in teaching or research was reduced to three 

years; in 1929, junior membership for graduate students was provided, 

with the right to attend the annual meetings but not to vote. The AAUP 

was not, as at first envisioned, "one big union for aii," but a union of 

the aristocrats of academic labor. 

H may be taken as a commentary on the prudence, the idealism, and 

the crochets of the American professoriate that, despite the eminence of 

the founders, quite a few prominent men had reservations about joining. 

J.	 E. Creighton of Cornell wrote to Lovejoy that 

one or two of our most prominent men whose names we should especially 
like to get were anxious to know of what is involved in the proposal. They 
were impressed by the names of the J. H. U. signers; but wanted somc assur
ance that the idea behind the movement was not that of attacking the existing 
condition of affairs in any destructive or antagonistic spirit.2. 

At the second meeting of the Association, Charles A. Beard, without his 

knowledge, was nominated for membership. ,. Two years later, when he 

was asked to remit his dues, Beard wrote to the secretary: "I beg to say 

that, to the best' of my knowledge and belief, I have never joined the 

Association. I regarded it as a futile enterprise when it was begun, and 

the results have confirmed my suspicions." 30 Men of the caliber of 

20 Pearson, "Decisions of Committe A," p. 22.
2. A. O. Lovejoy, "Organization of the American Association of University Pro

fessors,"	 Science, New Series, Vol. XLI (January 29,1915). p. t54.
 
21 Bulletin, AAUP, I (March, 1916),20.
 
2. Letter of J. E. Creighton to A. O. Lovejoy. May 23, 1913, in Pearson, "Deci· 

sions of Committee	 A," p. 21. 
,. Leiter of H. W. Tyler to Beard, June 21, 1917, in Seligman Papers. 
so Leiter of Charles A. Beard to H. W. Tyler, June 16. 1917, in Seligman Papers. 
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Barrett Wendell and Albert Bushnell Hart did not immediately join,S' and 

W. T. Councilman of the Harvard Medical School justified his refractori

ness with this comment: 

The matter does not interest me. I am opposed to anything that savours of 
organization or the formation of societies of any sort. The modern habit of 
organization I regard. asa pernicious form of activity. The present unfavor
able conditions of lIniversity life will finally be remedied not by organization 
but by the refusal of cap<lb1e men to entcr into it.a' 

~ __:'~Tr~: ':':~--_ :-~ -~ 

The academic bo~¢tUi~~,;Jhc conservative, and the radical all were wary. 

Still, the memb~r~efgl611¥~llQwedcontinuous growth. Within six months, 

the Associationh.ed..!(;31~7membersrepresenting 75 institutions; by Janu

ary, 1922, it had.¢~04.6i~embersfrom 183 institutions." 

Because of the!suspi1~<)n that the Association aroused in the profession 

it sought to serv~alld.<~ne:bostilityit incurred from the general public, the 

major effort oftbe.lri~trSof the AAUP in the early years was to win 
respectability.AQeltil,;?~fattitude toward trustees, a militant stand on 

academic freedom,\<l.I1Yt'Rfthe usual postures of the trade union, would 
have alarmed and ~repelled tbe great majority of American professors. 
Accordingly, the original confcrence call issued by the Johns Hopkins 
professors contained ollly a fcw references to academic freedom or to 
what might be called "unfair labor practices." The main goals of the 
association appealed to!prefessors as professionallLlen, not as employees." 
Dewey, in his address/to the committee on organization, scotched the 
idea that the investigation and punishment of infractions of academic 

freedom would preocclIpy the attention of the Association: 

I do not know of any college teacher who does not hold that such infringement, 
when it occurs, is an attack on the integrity of our calling. But such cases are 
too rare to even suggest the ..formation of un association like this.... In 
any case, I am confident that the topic cannot be more than an incident of 
the activities of thc association in developing professional standards.'" 

But on this score the philosopher did not possess the gift of prophecy. The 

Association was astounded and disheartened by the calls that came from 

aU over the country to lend its assistance to professors in their unequal 

81 Pearson. "Decisions of Committee A," p. 24. Hart was listed on the AAUP 
roUs in 1921. 

.2 Letter of Councilman to Lovejoy, December 4,1914, in Pearson, "Decisions of 
Committee A," p. 24. Councilman was listed on the AAUP rolls in t921. 

13 Bulletifl, AAUP,II (April, 1916),3-4; ibid., VIII (January, 1922),51. 
.. Ibid., II (March, 1916), 12. 
.. Thilly, "American Association of University Professors," p. 200. 
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struggles with administrators. Distress signals came from the University of 

Utah, where seventeen professors resigned in protest when one of their 

colleagues was unceremoniously dismissed; from the University of Col
orado, where a law professor believed he had been fired for testimony 
given before a government commission; from Wesleyan University, where 
a professor believed he had been removed because of anti-Sabbatarian
 

remarks delivered at a nearby club; from the University of Pennsylvania,
 
where Scott Nearing, in a case that achieved great notoriety, was removed
 

from the Wharton School; fronl the University of Washington, where three
 

professors had been discharged."6 However much the founders wished
 
to devote themselves to long~runconstructivetasks befitting a professional
 

society, they could not evade the fact that professors in trouble looked 
to them as to a grievance committee, as their long-sought avenging arm. 
"To have failed to meet the demands," Dewey commented later, "would 

have been cowardly; it would have tended to destroy all confidence in the 

Association as anything more than a talking body.... The investiga

tions of particular C3SCS were literally thrust upon us." 3T 

The pressure on the Association resulted in a bifurcation of its in

terests and activities. Even as Committee A on Academic Freedom and 
Academic Tenure was setta work to fashion general principles for the 
guidance of the profession,special investigative subcommittees were sent 
scurrying over the country, hearing professorial complaints, investigating 

actual conditions, writing up reports. Thus, on the one hand, the AAUP 
tried to function as an· agency of codiftcation, fixing its sights on the 

larger aspects of academic freedom and other professional problems. On 
the other hand, it had to fun<ctiop as an agency of group pressure, investi

gating cases and imposing penalties in response to immediate demands. 
To the historian of the AAUP and the profession, the long-term efforts of 
the Association may stand out· as its greater contribution. But there 

"" "Report of the Committee of Inquiry on Conditions at the University of Utah," 
Bllllerin, AAUP, I (July, 1915); "Reports of Committees concerning Charges of 
Violation of Academic Freedom at the Univcrsity of Colorado and at Wesleyan 
University," ibid., II (April, (916); "Report of the Committee of Inquiry on the 
Case of Professor Scott Nqring of the University of Pennsylvania," ibid .. II (May, 
1916); "Report of the Sub-Committee on the Cas~ of Professor Joseph K. Hart of 
the University of Washington," ibid.. III (April, 1917). 

aT John Dewey, "Presidential Address," Bllllelifl, AAUP, I (December, 1915), 
11-12. Such was the pressure onCommiltee A that three cases had to be referred 
to the learned societies: one, arising at Dartmouth College, to the American Philo
sophical Association; one, at Tulane University, to the American Physiological 
Society; one, at the University of Oktahoma, to the American Chemical Society. 

ibid., p. 18. 
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can be no doubt that, because of its immediate involvement in institutional 

conflicts, the Association became stamped, in lay and professional circles 

alike. as an organization of professorial defense. In the ensuing years, 

whatever else it accomplished, the reputation of the AAUP was to hinge 
on its successes and failures in recognizing and rectifying abuses. 

ACHIEVEMENTS: THE AAUP AS AN 
AGENCY OF CODIFICATION 

The first attempt of the AAUP to work out the scope and limits of aca

demic freedom was Committee A's Report on Academic Freedom and 

Academic Tenure of 1915, the general philosophy of which we ex

amined in a previous chapter. Briefly. its fundamental premises were that 

academic freedom was a necessary condition for a university's existence; 
that trustees occupied the position of public officials discharging a public 

trust; that the only exception to this was when they served private propa

gandistic purposes, in which case those purposes ought to be made ex

plicit; that in the classroom professors were limited by the norms of 

neutrality and competence; that outside the university professors had 

the same right as any other citizens to freedom of utterance and action, 
.+:;... limited only by the obligation to Observe professional decorum. Theseo 
00 ideas were not militant or extreme. The Report emphasized the unas

sailably respectable if somewhat bromidic point that there were no rights 
without corresponding obligations, that academic freedom was not aca

demic license. It strained for balance in its jUdgments. In chiding those 

trustees who regarded professors as their employees and the university 

as their ~vyn private property, it also took acCOunt of the tradition that
sanctione~ (hOi'S, point of view, and of {he restrictions imposed hy the 

chartcrs. Noting the malfeasancc of cellain wealthy donors and trustecs, 

it also callcd allention 10 the danger of political prcssure from popular 
movcment~ of reform. 

But the report contained more than generalitie~; it offered practical 

proposals il,s'(j\ll~JI. And it was over its specific demands, rather than its 
philosophic~I. principles, that the major batlles with academic trustees 

and adminigrators were to be fought. Its practical proposals had two 

main objectjvys. The first was to place some limitation on the trustees' 

prerogative to fire teachers. Quite tentatively, the Committee suggested 

that aberrant opinion should never be grounds for dismissal. It recognized, 
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however, that differences in traditions and local conditions made it 

difficult to apply uniform substantive limitations. But it held that the 

procedural limitations could and should be uniform. At this point, the 

Committee made one of its most controversial proposals: it suggested 

trials under faculty auspices. 

Every university or college teacher (at the rank of associate professor or 
above) should be entitled, before dismissal or demotion. to have the charges 
against him stated in writing in specific terms and to have a fair trial on those 
charges before a special or permanent judicial committee chosen by the f"culty 
senate or council. or by the faculty at large. 

At such trial the teacher accused should have full opportunity to present 
evidence, and if the charge is one of professional incompetency. a formal 
report upon his work should be first made in writing by the teachers of his 
own department and of cognate departments in the university, and if the 
teacher concerned so desire, by a committee of his fellow specialists from 
other institutions appointed by some competent authority.·· 

The second objective of these practical proposals was to provide security 

and dignity in the academic job through definite rules of tenure: 

In every institution there should be an unequivocal understanding as to 
lhe term of each appointment. ... 

In those state universities which are legally incapable of making contracts 
for more than a limited period, the governing boards should announce their 
policy with respect to the presumption of reappointment in the several classes 
of position. and such announcements, though not legally enforceable, should 
be regarded as morally binding.·· 

Academic freedom was the end: due process, tenure, and establishment 

of professional competence were regarded as necessary means. 

These practical proposals were indicative not only of how much profes
sors had comc to rely on bureaucratic safeguards, but also of how much 

the views of these particular professors reflected their elite position. On 
evcry count, the proposals embodied a doublc standard to distinguish 

between academic men of high and low estate. Whcreas tcachers above 

the level of instructors were to be entitled to one year's notice of dismissal, 

instructors were only to be entitled to warning three months before the 

close of the academic year. Whereas those of the rank of associate and 

full professors were to be entitled to a judicial hearing, it was to be 
sufficient that the faculty approve the dismissal of anyone below that 

S. "Report," Committee on Academic Freedom and Academil: Tenure, Bulle/in, 
AAUP,	 1 (December. 1915), 41-42.
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